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ABSTRACT 

George W. Dasent, H.L. Brœkstad, and Pat Shaw have all translated Asbjornsen 

and Moe's Norwegian folk tales into English. Their translations appeared over a span of 

one hundred years, between 1859 and 1960. Translation conventions change according to 

time and place, and this study compares the translators' approach to their task of 

transferring Asbjornsen and Moe's tales from source to target culture. The focus is on the 

translational solutions utilised for culture-specific items and stylistic issues. I find that the 

three translators have the same basic approach to translation. The translations are clearly 

source-oriented, and the translators all present tales that are firmly rooted in the source 

culture, thus emphasising the foreignness of the literature transferred. The difference in 

strategies that does exist is due to the translators' individual approaches, to differences in 

the target cultures, and to the interplay between the translator and his/her environment. 
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1 
INTRODUCTION 

Peter Christen Asbjornsen and J0rgen Moe are central folklore collectors in 

Norway. Their folk tales are not pure folklore; they have already been translated from oral 

discourse into a traditional written form and, as "literary folk tales," position themselves in 

between folklore and literary fairy tales. Asbjornsen and Moe's collection and publication 

of folk tales in the mid-nineteenth century were part of the endeavour to define and 

consolidate a Norwegian national identity. To the collectors, the connection between the 

text and the land was essential. And to Norwegians of today, the tales are strongly tied to 

what is perceived as typically Norwegian (see Amilien 227). 

More than many other literary genres, folk tales are tied to the nation or group that 

formed them, and a translator of Asbjornsen and Moe's folk tales will have to consider 

how to handle the tales' bond to their source culture. Over the years, numerous English 

versions of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales have appeared, both of individual tales and of 

collections. Many are retellings that are more or less firmly based upon Asbj0rnsen and 

Moe's texts. The tales may have kept their Norwegian setting or been moved to another 

setting. The retellings are usually directed specifically at children, often in the form of 

picture books. Of the more conventional translations of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales, one 

(from 1895) was not available to me; two others comprise only eight and thirteen tales, 

respectively, with only one tale common to both collections. The works of three other 

translators are comprehensive and include many of the same tales, thus providing an 

opportunity to compare translations of specific tales. These are the texts that I will 

examine. They are found in five works: Popular Tales from the Norse (1859) and Tales  

from the Field (1873) translated by George Webbe Dasent, Round the Yule-Log (1881) 



2 
and Fairy Tales from the Far North (1897) translated by Hans Lien Braskstad, and 

Norwegian Folk Tales (1960) by Pat Shaw. 

All translation activity necessarily involves an acculturation to the receiving 

system, or target system. Translations may subscribe primarily to the norms of either the 

source culture or the target culture, but all conventional translations include elements of 

adequacy (adherence to the linguistic and literary norms of the source pole) and 

acceptability (priority to the target norms). Translation conventions vary according to time 

and place. Various periods and cultures often show a preference for either source-

orientedness or target-orientedness. Thus, in eighteenth century France, domestication was 

the dominating trend in translation practice. With Romanticism came a tendency in Europe 

to favour foreignising translations. According to Christiane Nord, foreignisation is still 

today the favoured practice (103). (She does not specify where, but presumably she is 

referring to western Europe). Translations targeting children are an important exception to 

this rule; they are generally more domesticated than translations directed at adults. 

In my study I want to examine what concerns Dasent, Braekstad, and Shaw seem 

to have and what strategies they have used in their work to address these concerns. How 

do they transfer the tales from one culture to another? Are their translations primarily 

source- or target-oriented? How does the receiving pole, or the target culture, determine 

their translational choices? A comparative approach will show similarities and differences 

between the translators and also highlight the context they are translating in. I am mostly 

interested in finding and describing, although my study will contain also normative or 

evaluative elements. 
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The translators are three individuals and cannot be taken to be the epitome of their 

respective times and cultures. Yet, as with everyone else they are influenced by the society 

and cultural subgroups to which they belong. I therefore expect to find that the span of 

time between the translations has led to different concerns for the translators. For instance, 

I expect that the translators will feel increasingly less need to take consideration to reader 

sensitivities, parallel with a change in the target culture, and I find it likely that the 

translation of culture-specific items may have changed over the hundred years that our 

translations cover. To the extent that the translations of Asbjornsen and Moe target 

children, it could also be expected that the texts show more domesticating features than 

most translations for adults. 

I picked the interpretive school as my theoretical point of departure because I 

agreed with important aspects of the approach: the interpretive school views translation as 

a communicative act; it uses equivalence as the basic translation criterion; and it 

emphasises the centrality of the source text and yet sees the translator as a co-creator. 

Certain areas that interest me are not treated in depth by the interpretive approach, such as 

the interplay between the translator and her milieu. Therefore I also draw from other 

currents within translation studies, especially from those focusing on the cultural and 

ideological aspects of translation and on the constraints in the target culture that have a 

bearing on translation. 
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CHAPTER ONE: THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 

This chapter sets up my basis for approaching the translations I am looking at. I 

shall draw mainly upon the interpretive school but also use ideas from scholars outside 

that school. The interpretive approach to translation has been developed at ESIT (Ecole 

Supérieure d'Interprètes et de Traducteurs), the translation and interpretation school of 

Université de la Sorbonne Nouvelle. Dánica Seleskovitch is the pioneer, while other 

members of the group include Marianne Lederer, Maurice Pergnier, and Jean Delisle. 

Initially, in the 1960s, research at ESIT concentrated on conference interpreting (that is, 

simultaneous or consecutive interpreting). With Delisle (1980), the focus was enlarged to 

"pragmatic" translation, defined as translation of written, non-literary, and non-specialised 

texts. Today, the theory encompasses also what is traditionally called literary translation. 

The interpretive school, or Paris school, postulates that translation is a communication act. 

The school is more interested in the translating process than in the end product. It deals 

extensively with translation pedagogy, and it is thus natural that it is prescriptive, 

providing the translator with specific objectives and a method of translation. To the 

interpretive scholars it is evident that the translator's task is to reproduce the original. The 

translator is fairly free in his or her choice of linguistic means and does not have to stay 

literally close to the original text. The objective is clearly defined: to re-express in another 

language "the meaning embodied in a text with a specific communicative function" 

(Delisle, An Interpretive Approach 4). It is the meaning of the original that demands 

fidelity of the translator, but the meaning of the original text in a larger context, not of 

individual words, sentences, or other segments. 
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Delisle identifies three stages in the translation process: comprehension, 

reformulation, and verification. The comprehension stage is the same for monolinguistic 

and interlinguistic communication: essentially, the two kinds of communication are 

similar. The comprehension stage consists of grasping the meaning of the source text. 

Without having grasped the meaning, the translator is not able to produce an acceptable 

text, according to the Paris school. In contrast to linguistic theories of translation, the 

interpretive school emphasises that words, or linguistic signs, do not contain the meaning 

of an utterance: "Language is only one of the components in a message" (Delisle, An  

Interpretive Approach 60). Words give us only a part of the meaning; the full meaning is 

made up of the signification of the words in conjunction with non-linguistic factors. The 

meaning is consequently greater than the sum of the signifieds. Thus, even if the receiver 

of a message knows the signification of all the individual words in an utterance, it is not 

certain that he understands the meaning of the utterance. We find an everyday example of 

this when we read the headlines in a newspaper: without background knowledge we would 

often be unable to understand them. 

Delisle suggests in several places that meaning is constructed in the meeting 

between reader and author: 

Like the reader, the translator is an active participant in the communication 

process. . . . Interpretation is crucial to comprehension for, as André 

Martinet has pointed out, 'in communicating with language, we signal 

something that is not manifest by means of something that is.' 
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Interpretation is thus a hermeneutic dialogue between the translator and the 

original text. (An Interpretive Approach 54) 

Objet d'interprétation par le traducteur, le sens est forcément objet de 

polémique... . C'est que le sens n'est pas, il est le résultat d'une 

construction. (La traduction raisonnée 127) 

Seleskovitch, on the other hand, repeatedly refers to a meaning that is objectively existent: 

"Perhaps the most fundamental contribution of interpretation [i.e. oral translation] to the 

science of language is this: unlike thought, the intended message can be apprehended 

objectively through linguistic meanings which become unambiguous when associated with 

cognitive complements" (Seleskovitch and Lederer, A Systematic Approach to Teaching  

Interpretation 229); "Discourse is . . . based on a collective consensus - in this case among 

the interlocutors involved. This is what enables us to affirm that a given formulation has a 

given sense at a given moment when uttered by a given speaker" (Seleskovitch and 

Lederer, A Systematic Approach 230). Further, Delisle, Seleskovitch, and Lederer all 

propose that meaning equals the author's "vouloir dire," or intended meaning, so that it is 

just a question of the reader grasping it: "Le sens est ce que veut dire un auteur, ce qu'il 

veut faire comprendre à travers ce qu'il dit" (Lederer, La traduction aujourd'hui 35); "[The 

meaning of a message] is an expression of the author's intention" (Delisle, An Interpretive  

Approach 42); "Le sens d'une phrase c'est ce qu'un auteur veut délibérément exprimer" 

(Seleskovitch in Seleskovitch and Lederer, Interpréter pour Traduire 269). The reason for 

these seemingly divergent views on where the meaning resides and on whether there is one 

single meaning is that, for the interpretive scholars, it is not a question of perfect identity 
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between the author's intended message and the meaning constructed by the reader. The 

meaning will necessarily contain a subjective element, as Lederer makes clear: "L'auteur 

transmet son vouloir dire . . . sans qu'il puisse jamais y avoir coïncidence totale entre ce 

vouloir dire et le sens qui est retenu par le lecteur. Toute compréhension est donc par 

définition subjective et le sens ne peut être qu'une approximation au vouloir dire de 

l'auteur" (Seleskovitch and Lederer, Interpréter pour Traduire 25). The meaning of a text 

can therefore be slightly different for different readers and yet be similar enough for us to 

talk about "the meaning." 

One might suspect that ambiguity would constitute a problem, opening up more 

than one meaning, but this is not the case, according to the interpretive scholars, who 

distinguish between intentional and unintentional ambiguity. The former should be 

preserved in the translation, and is often found in texts of a more literary kind but rarely in 

technical texts, where the objective is clarity and precision. Unintentional ambiguity does 

exist on the Saussurean langue level, for instance as polysemy, when one signifier has 

more than one signified. Isolated words may therefore have several meanings. The 

polysemy of a word can cause ambiguity on the sentence level, as in "the chair is blue," 

where two possible interpretations are "the chairperson is depressed" and "the piece of 

furniture intended for sitting has a blue colour." (Examples are mine unless otherwise 

noted.) Other factors that may make an isolated sentence ambiguous is its lack of context, 

as in "George thinks vanilla" (example taken from Lederer, La traduction aujourd'hui 30). 

When we know the sentence that precedes "George thinks vanilla," then the ambiguity 

disappears: "Do you know what kind of ice cream Haj likes? George thinks vanilla." 
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Ambiguity is an important issue in machine translation, but according to the interpretive 

approach, it is an artificial problem in human translation: the verbal context will allow a 

linguistic segment only one meaning. When constructing meaning, the reader does not 

consider all the possibilities of the signified, rather he or she retains only the semes that 

are actualised by the context. The langue level may thus present ambiguities, but the 

parole level, the language in use, will not. If indeed there appears to be more than one 

possible interpretation and this is not intentional, it is because the author does not express 

himself clearly enough or because the reader fails. Due to a lack of either linguistic 

competence or encyclopedic knowledge, a translator might thus find ambiguities in a 

source text where there are none, but a translator with an excellent grasp of both the source 

language and culture and the topic dealt with will usually not find the source text 

ambiguous. Seleskovitch sums up univocality: 

Le cheminement qui mène au sens ne passe pas par l'intégralité du signifié. 

La traduction interprétative montre que l'actualisation sémantique reste en 

deçà du contenu significatif intégral des signes et des phrases. Le sens naît 

de la fusion de deux composantes : ensembles sémiques partiellement 

réalisés, compléments cognitifs puisés dans la mémoire, l'adjonction de 

ceux-ci expliquant la réalisation partielle de ceux-là, ce caractère partiel 

expliquant à son tour que le sens, pour qui est partie prenante à la 

communication, est toujours univoque. (Seleskovitch and Lederer, 

Interpréter pour traduire 305) 
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According to Delisle, "Comprehension takes place on two different levels: the 

level at which signifieds are grasped, and the level at which meaning is grasped" (An 

Interpretive Approach 54). The differentiation is theoretical: in real life, the two levels 

concur. The first level is the linguistic, explicit one where signs are decoded. This is the 

level at which transcoding takes place, that is, replacement of the individual signifiers in 

the source text by presumably equivalent signifiers from another language. But to the 

interpretive scholars transcoding is not translation: "Transcoding is matching similar 

words, translation is communicating an equivalent message''1 (An Interpretive Approach 

55). The signifieds reveal only a part of the meaning. As said above, the full meaning is 

given by the linguistic level in conjunction with the referential context, or by the explicit 

and the implicit together, since the author states explicitly only a part of what he or she 

wants to convey. The implicit is knowledge that is assumed shared with the reader. Antin 

Rydning compares the message to an iceberg where the visible tip corresponds to the 

explicit part of the message while the huge, invisible part of the iceberg corresponds to the 

implicit ("Oversetter vi ord" 247). In his work, the translator is free to move the borderline 

between implicit and explicit. Explicitation is the term used in translation studies for the 

technique of making explicit in the target text information that is implicit in the source 

text. Conversely, implicitation is the process of allowing the target language context to 

define certain details that were explicit in the source text. An example of these two 

strategies is found in a clause from Steinbeck's Cannery Row: "They walked holding 

hands" is in the French published translation rendered by "soldats et filles se tenaient par 

la main" (qtd. in Lederer, La traduction aujourd'hui 57). The translator has here used both 
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explicitaion and implicitation. The pronoun "they" has in French been expanded to 

"soldats et filles" (explicitation), while "walked" has been omitted and is only implied in 

the French text (implicitation). 

In order to understand the implicit part of the message, the receiver will use his 

"cognitive complements," that is, notional and emotional elements drawn from his 

encyclopedic and background knowledge, personal experience and attitudes, etc. 

Cognitive complements are a crucial extra-linguistic element in the comprehension 

process, but not the only one. Other non-linguistic factors include an evaluation of the 

larger setting of the text: who the author and the target audience are; when and where the 

text was written, and for what purpose; what is the topic of the text. Without knowledge of 

these factors, as is the case with texts removed from their context, a translation according 

to the interpretive model is in fact impossible. The interpretive model requires a genuine 

communicative situation where the sender, receiver, and setting are known. 

The research done in conference interpreting suggests that the translator does not 

go directly from comprehension to re-expression but passes a non-verbal stage of 

conceptualisation. Here the interpretive scholars draw on psychological research, 

especially on Jean Piaget and the French neuropsychologist Jacques Barbizet. These two 

researchers admit that much is still unknown about the relation between thought and 

language, but claim that enough is known to confirm their hypothesis that thinking exists 

independent of linguistic signification, of language. After analysis of the linguistic and 

non-linguistic aspects of a text, the meaning is present in the translator's consciousness in 

a non-verbal form. To the interpretive scholars, meaning is thus extrinsic to language. This 
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is the basis for their claim that everything is translatable: regardless of languages involved, 

a translation is able to convey the meaning of a text because the translation does not refer 

directly to the source language. 

Once the comprehension stage is finished and the meaning is conceptualised, the 

translator will reverbalise the ideas of the source text. The conceptualised meaning will 

again find a linguistic expression, in a new language. The process of reformulation draws 

on what Delisle calls analogical reasoning and is more difficult to analyse than the 

comprehension process. Delisle describes it: 

Reformulation is not a mere labelling of concepts. It is, fundamentally, an 

act of intelligence, a series of 'living and acting operations', even if the 

translator is not conscious of each one.... To discover the meaning of an 

utterance within a communication situation and re-express it in another 

language, the translator reasons by analogy, probing the expressive 

resources of the target language through a series of associations and 

deductions, or inferences. He progresses through several stages, but not 

necessarily in a straight line... . The human brain works by association, 

and the translator's competence depends to a large extent on his deductive 

and associative abilities. (An Interpretive Approach 61-62) 

Consciously and subconsciously, the translator gropes for a suitable 

formulation. Information is summoned or evoked from the memory. Each 

time the translator, in the course of this exploration, rejects a possible 
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solution as unsatisfactory, he is passing judgement on the appropriateness 

of its form and content. (An Interpretive Approach 65) 

The translator is a second author, repeating what the first author has already done: 

putting a deverbalised meaning in words. As the last sentence in the quotation suggests, 

content is not the translator's sole preoccupation. It will usually be the first priority, but 

the translation must also transfer the form of the source text, in a way that is adapted to the 

target language and audience. It is not a question of achieving an identical form but an 

equivalent one, producing the same effect as the original form. And while the interpretive 

scholars distinguish between various stages and factors in the translation process, they are 

conscious of the intermingling of factors in actual translating. There is a constant going 

back and forth in the translator's mind, between the different levels of comprehension, and 

between a deverbalised meaning and possible solutions for its reverbalisation. 

Re-expression of an utterance happens through correspondences and equivalences. 

Correspondences are located on the linguistic level; they are renderings of words, 

syntagmas, or syntactic forms outside of context, such as we could find in a bilingual 

dictionary. For instance, (F) Terre-Neuve corresponds to (E) Newfoundland, (F) grand to 

for example (E) large, big, great. According to the interpretive theory, correspondences 

are necessary in translation. Monosemic words, for example, have only one possible 

translation as do proper names. But translation based on correspondences (resulting in 

"transcoding" or "linguistic translation") is rejected. What is sought in reformulation is 

equivalence on the text level: "La traduction pour être réussie, doit viser à établir une 

équivalence globale entre le texte original et le texte traduit, les correspondances 
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répondant à des besoins ponctuels alors que leur application systématique ne permettrait 

pas d'obtenir cette équivalence" (Lederer, La traduction aujourd'hui 51). Equivalence is 

thus situated at the discourse level. Lederer reiterates Werner Koller's criteria to assess the 

equivalence of a translation: a translation should convey the information given in the 

original; it should respect the style; it should respect the norms of genre; it should be 

adapted to the reader's knowledge; it should produce the same aesthetic effect as the 

original (La traduction aujourd'hui 64). In short, for a translation to be equivalent to the 

original, it should have the same content as the original and an equivalent form and effect. 

The assessment of what is equivalent is necessarily to a large extent subjective. 

A great distance between the two languages or cultures involved does not impede 

the transfer of meaning, according to the interpretive school. In fact, the further apart the 

languages are, the more likely the translation is to be good: Italian being closer to French 

than German is, Seleskovitch suggests that "l'italien est plus facile à traduire mal en 

français. Il y a constante confusion d'idées, l'italien à traduire bien en français est plus 

difficile parce qu'on est constamment hypnotisé par le mot.... Plus le mot est proche, 

plus les langues sont proches, plus la difficulté d'une bonne traduction est grande" 

(Seleskovitch and Lederer, Interpréter pour traduire 134). This is in contradiction to the 

widely held view that the closer related two languages are, the easier the translation. 

In order to express a certain meaning, different languages will use different 

relations between the implicit and explicit. Lederer has borrowed the term synecdoche to 

explain the relation between the implicit and the explicit. In rhetoric the synecdoche names 

a part that represents a larger entity. To Lederer, the synecdoche is the explicit of the 
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meaning, referring to a larger, implicit entity. At the word level, we find an abundance of 

examples of how different languages choose different aspects of a referent to designate it. 

Drawer is in English characterised by the action that opens the container; the Norwegian 

skuff refers etymologically to the action needed to close it (cf. Swedish skuffa ["to push"]), 

whereas the Swedish làda ("box") highlights the form of the referent. Another example of 

languages using different synecdoches (taken from Lederer) is corkscrew where English 

highlights the material of the bottle stopper and the motion used to insert the device in the 

stopper, whereas in French (tire-bouchon) the synecdoche focuses on the pulling motion 

used to get the stopper out of the bottle, while the material of the stopper is implicit. The 

two words designate the same object but make reference to different aspects of the object. 

We find the same phenomenon in idioms, where different languages rarely use the same 

synecdoches to express a similar idea. Whereas someone may "beat about the bush" in 

English, he would "walk as the cat around hot porridge" ("gâ som katten rundt varme 

graten") in Norwegian. Individual words, proverbs, and fixed expressions, however, 

represent a smaller challenge to the translator than synecdoche at the discourse level. Ideas 

and emotions are expressed by different signifieds in different languages, and the 

translator is constantly asked to make up new synecdoches in the target language. Lederer 

chooses another example from Cannery Row to illustrate synechdoche: "The ties were 

pulled down a little," translated as "ils avaient défait leur cravate" (La traduction  

aujourd'hui 216). The English clause designates the effect, the French the cause, but both 

show the same image. 
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The final stage of the process of translation according to Delisle is verification, 

where the translator performs a back-translation to verify that "the proposed equivalent 

perfectly renders the full meaning of the original utterance" (An Interpretive Approach 

66). The translator goes back from the translation to the original text to make sure that all 

aspects of the latter have been retained - the translation becomes the new source text, and 

if the translator has been successful, the back-translation should have the same meaning as 

the original. Again, analytical reasoning is involved: 

This quality check on the translation is also a reasoning process. 

Translating thus entails two interpretations - the first based on the signs of 

the source text, the second based on the signs of the target language once 

the tentative solution or possible equivalents have been proposed. In both 

cases, the sole object of the interpretation is meaning. (An Interpretive  

Approach 67) 

When examining an existing translation, the reader does not have access to the 

process behind the translation. The finished result does not provide the means to 

distinguish between Delisle's re-expression and verification stages. The re-expression 

stage therefore includes also the verification stage in my study. 

Delisle limited the scope of his Translation: An Interpretive Approach to pragmatic 

texts, but others see his approach as applicable to all kinds of translation; for example 

Antin Rydning states: "[La méthode de Delisle] mérite l'appellation de méthode de 

traduction tout court.... les principes fondamentaux dégagés ont une portée générale, 

universelle" ("De la théorie" 349). Lederer also emphasises the universality of the 
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interpretive approach: "le principe interprétatif s'applique à tous [les genres de textes], de 

la poésie au texte le plus technique" (La traduction aujourd'hui 9). She also stresses the 

basic similarities between different types of translation: "Traduction littéraire et traduction 

technique sont en fait deux aspects d'une même activité" (La traduction aujourd'hui 85). 

But like translation of other text types, translation of literary works has specific challenges. 

Delisle, Lederer, and Seleskovitch do not treat literary translation extensively, but 

Fortunato Israel, professor at ESIT, develops the interpretive approach to literary 

translation in his 1991 paper "Traduction littéraire : l'appropriation du texte." 

The fundamental principle of literary translation, to the interpretive school, is 

equivalence of function and of message. The effect on the reader of the translation should 

be the same as on the reader of the source text, and the translation should leave the 

author's message intact: "Inutile de dire que les équivalences . . . ne sont pas des libertés 

prises par rapport au vouloir dire de l'auteur" (Lederer, La traduction aujourd'hui 84); "La 

liberté du traducteur littéraire s'excerce par rapport à la forme du texte de départ, non par 

rapport à l'effet que produit cette forme" (Lederer, La traduction aujourd'hui 85). 

However, specific to literary translation is the close relation between content and form, to 

the extent that the form may become an end in itself: "Dans ces conditions, la forme n'est 

plus un simple vecteur de l'idée, du contenu notionnel. Valorisée, sémantisée, elle devient 

un élément primordial dans l'élaboration du message au point que souvent le dire compte 

autant sinon plus que le dit" (Israël 19). Israël compares form and content to the two 

aspects of the Saussurean sign, inseparable in the construction of meaning. In a literary 

text, then, the form, or style, is part of the author's vouloir dire. The literary translator will 
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privilege the linguistic level to a far greater extent than a pragmatic translator, in his 

efforts to recreate the aesthetic, emotional, and notional aspects of the original. But Israël 

warns against paying too much attention to the form and gives an example from Le petit  

prince where the prince addresses the narrator with tu and vous in the same sentence. The 

tu/vous aspect cannot be rendered in for instance English, and the translator must therefore 

use other means to convey the underlying idea of "childish innocence" (23). 

Contrary to most non-literary texts, a literary text is by its very nature ambiguous, 

opening for a plurality of meanings: "Literary works are not restricted to a single 

interpretation" (Delisle, An Interpretive Approach 16). The translator, as any other reader, 

has to make a personal interpretation. Subjectivity is therefore more predominant in 

literary translation than in other translation activities: "Elle [la compréhension du 

traducteur] reste donc un acte d'interprétation hautement subjectif qui conditionne à son 

tour, dans une très large mesure, la perception ultérieure de l'œuvre par le public" (Israël 

26). As a result, the presence of the translator is more decisive in literary than in non-

literary translation: "Plus que tout autre transfert une traduction littéraire reste donc une 

proposition éminemment personnelle" (Israël 27). It is, however, not a question of having 

a fully visible translator, one of whom the reader is conscious. The mandate of the 

translator is firmly restricted; he should not interpret more than strictly necessary: "Le 

traducteur qui se ferait exégète, l'interprète qui se ferait herméneute transgresseraient les 

limites de leurs fonctions" (Seleskovitch in Seleskovitch and Lederer, Interpréter pour  

traduire 269). The translator has to show humility towards the original; although a co-

creator, he is not the initial creator: "En effet, l'idée première de l'œuvre ne lui appartient 
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pas et, s'il se doit d'être créatif et audacieux, il lui faut également avoir suffisamment 

d'humilité pour ne pas agir en démiurge et couvrir de sa propre voix la parole de l'autre" 

(Israël 28). There is a hierarchical relation between author and translator, with the author 

at the top. 

Israël adopts ideas from the polysystems theory, emphasising that any translation 

presupposes a decontextualisation and subsequent acculturation in order to function in the 

target literary system. An integration in the target context is inevitable but should not go as 

far as to produce an adaptation, according to the interpretive approach. The target language 

system should be privileged, but the cultural specificity of the source text should be 

retained in the translation - the interpretive school favours the target language but the 

source culture. The text should stay anchored in the source culture, as one of the prime 

reasons of literary translation, according to Israël, is to widen the cultural horizon of the 

target audience (29). 

The interpretive approach is thus based on the notion of equivalence. This is a 

topic that has been widely and vehemently discussed in translation forums for the last few 

decades. Traditionally, equivalence has been a key concept in any definition of translation, 

and translation scholars have looked for equivalence at the word, sentence, or text level, 

presenting various typologies. Today, many translation theorists, among them Gideon 

Toury, reject equivalence as a prescriptive criterion. To Toury, the definition of a 

translation is that it is regarded as a translation in the target culture, and equivalence is the 

relation between the source text and the target text. Thus, the dichotomy equivalence -
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non-equivalence is broken, and equivalence can be described according to type and degree. 

Other contemporary theorists reject the notion of equivalence altogether. For instance, 

Mary Snell-Hornby maintains that it is unsuitable as a basic concept in translation theory: 

the term is ill-defined and imprecise and "presents an illusion of symmetry between 

languages which hardly exists beyond the level of vague approximations" (22). 

Languages are not symmetrical. They do have different taxonomies - the 

vocabularies of different languages do not divide concepts in the same manner 

semantically, and it is possible that language categorisation influences the world view of 

the language users (cf. the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis). The denomination of colours is an 

apposite example. What relation is there between having a label for a specific colour and 

seeing it as distinct from another colour? A few centuries back neither English nor 

Norwegian had a name for what we now see as distinctly purple, orange, or beige. 

Hjelmslev has also demonstrated that languages divide the spectrum differently (see 

Belsey 39). And just as there are hardly any true synonyms in a language, there are hardly 

any identical concepts in two languages. What may at first glance appear to be absolute 

equivalences in two languages, for instance (F) café and (E) coffee, turn out not to be. 

Although both terms refer to a hot drink made of water and ground coffee beans, the terms 

are culture-specific, with diverging denotations and connotations. The French café is 

strong, dark roast, and usually drunk in small quantities after a meal, whereas the North-

American coffee is made with proportionally more water and lighter roast beans and drunk 

in larger quantities during the whole day. 
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But, at least for the interpretive scholars, equivalence does not imply absolute 

identity or sameness. It implies that the meaning in the original and its translation is 

similar in important aspects. The source and target texts may have few formal similarities 

and yet produce the same effect. Thus, although there is no semantic identity between 

"Take care!" and "A samedi!" the expressions may in a given context be equivalent. As 

the interpretive school stresses, equivalences are not ready-made solutions, rather they 

must always be created in the translation process, and equivalence on the text level is what 

counts. 

I agree with the interpretive scholars who argue that equivalence is a useful notion 

in translation. In spite of its vagueness and the subjectivity of its evaluation, it is 

convenient to use as a translational criterion, and I have not found any criterion that could 

replace it. Equivalence is a practical tool if one wants to do a comparative study of source 

and target texts. Furthermore, equivalence of some kind is indeed what a reader expects 

between an original and a translation. 

In addition to the original and the target language, there are other constraints on the 

translator, and this is an aspect that the interpretive school does not treat in depth. The 

prevailing taste, mores, and aesthetics in the target culture may influence, or even dictate, 

the choices of the translator. Literary conventions and social norms in the target culture are 

thus an important variable in the shaping of the translation. Adapting a text to the target 

culture may be seen as manipulation, a notion central to the theories of the Netherlands 

school: "From the point of view of the target literature, all translation implies a degree of 

manipulation of the source text for a certain purpose" (Hermans 11). The interpretive 
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scholars, on the other hand, suggest that the translator is or should be neutral and transfer 

the meaning of a text without stamping it with his personal opinions. Only Israël modifies 

this view, in his claim that the translator leaves traces of his "deep self in the text. This 

"deep self would include belief systems, so that in addition to the influence from the 

target culture, the translator invests his personal ideology in the translation. Ideology is 

given much attention by the Netherlands school, or manipulation school. I would agree 

with scholars from this school that no translation is "innocent." As human beings, we are 

all entangled in our own ideologies, and they will necessarily influence our activities, 

including any translation work. I bring this awareness to my reading of the translations in 

this study. 

Some of the notions of the interpretive school run counter to the present tendencies 

in literary criticism, for instance the search for the author's intentions in a text. Within 

translation studies, reception theory has led to more focus on the reader and the function of 

the translation and less on the author's intentions. The interpretive scholars also stress the 

intended reader and function of the target text, but without abandoning the notion of 

intention. A search for intentions might be justified in certain settings of translation, as in 

the case of Asbjornsen and Moe who clearly expressed the motivation behind their 

collections, but the use of the notion does demand caution. An author's work exists in a 

way independently of the author, making the interpretive school's equation between a 

text's meaning and the author's intention (vouloir dire) problematic. I will therefore use 

the notion of intention only in regard to a few specific aspects of the source text that the 

authors were clearly concerned about: Norwegian specificity and literary style. 
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The school's insistence that an utterance has one objective meaning would also be 

seen as problematic within literary criticism. But the interpretive school does admit that 

literary works are more open for different interpretations than are pragmatic texts. Thus, 

interpretive scholars accept that different readers/translators have a different understanding 

of the same literary text. 

Israël concludes that all translations combine aspects from the source and target 

cultures. In this he agrees with Toury, who maintains that a translation is always placed 

somewhere between the poles of adequacy - acceptability, never completely "adequate" to 

the original text because unable to reconstruct every feature of the original, nor entirely 

"acceptable" to the target culture because introducing unfamiliar aspects to the target 

system. This dichotomy goes back to the German Romantics. Friedrich Schleiermacher set 

up two diametrally different translation approaches: "Entweder der Uebersetzer láBt den 

Schriftsteller môglichst in Ruhe, und bewegt den Léser ihm entgegen; oder er làBt den 

Leser moglichst in Ruhe und bewegt den Schriftsteller ihm entgegen" ("either the 

translator leaves the author as much as possible in peace and moves the reader towards the 

author, or he leaves the reader as much as possible in peace and moves the author towards 

the reader") (298). Schleiermacher took a position for the latter solution, that is, for 

foreignising translations that stay close to the source culture, that convey the otherness of 

the original, and that try to bring the target text reader to the original. 

Antoine Berman argues along the same lines, privileging translations that retain the 

foreignness instead of what he calls "ethnocentric" translations: "Le traducteur qui traduit 

pour le public est amené à trahir l'original, à lui préférer son public, qu'il ne trahit 



(Tailleur pas moins, puisqu'il lui présente une oeuvre 'arrangée'.. . . Amender une oeuvre 

de ses étrangetés pour faciliter sa lecture n'aboutit qu'à la défigurer et, donc, à tromper le 

lecteur que l'on prétend servir. Il faut bien plutôt. . . une éducation à l'étrangeté" (85-86). 

Christiane Nord, on the other hand, is open for translations that prioritise target-language 

readers and that bring the author to the readers, to use Schleiermacher's expression. She 

regrets that most literary translations today are source-oriented: "Today the conventional 

translation type in literary prose seems to be documentary and exoticizing, with the 

exception of many children's books . . . or theatre plays.. . . Readers seem to have grown 

accustomed to translations that are not really fun to read" (103). 

As the quotation from Nord suggests, there is a strong tradition to domesticate 

children's literature to a larger extent than adult literature, but the practice is not 

unchallenged. The American translation of Jostein Gaarder's Sophie's World (1996), 

primarily targeting a teenage audience, is partly guided by a principle of domestication: 

many references to Norwegian culture are either suppressed or anglosised/americanised. 

Knut Hamsun and Bjornstjerne Bjornson are thus replaced by John Steinbeck and Thomas 

Hardy (while, interestingly, the names of Asbjornsen and Moe are retained). The 

translation was vividly discussed in Norwegian media in 1997. Most commentators view 

the adaptation to the target culture as an example of ethnocentricity and unethicality, in 

line with Berman. At least in certain cultures, a foreignising translation is thus expected 

also for a younger audience. 

Many studies of translations contain an evaluative aspect, although with the 

development of a descriptive approach in the last decades, prescription and evaluation 
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have lost their predominant positions. Several methods to assess translational quality have 

been proposed, yet what is called a good or bad translation is frequently dependent on 

idiosyncratic, and often vague, criteria. It is also far too easy (and common) to call 

attention to "wrong" or "poor" solutions when studying translations. My purpose is not to 

give a value judgement of the translated texts or to propose alternative solutions, but rather 

to take a more descriptive stance in my analysis. I value the translators and their work 

highly, and I do not wish to seek out weaknesses. What interests me is finding the 

strategies behind the translators' solutions. Still I will not totally let go of the evaluative 

aspect - it hovers in the background and surfaces here and there. 
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CHAPTER TWO: ASBJ0RNSEN AND MOE'S TALES AND THEIR 

CONTEXT 

According to Delisle, the first stage in the translation process is the comprehension 

stage. This stage includes grasping what Lederer calls "les paramètres discursifs" of the 

text to be translated, including the text's communicative situation, the circumstances 

surrounding the text's production, the author and the author's motives, the target audience 

of both the source and target texts, and the genre and topic of the text. This chapter will 

examine briefly Asbjornsen and Moe's folk tales and more extensively the discursive 

parameters involved in the translation of the tales. It is Asbjornsen and Moe's version of 

the tales that is under scrutiny. Examining the discursive parameters of the same tales as 

they were transmitted in an oral culture, would be a different discussion. Since folk tales 

are a collective creation, they have no one author or creator, thus no-one to attribute 

intentions to, unless one chooses to let a specific narrator take the place of the 

conventional author. Furthermore, in a study of oral tales the performance aspect would 

have to be foregrounded, while here we are dealing with traditional, written prose: the folk 

tales as they were fixed in form by Peter Christen Asbjornsen and Jorgen Moe and for 

which the collectors hold the formal role of author. 

In the second quarter of the nineteenth century, when the two collectors started 

their collaboration, Norway was strictly speaking a new nation. From the Middle Ages to 

1814 it had been governed as a province of Denmark. As a consequence of the Napoleonic 

wars, Denmark had to cede Norway to Sweden, but before the Swedish-Norwegian union 

was established, Norway adopted its liberal constitution which remained in place 
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throughout the union period (1814-1905). Rather unexpectedly, Norway had become a 

nation-state, but a state without any distinct national culture. The written language was 

Danish, the upper classes spoke a modified version of Danish, and the historical ties with 

Denmark were strong, at the same time as Sweden currently held a dominant role. 

Industrialisation as well as Romanticism were late in arriving to Norway, but in the 1830s 

Romantic ideas gained a strong foothold, especially those of Johann Gottfried Herder. So 

important was the Romantic nationalistic influence that the period between 1835-60 in 

Norwegian cultural history is labelled National Romanticism. The artists and intellectual 

elite took upon themselves the task of defining a Norwegian national identity. Such an 

identity was important in the political endeavour to distinguish Norway from Denmark and 

Sweden and to legitimise an autonomous Norwegian state. The cultural life of the new 

nation was to be renewed, inspired, and revitalised by the old Norse heritage and values. 

Sagas were translated into modern language; Norway's physical and cultural geography 

was mapped; attempts were made to define the Volksgeist. The national identity became 

tied to rural culture, more specifically to the idealised farmer who was seen as continuing 

the proud, Norse past. The national-romantic cult of the farmer, more pronounced in 

Norway than in the neighbouring countries, fits Roger D. Abrahams' depiction of 

European nationalism: "The European nationalist agenda called for the maintenance of the 

social messages contained within a class structure that gave country people a strange social 

placement as exotic and marginal indigenes. As with ruins or manuscripts, their lives 

served as a palimpsest through which the past still might be dimly observed, perhaps even 

recovered" ("Phantoms of Romantic Nationalism" 12). The Norwegian national revival 
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included folkloristic fieldwork, where Peter Christen Asbjornsen (1812-1885) and Jorgen 

Moe (1813-1882) were two of the leading men. 

Asbjornsen was the son of a glazier from Christiania (Oslo), while Moe came from 

a large farm in eastern Norway. Both of them grew up surrounded by oral tradition. They 

met in school, became close friends and collaborators, so much so that "Asbjornsen og 

Moe" often are treated as one. I will mostly follow suit: their collaboration was intimate, 

and although it can be argued that they left individual marks on the tales they retold, this is 

unimportant for my purposes. In addition to their significant work within folkloristics, the 

two pursued other careers. Moe, also a lyrical poet, became a minister and later bishop, 

and had to give up his folkloristic work. Around the time he still worked actively with oral 

tradition, he wrote what has been considered the first original children's book in Norway, 

a book that broke with the reigning sentimental, openly moralising tradition. Asbjornsen, a 

man with wide fields of interest, became forest-master and national peat-inspector while 

continuing his folkloristic work. Today, he is the better known of the two outside of 

Norway; in fact, in other countries Asbjornsen and Moe's tales are often presented as only 

Asbjornsen's. 

Asbjornsen and Moe adhered to Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm's Indo-European 

theory, which claims that the European folk tales go back to Indo-European antiquity and 

are remnants of myths. From common roots, the tales were found to have adapted to and 

been shaped by different cultures, which would account for their specific, ethnic 

characteristics. Norwegian tales, although showing great similarities to other European 

tales, were thus found to have a distinctive national character and to be an expression of a 
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cultural continuity that harked back to antiquity and that represented an unbroken tradition 

from old Norse community. A collective and anonymous creation, the folk tales were the 

purest manifestation of the Volksgeist. The Volksgeist, in turn, was marked by historical 

developments and by the landscape and the conditions the inhabitants lived under. The 

tales' descriptions of landscape, life, and manners were found to show the typically 

Norwegian, and Asbjornsen and Moe saw the tales' humour - often grotesque - and the 

emphasis on the good human being as intrinsic and important parts of the national 

character. The humour was thought to be a result of the harsh geographical conditions 

Norwegians lived under (see Norske folkeeventyr 2nd ed. Hi). Likewise, the quiet longing, 

the melancholic nostalgia, was seen as typical of the Norwegian character. 

The historical continuity, so much sought for, was found also in the manner of 

telling the stories. Moe compared the style in Norwegian tales with that in Indian, Arabian, 

and western European tales. His conclusion was that the Norwegian tales are characterised 

by a narrative style that points back to the old Norse sagas: it is economical and straight

forward, expressing restrained, strong emotions. Urban traditions were given some 

attention by Asbjornsen but ignored by Moe, in line with the dominant cult of the farmer. 

Both were wary of booklore and went directly to the source - rural dwellers, usually of the 

lower social stratum. Like most of their contemporary collectors, Asbjornsen and Moe 

were interested primarily in the narratives, paying less attention to the individual narrators. 

Nonetheless, for each tale they would note name and locality of the informant, and during 

the last decades folklorists have managed to bring to light fairly detailed information about 

the storytellers. 
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The collectors set out to apply the Grimms' "scientific" approach to oral tradition 

and thus to render the folkloristic material "mit Treue und Wahrheit" ("with faithfulness 

and truth"). Faithfulness to the source material was paramount - folklore had a scientific 

value in addition to its artistic importance. Moe's suspicion that the brothers Grimm had 

given their tales a more personal stamp than their theory would dictate has been confirmed 

by modern research, for instance by John Ellis in One Fairy Story Too Many. But this 

insight did not alter the objective of the Norwegian collectors. "Treue und Wahrheit," 

however, did not imply a verbatim rendering of the tales as they were told by the 

informants. In the opinion of the editors, the written form of the tales demanded a reteller 

who was some distance from the lower classes: "The narrator must stand above the people 

and yet have kept an intimate relation with it" (Norske folkeeventyr 2nd ed. xi, my 

translation). Asbjornsen and Moe regarded themselves as redeemers of the tradition, 

giving the literature an artistic expression that "the people" itself was unable to give. 

In the 1830s, Asbjornsen and Moe started collecting oral literature and went on 

their first journeys to collect tales. The academic interest in popular traditions was 

growing, but in non-academic circles folk tales were still widely held in disregard and 

dismissed as nursery talk (Hodne, Pet norske Folkeeventyret 38). Asbjornsen and Moe's 

subscription invitation in 1840 for Norwegian folk tales received few subscribers and had 

to be scrapped. Nonetheless, their first pamphlet of folk tales appeared the year after, 

followed by three more between 1842 and 1844. Together, these four pamphlets make up 

the first edition of Norske folkeeventyr ("Norwegian folk tales"). More fieldwork followed 

the publication, and in 1852 a second, enlarged edition appeared. This was an annotated, 
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scholarly edition, and Moe's introduction is regarded as the first major study in 

folkloristics in Norway (Hodne, Folkeeventyret 102). A second collection of folk tales was 

published in 1871 by Asbjornsen, "with contributions from Jorgen Moe's travels and 

notations" (my translation). In addition, Asbjornsen published legends in several editions 

between 1845 and 1870. Today, all complete Norwegian editions of Asbjornsen and 

Moe's folk tales include material from all three collections, that is, their joint collection of 

1852, Asbjornsen's folk tale collection of 1871, and his collection of legends of 1870. 

However, texts from Asbjornsen's legend collection will not be included in my study, as 

they belong to another genre and also have been less translated than the folk tales. 

The original transcripts of tales that still exist suggest the ideology governing the 

collectors' selection of tales for publishing. When collecting, Asbjornsen and Moe seem to 

have recorded most tales their informants wanted to tell, but the question of publishing 

demanded more discernment. To be published, a tale must above all be deemed authentic. 

It should originate in an authentic oral tradition and not be influenced by chapbooks or 

other written material. The ethical dimension was also important for selection: Christian 

ethics and traditional morality were stressed (Hodne, Jorgen Moe og folkeeventyrene 236). 

According to Hodne, a tale had to fulfil at least three of four criteria in order to be 

included in the collections: it must reflect the Norwegian landscape, have a rural, 

Norwegian setting, feature typical characters, or reflect popular beliefs and conceptions 

from the past (Jorgen Moe 236). Asbjornsen and Moe's approach is thus in accordance 

with the nationalistic, folkloristic ideas of their time. In addition to these selection criteria, 

contemporary literary and social conventions naturally played a role. Many tales were too 
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explicitly erotic to be printed - Asbjornsen did print twelve of them in a German journal in 

1883 but, apart from that, the narrationes lubricae collected by both Asbjornsen and Moe 

had to wait for 1977 to be publicly available in Norway. Bawdy tales set aside, I have not 

come across any research that addresses the influence from contemporary mores or 

conventions on the selection of tales. 

The tales that were selected for publishing, did carry the stamp of the collectors. 

The title page of the first edition of the tales states that the tales have been "samlede" 

("collected") by Asbjornsen and Moe. In the second edition the expression is changed to 

"samlede og fortalte" ("collected and told"), while the third edition (1866) uses only the 

verb "fortalte" ("told"). This illustrates Asbjornsen and Moe's growing awareness of the 

active participation of the narrator of folk tales and the importance of their role as 

storytellers. According to Hodne, it was in the 1840s that Moe realised that the storytellers 

could be true to the tradition and yet be relatively free in their rendering of a tale (Jorgen  

Moe 289). Asbjornsen and Moe's transcription method supported this approach: when 

recording the tales, they jotted down notes from which they later reconstructed the stories. 

Although their retelling was relatively free, neither of the two collectors would touch the 

tale's structure of motifs or main content: thus the chain of events and the dialogue were in 

principle left unchanged. In their joint collection Asbjornsen and Moe were wary of 

compiling several tales; rather, they would choose one of several variants as their main 

story. In his own collection in 1871, on the other hand, Asbjornsen did some compilation. 

Changes introduced in the tales were of various kinds: apart from general embellishment 

the collectors would often try to strengthen what in their opinion was typically Norwegian. 
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In several instances, they would flesh out comical or ethical aspects of a tale, descriptions 

of landscape or scenes of popular life (Hodne, Folkeeventvret 106). Here again, we can 

discern intentions of defining and consolidating the national identity. In addition, some 

prettification was done, especially regarding body parts and bodily functions. Thus the 

protagonist of many tales, Askefis (literally "ash fart"), had his name changed into the less 

jarring Askeladden ("ash lad"), and, as R. Th. Christiansen points out (qtd. in Hogseth 10), 

the princess of "The Princess Who Always had to have the Last Word" had her retort 

modified from "It's hotter in my ass" to "It's hotter in the coals" (my translation). 

In view of these changes and principles of editing, can we still label Asbjornsen 

and Moe's tales folk tales? In Fairy Tales and the Art of Subversion, Jack Zipes 

demonstrates how European oral folk tales have been appropriated and changed into 

literary fairy tales to fit the bourgeois ideology and with a view to socialise children to 

middle class environment. Asbjornsen and Moe did not have children as their primary 

audience, but they can be said to have modified the tales to suit their agenda. And their 

agenda was tied to the construction and consolidation of a national identity, as Mette 

Rudvin demonstrates in her dissertation on Asbjornsen and Moe. But the collectors' 

appropriation of the tales is deemed to be careful, closer to the tradition than the writers of 

fairy tales that Zipes discusses, including the brothers Grimm, Perrault, and Andersen. As 

Propp and other scholars have established, in oral culture the individual narrator of a folk 

tale has a certain freedom to change elements of a tale and thus to inscribe personal 

concepts in it. And Propp points out that "the storyteller is free in his choice of linguistic 

means" (113). In most aspects, Asbjornsen and Moe assume the traditional role of the 
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storyteller but in a written form. The expression "Asbjornsen and Moe's folk tales," then, 

is not the oxymoron it may seem at first sight; rather it acknowledges both the literary and 

folkloristic aspects of their work. 

The subscription invitation of 1840 was entitled "Norske Folke- og Barneeventyr" 

("Norwegian folk and children's tales"). A few years earlier Asbjornsen had published 

some tales and legends in NOR, en Billedbog for den norske Ungdom ("NOR, a picture 

book for the Norwegian youth"), and both collectors regularly contributed tales to 

children's magazines. The published collections of tales, however, had no mention of 

children in their titles. This suggests that the collections were not intended primarily for 

children, as do the scholarly approach of the second edition of Norske folkeeventyr (1852) 

and the fact that the national identity they sought to promote, at that time concerned adults 

as much as children. An edition destined especially for children was published in the 

1880s. It is my impression that the editors, Asbjornsen and Jorgen Moe's son Moltke Moe, 

have not altered the tales included in the children's edition, but that they have selected 

tales deemed appropriate for a young audience. We find few of the scariest tales in the 

children's edition and none of the explicitly sexual tales. Most tales of a more subversive 

character have been left out, but not all: "The Squire's Bride" and "Little Freddie and his 

Fiddle" are both included. So is "The Boy with the Beer Keg," a tale that one might expect 

not to see in a children's edition: it lacks a happy ending and depicts our Lord craving beer 

and being chastised by the protagonist. It seems that Asbjornsen and Moe were of the 

opinion that certain tales suited a young audience, but not all. This is corroborated by a 

statement Moe made in his contribution to an elementary school reader, that folk tales are 
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of great value for children but that many tales are not appropriate for them. The editions of 

1852 and 1871, then, are not intended primarily for children, although children form part 

of the audience - just as they did in the oral tradition. 

Of the 400 tale types currently registered in Norway, around 100 are included in 

Asbjornsen and Moe's collections. The selection represents the most popular tales in the 

Norwegian storytelling tradition (Hodne, Folkeeventyret 118), except that the bawdy tales 

have been excluded. Tales of wonder, and jokes and anecdotes are the two main 

categories, followed by animal tales and tales of the stupid ogre. Religious tales, novellas, 

explanatory tales, and formula tales are represented by only a few tales each. Some of the 

tales collected by Asbjornsen and Moe are thought to have originated in Norway and a few 

are not found elsewhere, but the majority are variants of tales found outside the country. 

Most aspects of the tales are therefore well known to readers familiar with European folk 

tales. What characterises the tales in general, apart from the Norwegian setting, is their 

realism and humour and the style of storytelling. This was the view of Asbjornsen and 

Moe, and it still is the prevalent opinion. 

When the first pamphlet of tales appeared, reviews were mostly positive. The 

philosopher Marcus Monrad expressed his pleasure with such "voices from the depth of 

the people" (qtd. in Hodne, Folkeeventyret 40, my translation); the poet Andreas Munch 

praised "the kind of sly peasant irony and wit" (qtd. in Stoverud 75). Some reviewers 

missed a more scholarly approach, others found the language and style vulgar, but within a 

few years the collection had been embraced by the leading opinion. Praise came also from 
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abroad; thus Jacob Grimm in a letter to Moe stated that the collection surpassed most 

others (Stoverud 75). 

Giving oral tradition a written form demanded decisions on several levels. 

Asbjornsen and Moe had access to work done by forebears, which helped them elaborate 

their own platform. They rejected the option of a literary re-creation of the oral tradition 

popular in Romanticism and embraced the "scientific" approach of Wilhelm and Jacob 

Grimm. Moe states in several instances that form and content in folk tales are inseparable, 

and both he and Asbjornsen were conscious of the importance of the manner of retelling. 

They chose to base their narrative style on the oral tradition and sought to recreate the 

narrative voice of an ideal storyteller. The narrator is often present in the tale, thus 

contributing to the illusion of an oral, interactive storytelling session. In addition to the 

barebones plot and an often rhythmical dialogue, the tales contain many formulary 

characteristics: repetitions, often in threes, rhymes, a more or less fixed opening, and a 

somewhat freer ending. The type characters that people the tales also point to the oral 

tradition: "We know now that the type 'heavy' (or 'flat') character derives originally from 

primary oral narrative, which can provide characters of no other kind" (Ong 151). 

The question of how to express the tales in writing, was a difficult one. Language 

being regarded as an integral part of the Volksgeist, finding a Norwegian voice for the 

Norwegian folk was of great importance. Only toward the end of the nineteenth century 

was a written variant of Norwegian developed on the basis of dialects and old Norse, the 

nynorsh. Asbjornsen and Moe, who did not have the option of using nynorsh, had to 

choose between using the written Danish language or a local dialect, as some other 
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collectors of oral tradition did. To write in a local dialect would undermine the pan-

Norwegian aspect that Asbjornsen and Moe wished to promote, and it would also alienate 

their urban readership. In a letter to Jacob Grimm (qtd. in Hodne, Folkeeventyret 113-14) 

Asbjornsen makes it clear that the objective of the two friends is to promote the Danish 

literary language and enhance it through the use of words and expressions from Norwegian 

dialects. Danish is thus the foundation into which Norwegian features are inserted, 

resulting in a form of Dano-Norwegian. What was deemed Norwegian was done so mainly 

on the basis of oral language. The innovations of Asbjornsen and Moe regard vocabulary, 

syntax, and style. The conventional, convoluted literary style was abandoned in favour of a 

more precise style, parataxis was preferred to hypotaxis, and Norwegian oral features were 

used, such as the repetition of a personal pronoun. The result was a literary language 

relatively close to a form of spoken Norwegian. This pointed out the direction for making 

a distinct Norwegian literary language on the basis of Danish, with an approximation of 

the written to the spoken language. The folk tales, then, underwent two kinds of 

translations in the process of being published by Asbjornsen and Moe: first, the oral 

discourse was translated into a written discourse, second, the local dialect was translated 

into a form of Dano-Norwegian. The tales are thus twice removed from their original 

form, even before they are translated into other languages. 

Asbjornsen and Moe revised their tales repeatedly, bringing them continually 

closer to the spoken language, and after their death, Moltke Moe continued the process. It 

has been carried on up to the present, a fact that tells of the standing Asbjornsen and 

Moe's work enjoys in Norway: apart from their work, only the Bible and the hymn book 
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are regularly revised. Their tales have come in a great number of editions, one of the most 

important being the first fully illustrated edition appearing between 1879 and 1887. The 

two major illustrators, Erik Werenskiold and Theodor Kittelsen, made a decisive 

contribution to the reading of the folk tales and the visualisation of the "Norwegian." For 

instance, Norwegians will feel that a typical Norwegian landscape is a row of low 

mountain ridges gradually turning blue toward the horizon. This is a type of scenery found 

only in a part of Norway but one that through Kittelsen's illustrations has come to 

represent an essential aspect of the Norwegian. The combination of Werenskiold and 

Kittelsen's visual art and Asbjornsen and Moe's verbal art has influenced also the 

Norwegians' self-image. In compliance with the depiction of the characters in the tales, 

Norwegians tend to regard themselves as simple, earthy people, unfamiliar with niceties 

but honest and with a sense of humour. 

The various versions of tales by Asbjornsen and Moe interest me primarily because 

they make up different source texts for translations. The fact that the translations are based 

on slightly different source texts does complicate a comparison between them, but not 

enough to rule such a comparison out.1 According to Mette Rudvin, the revisions made in 

Norske folkeeventvr between 1843 and 1982 have very seldom any significant 

interpretative implications. Most revisions are linguistic or they are non-significant for the 

plot or socio-cultural interpretation (Rudvin 151-52). Since the appearance of 

Norske folkeeventvr many English translations have been published, both of individual 

tales and of collections. It is not uncommon that classics are translated over and over. 

Willis Barnstone proposes that: "Perhaps the outstanding characteristic of a translated text 
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is its subjugation to the taste and fashion of its time and the harsh test it undergoes of 

reading and rereading. Although a text deemed original may fade from fashion but still be 

read, when a translation ages its instability is more acute, and it requires a new life through 

retranslation" (231). So, unlike "originals," translations tend not to be regarded as 

definitive. Although an original may continue to be read in the source language long after 

it was written, new target-language readers - either new generations or new reader 

segments - may bring on a fresh translation. Thus, although the first English translator of 

Asbjornsen and Moe has been and still is much applauded, new readers may feel in need 

of a more up-to-date English text. 

George Webbe Dasent (1817-1896) was the first one to translate a whole collection 

of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales into English, and he was subsequently knighted for his 

services to literature, which included translations from Icelandic, Norwegian, and 

Swedish. For four years, Dasent worked in the British foreign service in Stockholm (at that 

time the capital of both Sweden and Norway), where Jacob Grimm encouraged him to 

work with folklore. Dasent's first collection of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales appeared in 

English in 1859 as Popular Tales from the Norse. Dasent states in the introduction that the 

work took fifteen years, which means that he may have used both the first and second 

Norwegian editions as his source text. That he did use both editions is evident: the tales 

new to the Norwegian 1852 edition are included in Popular Tales while, for example, 

"Boots Who Made the Princess Say 'That's a Story'" is based on the Norwegian 1843 

edition.2 The first edition of Popular Tales includes all but thirteen of the tales in Norske  

folkeeventyr. Two of the left-out tales were evidently deemed risqué, but it is less clear 



why the other eleven were not included. A second edition followed just a few months later 

and presents all fifty-eight tales of the Norwegian collection (fifty-nine in Dasent's work, 

as he separated two tales that are subsumed under one title in the Norwegian edition). 

According to the interpretive school, a translator must establish who the target 

audience is. However, for a reader of a finished translation it may not be obvious who the 

target reader is. Since the translator usually has no control over paratextual matters (except 

any translator's preface) or marketing, there may be a discrepancy between the publisher's 

and the translator's target audience. The foreword of Dasent's second edition of Popular  

Tales makes clear that his target audience includes both adults and children. Dasent first 

forbids "all good children" to read two of the tales and then defends the decision to 

include them: '"Why then print them at all?' some grown reader asks. Because this 

volume is meant for you as well as for children" (Popular Tales vi).3 The long and 

scholarly introduction also suggests that the intended audience includes educated adults 

interested in comparative mythology and folklore. In 1862 A Selection From the Norse  

Tales for the Use of Children was published. In the notice Dasent makes clear what he 

thinks of shielding children from certain of the tales: "This selection has been made to 

meet the scruples of those good people who thought some of The Norse Tales too 

outspoken for their children" (iii). He declares that he himself sees no harm at all in the 

tales. Although Dasent was moved to make a selection targeted specifically at children, 

they were obviously only part the audience he had in mind when he was translating. 

Tales from the Field, Dasent's translation of Asbjornsen's 1871 volume of folk 

tales, appeared in 1874. Dasent has thus translated all of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales that 
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appeared between 1841 and 1871. The few tales that were added in later Norwegian 

editions of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales are therefore not found in Dasent's two 

collections. Such tales include "The Squire's Bride" and "The Three Princesses in the 

Blue Mountain." Tales from the Field also includes four texts by Asbjornsen and Moe 

taken from other sources than Asbjornsen's 1871 volume. In Tales from the Field as well, 

the translator has both children and adult readers in mind: in the preface he refers to "his 

readers, young and old" (xi).4 Both of Dasent's collections have been reprinted several 

times, especially the first one, since 1917 usually under the title East o' the Sun and West  

o' the Moon, after one of the tales. This more enticing title suggests less emphasis on a 

scholarly audience and more on a younger one. So do the series that include the book: The 

Newbery Classics (c. 1921), Junior Deluxe Editions (1957), Dover Fairy Tales Books 

(1970). To summarise: the translator's intended reader is not always identical with the 

publisher's target audience, and newer reprints of Popular Tales target mainly children. 

Dasent's translations were reviewed in newspapers and journals. Al l reviews made 

shortly after the publication of the collections seem to consider the work to be intended for 

adults; only more recent reviews take children into account. Generally reviewers acclaim 

both the tales and the translation itself - with a few exceptions as this excerpt from an 

anonymous 1859 review shows: "These tales are monstrous, puerile, and often pointless, -

nightmare creations of a fancy bewildered in boundless forests and rocked by fierce waves 

and storms" (Rev. of Popular Tales from the Norse). Asbjornsen and Moe themselves 

commended Dasent's work, which they found to be the best translation of their tales 

(stated in the introduction to the 3rd edition of Norske folkeeventyr). 
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During the decades following their first publication, Dasent's two collections were 

published in several editions in both Britain and the United States. Yet they seem to have 

been partly ignored. Thus, Edmund W. Gosse in the introduction to H.L. Brœkstad's 1881 

translation, Round the Yule Log, claims that the tales of Asbjornsen are only now 

introduced to the English public, and American reviewers of Braskstad state the same 

about their public. Braskstad (1845-1915), born in Norway, spent most of his adult life in 

England. He worked to promote the Norwegian "cause," wrote articles and pamphlets 

arguing for Norway's autonomy, and helped introduce Ibsen and Bjornson to the English 

public. In addition to Asbjornsen and Moe's tales, he translated other Norwegian authors -

as well as Swedish folk tales and Hans Christian Andersen. Round the Yule Log includes 

33 tales taken from Asbjornsen and Moe's joint collection, Asbjornsen's 1871 collection 

and his legend collection. The book is illustrated by three of the artists used in the 

Norwegian editions of the time, while the title page is illustrated by an unnamed artist. The 

latter illustration is not of any specifically Norwegian subject but depicts a bourgeois 

family of bygone times gathered around the hearth to hear the storytelling father. Owls, 

witches on broomsticks, and little gnomes frame the picture. The illustration suggests 

conventional European fairy tales, far removed from the usual setting of Norwegian tales, 

and is thus making the text more familiar to its British readers. In the American edition, 

entitled Folk and Fairy Tales, the title page has also been altered to better fit the child and 

family images: the servant is no longer serving wine as in the English edition. On the 

American cover, the servant has been further transformed into a mother catering to her 

family, emphasising the middle-class family ideal. These illustrations, more domesticating 
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that the translated text is, represent the publisher and were probably unknown to the 

translator while he was working. Gosse's introduction to the book is addressed to a 

broader audience; it is popular in tone, seeking to arouse an interest in Norway and its 

folklore. The potential reader of the book is not scholarly, and likely to be young. 

Reviews of the book show the same approach, classifying the book under titles 

such as "Books for the young" and "Children's Books." Braekstad's translation was later 

(in 1923) reprinted under the modernised title Christmas Fireside Stories. In 1897 a new 

collection was published, Fairy Tales from the Far North, consisting of tales only, and no 

legends, from both Norwegian collections. The illustrations are taken from the Norwegian 

illustrated edition of the 1880s, while, again, the frontispiece of the American edition 

suggests a more conventional fairy tale setting: a dragon flying in the clouds, carrying 

some children in nightgowns and their grandmother. The first publishers of both of 

Braekstad's collections signal through conventional illustrations that the Norwegian tales 

fit seamlessly into the Anglo-American fairy tale genre. Fairy Tales from the Far North 

seems to have been less remarked than Braekstad's first translation. Braekstad's texts have 

been reprinted up till today, often individually in picture books, as for example The  

Squire's Bride illustrated by Marcia Sewall. 

The most recent collection I will examine was published in 1960 in Norway and 

the USA and three years later in Britain. The original publisher is Norwegian, and the fact 

that the book was first published in Norway suggests that the target audience is slightly 

different from Dasent's and Braekstad's. In addition to foreigners in Norway - residents or 

visitors - Norwegians would also be buying the book to send it abroad to showcase part of 
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the Norwegian heritage. The target audience is therefore predominantly international. Pat 

Shaw and Carl Norman figure as translators on the title page of the book.5 The first edition 

has a statement on the back of the title page: "This edition of Asbjornsen and Moe's 

Norwegian Folk Tales has come into being through the initiative of Mr. Carl Norman. The 

translation has been worked out in part by Mr. Norman and in part by Mrs. Pat Shaw 

Iversen. All the Fairy Tales have been given their final form in English by Mrs. Shaw 

Iversen." In a letter to me, Pat Shaw explains that, in fact, she did not use Norman's text 

but retranslated "his" tales. Norman's name was kept on the cover as a gesture. For the 

purposes of this study, I therefore consider Shaw to be the sole translator. Pat Shaw was 

born in 1926 in the United States, but she has lived most of her life in Norway. Like 

Braskstad, she has also translated Hans Christian Andersen into English. And like Dasent, 

she has been honoured for her translation work - she received the St. Olav medal for her 

translation of Norwegian Folk Tales. The publication of Norwegian Folk Tales may have 

received less attention outside of Norway than the translations by Dasent and Braekstad, 

but reviews were favourable. In 1982 the book was reprinted in the Pantheon Fairy Tale 

and Folklore Library and later also republished in Norway. The illustrations by Erik 

Werenskiold and Theodor Kittelsen have been kept in this book. 

The book contains thirty-five tales, all taken from Asbjornsen and Moe's two 

folktale collections. Norwegian Folk Tales, like Braekstad's selection, includes many of 

the more well-known tales, some satirical ones but none of the more scary or off-colour 

ones. The selection is in accordance with the traditional image of what is suited for 

children. Partly, the selection has been determined by the illustrations, as only tales 
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illustrateci by Werenskiold and Kittelsen are included in Norwegian Folk Tales. But these 

artists illustrated also numerous tales that are not included, so the final decision of which 

tales to include has been taken by the translator and/or publisher. Shaw's introduction 

deals with Norwegian cultural history and is directed to a broad audience. In her letter to 

me, Shaw specifies that the book is intended for "anyone who enjoys folklore and who can 

read English, regardless of nationality or specific age group." Pat Shaw (Iversen) has 

translated also another selection of folklore material, Folktales of Norway from 1964, 

where the intended reader is more scholarly: the comprehensive foreword and introduction 

are written by folklore scholars; type number, sources, and locality are given for every tale; 

and a glossary is included. The most conspicuous indication that the work is not primarily 

intended for children is its lack of illustrations. Legends make up half of the book, and 

several collectors are presented beside Asbjornsen and Moe. Folktales of Norway 

therefore stands apart from the five works examined in this study, and I will deal with the 

book only in passing. 

The three translators have thus sought a somewhat different readership: Dasent a 

British, comprehensive audience ranging from children to scholars; Braekstad a British 

audience of less scholarly approach; and Shaw a broad international audience of mixed age 

groups. 

We thus have an idea of the readership of the various translations. We know less 

about the principles behind the translations. Only Dasent reflects on the mandate of the 

translator, in a notice to Popular Tales: 
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The Translator is sorry that he has not been able to comply with the 

suggestion of some friends upon whose good-will he sets all store, who 

wished him to change and soften some features in these tales, which they 

thought likely to shock English feeling. He has, however, felt it to be out of 

his power to meet their wishes, for the merit of an undertaking of this kind 

rests entirely on its faithfulness and truth; and the man who, in such a work, 

wilfully changes or softens, is as guilty as he 'who puts bitter for sweet, and 

sweet for bitter'. 

Of this guilt, at least, the Translator feels himself free.. . . (vii) 

This approach was not the dominant one for translation of fairy tales in nineteenth-century 

Britain. Sutton demonstrates in The Sin-Complex how English translators of Grimms' 

tales between 1823 and 1884 made major alterations "to protect their readers from what 

they saw as unacceptable elements in the original" (307). And Andrew Lang, Britain's 

leading folklorist and folk tale editor in the late nineteenth century, wrote in the preface to 

his 1903 Crimson Fairy Book: "[The tales] are adapted to the needs of British children by 

various hands, the Editor doing little beyond guarding the interests of propriety, and toning 

down to mild reproofs the tortures inflicted on wicked stepmothers, and other naughty 

characters" (v). 

At least in intention, Dasent differs from Lang and most Grimm translators of his 

century. If we are to take Dasent's words at face value, the translator has made no 

deliberate changes in meaning from the source to the target text but based his work on 
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"faithfulness and truth" (reflecting the Grimms' "Treue und Wahrheit"), that is, repeating 

the source text in another language. 

Braekstad's and Shaw's collections contain little information about the translation 

principles behind them. In the translator's note to Far North, Braekstad comments briefly 

on his translation, to forstall any reproaches on its informal idiom: "With regard to the 

translation, I have in this, as in my former volume, 'Round the Yule Log,' attempted to 

retain as far as possible the racy, colloquial flavor of the original" (iv). Braskstad, although 

a generation younger than Dasent, is likely to share many approaches with his older 

colleague. Both worked as translators in the Victorian age, Dasent in the middle and 

Braekstad in the later part of the period, both were familiar with Britain as well as Norway, 

and both wanted to make British readers discover and value the Norwegian folk tales. 

Shaw is about a century younger than Dasent. From 1859 to 1960 values and world-view 

changed radically, and the new societal context probably changed at least some translation 

conventions. 

An aspect that has been outside the translators' control and partly also unknown to 

them at the time of translation, are the illustrations found in modern editions. In Roman 

Jakobson's words, illustrations are a form of "intersemiotic translation," and illustration of 

folk and fairy tales is a debated issue. Holbek rejects illustrations because they were not 

part of the traditional narrating and because they impose the illustrator's interpretation 

onto the reader (620). Bruno Bettelheim is more concerned with the psychological needs 

of children: "The illustrated story is robbed of much content of personal meaning which it 

could bring to the child who applied only his own visual associations to the story, instead 
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of those of the illustrator" (60). However, illustrated folk tales have been the rule for more 

than a century, a development connected to the shift in folk and fairy tale audience, with 

children becoming the main readership. Today only folkloristic editions are likely not to 

include illustrations, for instance the series Folktales of the World. The illustrations are 

not just an addition to the text; as both Holbek and Bettelheim point out, they make the 

reader - including the translator-reader - see the story through the eyes of the illustrator. 

We find examples of this in our material. Of the translators included here, Dasent did not 

know any of the classic illustrations at the time of translation while Braekstad knew the 

earliest ones. In his "Ashiepattle Who Made the Princess Tell the Truth at Last," Braekstad 

seems to look to the illustrations of Werenskiold: while Asbjornsen and Moe's text says 

that the princess and Askeladden meet in the cow-shed, Werenskiold depicts them 

standing outside the doorway, and Braekstad accordingly lets the characters meet "outside 

the cow-house" (Christmas Fireside Stories 244). A second illustration of the same tale 

shows a woman hitting the king with a shoe or boot. In the Norwegian text she is said to 

"sia" ("hit") the king, while Braekstad has her hit the king "with a boot." Another example 

of the translator reading through the illustrations is the English term chosen for kongsgàrd, 

the king's home. Both Dasent and Braekstad for the most part translate this as castle 

(Dasent e.g. in the tales "The Twelve Wild Ducks," "The Charcoal-Burner," and "The 

Priest and the Clerk," Braekstad in "The Charcoal-Burner" and "The Parson and the 

Clerk"). In the illustrations of Werenskiold and Kittelsen the king is generally depicted as 

a rich farmer and his house consequently as a big farmhouse. This image is reflected in 

translations of Asbjornsen and Moe appearing after the illustrated editions. (Braekstad's 
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translation was published after the first illustrated edition. However, Brsekstad would have 

known the tales long before that and would consequently already have formed many of his 

visualisations.) Shaw does not translate kongsgârd as castle: in "The Charcoal Burner" she 

uses king's manor, in "The Parson and the Sexton" court and royal manor. Joan Roll-

Hansen, who translated a collection of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales in the 1960s, alternates 

between king's farm, king's dwelling and house in her translations. The illustrations of the 

source text, then, influence the reading of the actual text; in other words, in the case of 

Braekstad and Shaw the interlingual translation is based, partly, on an intersemiotic 

translation of the source text. Thus illustrations make up one of the extra-linguistic factors 

in the comprehension stage, a factor that was absent in the first translations made of 

Asbjornsen and Moe. 

If we regard illustrations as being part of the enlarged source text, it follows that 

keeping these illustrations in a foreign-language edition means leaving an element of the 

source text untouched. The illustrations will influence the reading by the target language 

reader, too, although certainly not in an identical manner as the source language reader. 

Nevertheless, keeping the original illustrations would reinforce the adequacy of a 

translation, while adding new illustrations would contribute to making the translation more 

acceptable, leading the reader to the text through another route of interpretation from the 

vantage point of the target culture. Dasent's two collections have been illustrated by a 

large number of British and American artists, in addition to the editions that have kept the 

Norwegian illustrations. The Anglo-American illustrations that I have seen, by Edna 

Cooke, Walter Seaton, and Moyr Smith, have a traditional medievalising fairy tale setting 
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combined with cultural stereotypes of Norway, in contrast to the Norwegian illustrations 

that reflect rural Norway of the nineteenth century. In that way, the non-Norwegian 

illustrations contribute to domesticating the text. 

The reading of the source text, then, has changed over time due to illustrations. The 

reading is also marked by the very fact that time passes and language changes. The written 

language of Norway has changed considerably since Asbjornsen and Moe put their tales in 

writing; yet whether it is noticeable at the surface level or not, all language changes: 

"Language . . . is the most salient model of Heraclitean flux. It alters at every moment in 

perceived time. The sum of linguistic events is not only increased but qualified by each 

new event. If they occur in temporal sequence, no two statements are perfectly identical" 

(Steiner 18). Dasent's, Braekstad's, and Shaw's readings of the same tales are therefore 

necessarily diverging, due to the fact that they lived in different times. 

The fact that they lived in different times means that they also lived in different 

cultures. And even if translators ideally should be bicultural, they may be more at home in 

one culture - usually the target culture. It may therefore be inevitable for a translator to 

read the source text through a target-culture filter. The target culture and/or the translator's 

ideology - the borderline between culture and ideology is not always easy to draw - is 

therefore a variable that will influence the translator's reading of the source text. 

During the years between Dasent's first translation and Shaw's translation, 

Asbjornsen and Moe's tales moved from a more peripheral position in the Norwegian 

literary polysystem to a central one. Already in the 1860s, tales from their collections were 

included in elementary school readers. In a 1940 essay reprinted in Samlede eventyr 
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(Asbjornsen and Moe 2: 621), the author Sigurd Hoel calls the tales the most significant 

work Norway has produced for a hundred years. Other critics may be more reserved, but 

the centrality of the collections is not disputed. Today, children will typically meet the 

tales before they can read themselves, either read aloud or retold, in picture books, in film 

or radio adaptations. Together with other folklore material they are taught in primary and 

secondary school as well as in university. The work's conspicuous position in the canon 

will certainly influence the translator's reading of it. I would also expect the centrality of 

the work to have an impact on the translator's rendering of it. For one thing, the work 

might be regarded as a national emblem, the manipulation of which will be followed by 

critical eyes in the source culture. For another, a canonical work in translation will often 

be directed towards a narrower audience who would expect and accept a text with a 

foreign feel. Such considerations might then move the translator towards a principle of 

source-orientedness. On the other hand, translations need to be acceptable in the target 

culture if they are to find readers, and consideration for the intended reader may move the 

translator towards using domesticating strategies. 

The genre of folk tales is set apart from much other literature. It is a genre that is 

thought to be representative of a people or their self-image and to express their collective 

unconscious. Loosening the ties between the tales and their culture of origin may therefore 

have a bearing on the meaning of the tales. But it is no matter of course for translators of 

folk tales to choose a foreignising approach. Several translators of folk tales (or of tales 

passing themselves off as folk tales) downplay the ethnological aspects of the text and opt 

for naturalisation. This is the case notably of many of the English translations of Grimm in 
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the nineteenth century. There are also many English versions, especially picture books, of 

Asbjornsen and Moe's tales that completely domesticate the tales, giving them a setting in 

the target culture or in a conventional Anglo-American fairyland. The latter kind often 

include exoticising elements, addressing the reader's expected conceptions of Norway. 

Exoticising translations that play up to cultural stereotypes in the target culture also work 

in the direction of target-orientedness, strengthening the stereotypical conceptions already 

present in the target readership. But also an approach that is fundamentally foreignising 

will necessarily include domesticating features. Dasent, Braskstad, and Shaw all present 

their translations as Norwegian folk tales, thereby signalling that the translated tales are 

rooted in their source culture and that the ethnological aspect of the texts is important. But 

although our three translators suggest that their texts are bonded to the source culture, 

there may be important differences in domestication. 

According to the interpretive model, the translator should repeat the author's 

message or intention. It is Asbjornsen and Moe's intention to identify and consolidate the 

Norwegian national identity, and they do it through stressing the bond between the land, 

the tales, and the people. If the translator wants to convey this aspect of the authors' 

intention, her challenge will be to reproduce the bond betwen the text and the folk that this 

text is meant to represent. The translator will then have to balance the cultural self of the 

target pole and the cultural other of the source pole and try to evoke a sense of the foreign 

without alienating the reader. The author's intention also includes the style of the work, 

according to the interpretive school. The next two chapters will examine which strategies 

Dasent, Braskstad, and Shaw have chosen in their re-expression of Asbjornsen and Moe's 
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folk tales, chapter three focusing on the more cultural aspects of the tales, chapter four on 

the style of the source and target texts. 
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CHAPTER THREE: FROM SOURCE TO TARGET CULTURE 

According to the interpretive model, translations of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales 

have a double obligation to stay bonded to the source culture. Firstly, the bond is part of 

the intentions in the original work, and secondly, translations should in principle not be 

naturalised to the target culture: "Le bon traducteur s'interdit de 'naturaliser' la culture de 

l'original" (Lederer, La traduction aujourd'hui 127). This chapter examines to what extent 

Dasent, Braskstad, and Shaw share the interpretive outlook. How do the translators transfer 

Asbjornsen and Moe's tales from one culture to another, how do they differ from each 

other in this transferrai, and how do they concur? What translation strategies do they use? I 

will focus on their translation of culture-specific items, including more overarching 

cultural or ideological aspects of the texts. 

I use illustrative examples from the whole range of tales in the five English 

collections studied. The sheer size of the material precludes an exhaustive comparison 

between the translations and their source text. My preference is to look at tales that exist in 

all three translators' selections, but since such tales number only twenty-six and they do 

not include some of the ones that are important to me, I do also refer to tales translated by 

only one or two of the translators. I have used the 1982 edition of Asbjornsen and Moe's 

tales in Norwegian, but in all cases where there has been a possibility of doubt as to 

whether a translation's source text differs (except in spelling) from the 1982 edition, I 

have compared the new edition with earlier ones that may have served as source text for 

the translators. The interpretive school stresses that equivalences should not be sought at 

the word or phrase level. In accordance with the interpretive approach, I will try to avoid a 
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too detailed comparison between source and target texts. However, certain translation 

strategies operate at the word or phrase level, and a more detailed comparison between 

target and source texts is therefore often unavoidable. 

As Javier Franco Aixelá stresses, culture-specific items do not exist of themselves 

but in concrete situations between two texts and two language cultures (68). An item that 

is experienced as culture-specific in one context, need not be considered so in another 

situation. Franco gives the following general definition of culture-specific items: "Those 

textually actualized items whose function and connotations in a source text involve a 

translation problem in their transference to a target text, whenever this problem is a 

product of the nonexistence of the referred item or of its different intertextual status in the 

cultural system of the readers of the target text"(58). Physical environment interacts with 

culture, and I will start by looking at the setting of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales. 

Landscape and flora 

In chapter two, we saw the importance that Asbjornsen and Moe accorded to the 

influence of the climate and landscape on the Norwegian Volksgeist and oral traditions, 

and also that the compilers selected tales that reflected the Norwegian landscape. Part of 

the authorial intention, in the manner the interpretive school uses the notion, is to stress 

the connection between the Norwegian land and the folk tales. That the translators share 

the collectors' interest in landscape is suggested already by the introductions to the 

translations. In his introduction, Dasent emphasises the relation between people, nature, 

and oral tradition. After half a page of description of Norway's scenery he concludes: 
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"when all these natural features, and such a manly race meet; then we have the stuff out of 

which these tales are made, the living rock out of which these sharp-cut national forms are 

hewn" (Popular Tales 87). Edmund Gosse, not Braekstad, is responsible for the 

introduction to Round the Yule Log, thereby lending authority to the publication. Gosse 

writes: "[Asbjornsen] has contrived to lay the peculiarities of Norwegian landscape before 

his readers with a subtlety of touch such as no other poet or proseman has achieved - not 

by description so much as by a series of those sympathetic and brilliant touches which 

make us forget the author, and fancy that we are walking in the body through the country 

of his affection" (xi-xii). (It is unclear whether Gosse is commenting on the source text or 

the target text here, as Gosse himself knew Norwegian.) 

Braekstad, committed to promoting Norway's "cause," would probably share 

Gosse's emphasis on the Norwegianness of the tales' setting. Shaw comments only 

indirectly on a relation between landscape and oral tradition, suggesting that the "small 

isolated communities, often surrounded by great forests and high mountains" (Norwegian  

Folk Tales 5) were a propitious environment for folk beliefs and storytelling. She also 

believes in some kind of Volksgeist, as the opening of her introduction shows: "If Norway 

were to show the world a single work of art which would most truly express the 

Norwegian character, perhaps the best choice would be the folk tales" (Norwegian Folk  

Tales 5). Due to its ties to the tales, the geographical setting is a feature that the translator 

has to take into consideration. Our three translators have handled this feature in various 

ways, as we shall see. 
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As is usual with folk tales, there is little description of anything, including 

landscape, in Asbjornsen and Moe (whereas Asbjornsen's framed legends often depict 

scenery). The landscape is present in the background and moved to the foreground when it 

has a bearing on the story. Especially in tales that feature travels do we find landscape 

mentioned, and two such tales have been translated by all three translators. In "The 

Companion," the hero and the companion travel together in foreign lands, but true to the 

implied narrator's perspective, the landscape is the one familiar to the narrator : "Da de 

hadde reist langt bort igjennom landene, over âser og heier, kom de til et tverrberg" 

(Samlede eventyr 1:416). "Da de hadde gâtt langt bort over nakne fjell og vide heier, kom 

de til et tverrberg igjen" (418). "Sâ gikk de i mange dager over heier og gjennom skoger, 

til de kom til et tverrberg igjen" (418). "Langt om lenge kom de til et sund. Der tok 

folgesvennen gullnostet og kastet det sâ hardt mot berget pâ den andre siden av elven, at 

det kom tilbake igjen, og da han hadde kastet det noen ganger, ble det en bro. Den gikk de 

over sundet pâ" (419). It is a landscape typical of inland, eastern Norway that is described, 

with forests and heaths, mountains above the timber line, crags, and a river. The setting in 

Dasent's text is very similar to the Norwegian one: "So after they had travelled on and on 

from land to land, over hill and wood, they came to a crossfell that stopped the way" (Field 

70). "When they had gone far, far away over naked fells and wide wastes, they came to 

another crossfell" (72). "So on they went for many days, over waste and wood, till they 

came to a third crossfell" (73). "After a long, long time, they came to a Sound; then the 

companion took the ball of yarn, and threw it so hard against the rock on the other side of 

the stream, that it bounded back, and after he had thrown it backwards and forwards a few 
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times it became a bridge. On that bridge they went over the Sound" (73). Here also we find 

an inland landscape dominated by undeveloped land, both with and without trees, and with 

slow-flowing fresh water. Fells gives associations of northern England and Scotland and 

thus wakes impressions in the reader of a landscape that is somewhat similar to the 

Norwegian one. 

Braskstad" s text gives the same impression of undeveloped land: "When they had 

traveled a long way over hills and dales through many countries they came to a mountain 

that lay across the road" (Far North 215). "When they had gone far across some bare 

mountains and broad hills, they came to another mountain that lay across the road" (216). 

"So they went for many days over hills and through forests, till they came to a mountain 

that lay across the road" (217). "After a long time they came to a fiord. Then the 

companion took the ball of gold yarn, and threw it so hard against the mountain on the 

other side of the fiord that it came back to him again ; and when he had thrown it across a 

few times it became a bridge. They went across the fiord on this bridge" (218). Fjords with 

steep strands may be found in the western and northern part of Norway, where, on the 

other hand, user ("low mountain ridges") mentioned in the source text, are not common. 

Braskstad's introduction of fiord therefore alters the setting of the tale, to one potentially 

encompassing all of Norway. The term fiord reinforces a feature from Norwegian 

landscape that English readers already would be familiar with. In other words, the 

translator introduces an aspect of the stereotypical presentation of Norway in his 

translation, addressing the reader's expectations. 
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Shaw makes a similar choice: "When they had travelled a long way through many 

a land, over hill and dale, they came to a mountain spur" (Norwegian Folk Tales 86). 

"When they had gone a long way, over bare mountains and broad moors, they came to 

another mountain spur" (86). "Then they walked for many days, over moors and through 

forests, until they came to another mountain spur" (87). "At long last they came to a fjord. 

There the Companion took the ball of golden yarn, and threw it so hard against the cliff on 

the other side of the water that it came back again; and when he had thrown it a few times 

it became a bridge. They went over the fjord on it" (87). Like Dasent, Shaw favours 

alliteration: "bare mountains and broad moors," and like Braskstad, she uses the 

collocation "hill and dale" which is more generic than the Norwegian "âser og heier." The 

specificity of the landscape is therefore first weakened, until "fjord" signals that the 

landscape is indeed Norwegian. But, as in Braskstad's text, the scenery is not that of the 

Norwegian inland found in the source text. 

In "Soria Moria Castle" the hero, Halvor, also travels. He first goes to a foreign 

land with "great plains, with fields and meadows" and with "a wide road which was so 

level that one could have rolled an egg on it" (Shaw, Norwegian Folk Tales 67). This 

lovely land stands in stark contrast to the surroundings the implied narrator would be 

familiar with - and is also the habitat of trolls. Later in the tale, Halvor goes back home, to 

cultivated and non-cultivated surroundings that again are typical of the eastern part of 

Norway: grassy slopes beside a lake, green meadows, and deep forests with grassy 

clearings. These physical features have been described in a similar manner by the 

translators. In the passage dealing with Halvor's search for his lost bride, the translators 
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differ more substantially. The source text describes what the hero must traverse before he 

can reach his goal, and it is undeveloped areas, far away from human dwellings: "heier og 

âser og fjell og fjaere" ("heaths and ridges and mountains and beaches") (Samlede eventvr 

1: 396). The hero thus travels over a wide variety of scenery: flat, undulating, and 

mountainous wastes, as well as along the coast. Dasent's wording "field and hedge, and 

hill and fell" (East o' the Sun 408) gives a swipe over an English landscape where 

cultivated fields are divided by hedges, supplemented by undulating and wild stretches of 

land. Hedges are foreign in Norwegian agriculture and constitute a naturalising element in 

the target text. Braekstad's rendering "hills and dales and seas" (Far North 130) is more 

generic than the source-text description. Again, Braskstad uses the fixed combination 

"hills and dales," and as the only one of the translators he retains the reference to the sea. 

Shaw also chooses a generalising approach with her solution "hill and dale, and mountain 

and valley" (Norwegian Folk Tales 76). Here, the only landscape left is that of a hilly 

inland, and one that conforms to the stereotypical picture of Norwegian countryside: 

mountainous scenery, this time without fjords. In this last example, then, Braskstad and 

Shaw choose solutions that are more general than the depiction in the source text but that 

still reflect the foreign landscape, while Dasent naturalises the geography. 

Regions have local ecological phenomena that are not always easy to reflect in a 

foreign language. One kind of landscape that is present in the source text of several tales is 

myr, a boggy wasteland. This is the landscape that the heroine of "The Twelve Wild 

Ducks" moves in. Her task is to weave garments for her twelve brothers out of myrdun 

(Eriophorum, "cotton grass"), and the brothers show her where to find the grass: 



sâ tok de henne med seg ut pâ en stor, stor myr; der sto det sâ fullt av 

myrdun og vagget [1843: nikkede] i vinden og glinste i solen, sâ det skinte 

som sne lang vei av den [1843: skinnede lang Vej af den]. . . . Men sâ 

hendte det en gang hun var pâ myren og skulle sanke myrdun, - og tar jeg 

ikke i mist, sâ var det nok den siste gangen hun skulle dit - at den unge 

kongen som styrte riket, var ute pâ jakt, og kom ridende hen til myren og 

fikk se henne. Han stanset og undres pâ hvem den deilige jomfruen kunne 

vasre som gikk i myren og sanket myrdun." (Samlede eventyr 2: 184-85) 

Dasent's wording is 

so they took her with them to a great wide moor, where there stood such a 

crop of thistles, all nodding and nodding in the breeze, and the down all 

floating and glistening like gossamers through the air in the sunbeams.. . . 

But now it happened once, when she was out on the moor to pick 

thistledown, - and if I don't mistake, it was the very last time she was to go 

thither, - it happened that the young King who ruled that land was out 

hunting, and came riding across the moor, and saw her. So he stopped there 

and wondered who the lovely lady could be that walked along the moor 

picking thistle-down. (East o' the Sun 54-55) 

The landscape here is not wet: as thistles prefer dry ground the moor must be pictured as 

more of a heath than a bog. Thistles are not found in great quantities in Norway, and the 

landscape here feels more English than Norwegian. One reason for choosing (E) thistles 

for (N) myrdun is of course that they feature feathery hairs after flowering, like cotton-
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grass does. The tuft is even called down, which is the English correspondence to dun in 

(N) myrdun. But thistles stretch their heads upwards and are rigid plants; the phrase "a 

crop of thistles, all nodding and nodding in the breeze" does not accord with real thistles. 

Dasent has used cotton-grass in another tale in the same collection, "Gudbrand on the 

Hill-Side," and the verbal context shows that he must have known the downiness of the 

plant. Why then did he prefer thistles here? The reason must be that while cotton-grass is 

soft and easy to pick, thistles are prickly: in order to gather thistledown the princess in the 

tale would get her hands pricked by thistles and suffer physical pain. The task of the 

heroine is therefore harder in Dasent's text than in the source text - the translator has 

increased one element of the story, that of the heroine's trial. By prioritising that, he has 

moved the setting of the tale away from the landcape of the source text. 

Brœkstad allows cotton-grass to stand for myrdun: 

they took her with them to a great, big moor, which was covered with 

cotton-grass, waving in the wind and glistening in the sun, so that it shone 

like snow a long way off. . . . But then it happened while she was on the 

moor gathering cotton-grass one day - and if I don't make a mistake it was 

the last time she had to go there - that a young king, who governed that 

country, came riding across the moor. When he saw her he stopped and 

wondered who the beautiful maiden could be who was wandering about 

gathering cotton-grass. (Far North 159-60) 

The accompanying illustration - that Braskstad knew from his source text - shows a girl in 

an open landscape of sedges and cotton-grass. The above text passage and the illustration 
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repeat each other: we find a scenery open to the wind and to the view, and the only 

vegetation mentioned in the text is the one shown in the drawing. 

Shaw's tale contains other drawings, by Kittelsen; these are the standard ones 

today. The illustration of the scene on the myr shows a peasant girl among a wealth of 

cotton-grass, gathering them in her apron, the wet landscape stretching out behind her. It is 

therefore surprising to find that the plant mentioned in the text is the thistle: 

and [they] led her down to a large bog which was so full of thistledown 

waving in the wind and glittering in the sun that it shone like snow a long 

way off... . But then it happened that once when she was at the bog 

picking thistledown (and, if I'm not mistaken, it was the last time she was 

to go there) the young king who ruled the country was out hunting, and 

came riding over to the bog and caught sight of her. He stopped, and 

wondered who this lovely maiden could be, wandering about in the bog 

collecting thistledown. (Norwegian Folk Tales 185) 

As in Dasent's text, the thistles make the setting lose some of its specific Norwegianness. 

The discrepancy between the plant of the text and that of the illustration is conspicuous. It 

will jolt the reader and remind him that it is a translated text he is reading. It was probably 

not Shaw's intention to draw attention to the fact that the text is a translation, since she 

otherwise lets text and illustrations concur. In addition to the discrepancy between picture 

and text, the botanical fact that thistles do not thrive on bogs may also disturb the reader. 

(There is one species of thistles that grows in bogs in Norway, myrtistel, but it does not 

have down.) Dasent's "Twelve Wild Ducks," too, shows a discrepancy between the plant 
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enhanced as the peasant girl in the illustration is called "lovely lady" in Dasent's text. But 

the illustrations came after the text was first published so that, contrary to Shaw, Dasent 

had no way of adjusting his wording to the pictures. Again we are reminded that 

translation may involve also extratextual matters. 

The examples above, then, do not allow for any clear-cut conclusion regarding the 

domestication of the geography. The three translators to a certain extent adapt the tales' 

setting to make it more familiar to their readers, thereby weakening the specific 

Norwegianness of the setting, but at the same time they all keep references to foreign 

topographical features, thereby signalling that the tales are set in an unfamiliar landscape. 

Fauna 

The fauna, too, reflects the geographical setting of the tales. In the tales translated 

by all three translators, all domestic animals are common to Norway, Britain, and North-

America, and thus present no translation difficulty. Most wild animals, although not 

necessarily common to the source and target systems, also have preestablished 

correspondences in the target language. I have found only a few examples of wild animals 

in Asbjornsen and Moe that might present a challenge to the translator. The first one is a 

tiny one: humle ("bumblebee") in "The Bear and the Fox Who Made a Bet" (Samlede  

eventvr 1: 480). In this tale, the fox fools the bear into believing that he has a bumblebee 

nest full of honey. Dasent, Brsekstad, and Shaw all speak of bees or wild bees and these 

insects produce honey, which in Dasent's and Braskstad's texts is found in honeycombs. 



Domestic bees exist in Norway but not wild bees. The inclusion of wild bees in the 

translations therefore introduces a species foreign to the source culture, leading to a 

domestication of the tale's setting. This was probably not intended. Rather, the translators 

have here used the prevalent translation strategy of "improving" the source text, in this 

case through correcting a factual error: bumblebees do not produce honey, whereas bees 

do; therefore, the translators have substituted one insect for another. Part of the joke on the 

bear in the source tale - that he is so gullible as to believe in bumblebee honey - is 

therefore lost in the translations. The translators may not even have seen just how much 

fun the fox is poking at the bear; they have focused on the factual error in the presentation 

and decided to correct it. This correction strategy may be seen as an instance of levelling 

out what is perceived as bumps in the source text, of making the translation more 

streamlined than the original. 

An instance where the reader's variant of English may determine how he or she 

reads the target text is found in "Squire Per."6 The protagonist in the source text presents 

the king with three different kinds of deer: reinsdyr, hjort, and elgsdyr. In Dasent's text 

the animals are reindeer, red-deer, and elk. Braskstad and Shaw choose reindeer, stag, and 

elk. For Dasent and Braskstad, writing for a predominantly British readership, elk is the 

most evident solution for elgsdyr. Shaw, although addressing a more American audience, 

has not used the North-American correspondence of the British elk, namely moose, but 

picked the same solution as the other two translators. Americans reading the tale will 

envisage elk as one of the deer native to North-America. Thereby, the hierarchy between 

the animals found in the source text is altered. In other respects the animal retains its 
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function in the story, regardless of whether the animal is imagined as an American 

"wapiti" or a "moose." 

The latter example also illustrates how the same phenomenon may be perceived as 

more or less familiar depending upon which geographical area the English-speaking reader 

belongs to. Native wildlife will be perceived as familiar, even by readers who are not in 

direct contact with it. Most Norwegians have never seen a wild reindeer, but it is a 

traditional game and therefore well known to the Norwegian reader. So are the red deer 

and European elk. For a British reader, however, the reindeer and elk are foreign, exotic 

animals, although well known from various sources. Braekstad and Shaw's choice of stag 

stands out, as it foregrounds the gender of a species. Different categorisations, then, are 

used for the three animals in Braekstad's and Shaw's texts: species and gender. The reason 

for choosing stag may be that the translators found the connotations of this term to be 

similar to those of (N) hjort, for example swiftness, dignity, prestige. Also, stag is a 

familiar creature in English literature. Again we have to differentiate between British and 

North-American readers: North-Americans might experience the reindeer/caribou and 

European elk/moose as less exotic than Britons would, since these two species are native 

to North-America - provided, of course, that the readers have the required knowledge 

about the different designations of deer in British and American English. The connotations 

of the three kinds of deer and denotation of one kind (elk), then, are dissimilar for a 

Norwegian, a British, and an American reader. And for readers from other English-

speaking cultures, connotations may be still different. 
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Proper nouns 

The translation issues discussed above are related to the physical setting of the 

tales. Another concern for translators is the question of how to transfer more purely 

cultural aspects of a source text. Culture-specific items include proper nouns. Delisle 

regards proper names as monosemous words that should be either directly transposed to 

the target language or translated by preestablished correspondences. In other words, they 

should be transcoded, or translated at the linguistic, non-contextual level, thus not 

requiring any interpretation from the translator. That proper names should simply be 

transposed is the point of departure for most translation scholars, also outside the 

interpretive school. Gentzler, for instance, views proper nouns as a case of non-translation 

within a translation (138), and Newmark proposes that unless a proper name already has 

an accepted translation or is a metaphor it should not be translated (70). Yet translation, or 

non-translation, of proper nouns is not unproblematic: "They tend to have a special, 

specific meaning - such as place names that have a special resonance, location, history in 

the source culture - that invariably gets lost in translation" (Gentzler 80). 

Usually, folk tales do not specify time and place of the story; nevertheless, several 

of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales contain references to geographical places. Some names 

refer to foreign countries, in which case they do not primarily signify factual foreign 

locations and their culture, but their representation to the implied narrator, a Norwegian 

peasant of the eighteenth or nineteenth century. Consequently, the princess of Arabia (in 

"The Blue Belt") comes from a faraway, exotic country, but she is Christian, not Muslim, 

in accordance with the (expected) perception of a folk narrator. Braekstad's and Shaw's 
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selections of tales include only one reference to a location outside Norway (Rome, in "The 

Cock and the Fox"), but Dasent's texts include several. He seems to have translated all by 

preestablished correspondances: Denmark ("The Cat on the Dovrefell"), Turkey ("The 

Shopboy and his Cheese"), Arabia ("The Blue Belt"), and England ("Little Annie the 

Goose-Girl," "The Shopboy and his Cheese," "True and Untrue"). 

Franco reminds us that "something absolutely identical, even in its graphic 

component, might be absolutely different in its collective reception" (61). Among our 

examples, this is most clearly illustrated by England, the connotations of which are bound 

to be very different to a British readership and a Norwegian one. Retaining England in the 

English version of a tale means retaining a Norwegian outlook where England is a foreign 

and unknown land; it reminds the reader of the fact that the text is foreign. Another option 

for the translator would be to foreground the function of the term instead of the 

signification and find a solution that tries to recreate the effect of the source term, in other 

words, choose a solution that conveys the same degree of foreignness to the target-text 

reader as the source term does to the source-text reader. But in this case, Dasent opts for 

the source pole and for the principle of transcoding laid down by the interpretive school. 

Naturally, Norwegian toponyms are more common than foreign names in 

Asbjornsen and Moe's tales. One tale in particular features several, and the following table 

shows the translations of place names in the tale: 
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"The Boys Who Met the Trolls in the Hedal Woods" 

Asbjornsen & Moe Dasent Braekstad Shaw 

Vaage/Vâgâa Vaage Vaage Vaga 

Gudbrandsdalen Gudbrandsdale the Gudbrandsdale Gudbrandsdal 

Hedalen Hedale Hedale Hedal 

Maela Maela Mœla Maela 

Langmyrene Longmoss the Longmoors Longmoss 

Bjolstadskogen the forest Bjôlstad wood the Bjolstad forest 

Hedalsskogen Hedale Wood the Hedale wood the Hedal Woods 

Vaage is the Danicised form of the name, in use at Asbjornsen and Moe's time. 

This is one of the few Norwegian folk tales associated with a specific geographical 

place, and several strategies have been used in the English translation of the place-names. 

Two names, Vaage/Vaga and Mœla, are directly transposed in all three English texts 

(except that the first vowel in Mœla is printed as "oe" in Braekstad's text, a ligature that is 

not used in Norwegian). One name, Langmyrene, is current Norwegian and a name that 

would be unknown to people outside a very limited geographical area. The three 

translators have translated it linguistically into English, thereby introducing one 

completely domesticated proper noun in the tale. But it is a descriptive and fictitious name 

in English and as such it has a less naturalising effect than the use of an existing or non-

descriptive name would have. Bjolstadskogen and Hedalsskogen are compound nouns and 

have been divided into a proper and a common noun by the translators, who have 
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translated the common noun to forest or wood/woods. Whether the reader recognises that 

the name of Hedal refers to a valley is not important for him or her to grasp the story. In 

the case of Bjolstadskogen and Hedalsskogen, however, it is important that the reader 

understands that the story takes place in a forest. This has moved the translators to not 

merely transcode the Norwegian name into their texts but to translate the element of the 

name that is a common noun. 

In Norwegian, the definite article is affixed: en dal ("a valley") - dalen ("the 

valley"), myrer ("bogs") - myrene ("the bogs"). If a geographical name is a compound 

ending in a common noun, it is often used with the definite article, giving for example 

Oslofjorden and Fanafjellet. This grammatical usage is reflected in Braskstad's and 

Shaw's texts. In accordance with English usage, Shaw uses the definite article with the 

names of forests, and only then, while Braekstad's use is not consistent here: the name of 

one forest is modified by the, the other is not. Similarly, Braekstad writes the 

Gudbrandsdale, with the definite article, but Hedale, without the definite article. His 

solutions are thus not consistent with either Norwegian or English conventions. In 

Dasent's text, no proper noun is used with the definite article. The translators, then, concur 

in varying degree with the English conventions for the use of definite articles with 

geographical names. A translation solution that does not use the linguistic conventions of 

the target language has an estranging effect on the reader. In this case, it is Shaw who stays 

the closest to English usage, while Dasent and Braskstad's use ( or lack of use) of the 

definite article has a more estranging effect on the reader. 
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The common noun dal included in two of the names has not been directly 

transposed in Dasent's and Braskstad's texts; rather, it has been rendered by the English 

term with the same etymological root as the Norwegian: dale. Gudbrandsdale and Hedale 

are hybrids, mixing Norwegian and English; this mixing entails an important element of 

approximation to the target language. But the reason this is feasible, is precisely because 

dal and dale are so similar: the translators would probably find solutions like 

Gudbrandsv alley or Hex alley too far removed from the source term to be acceptable. The 

translators may translate a very local name linguistically, but not names that are found in 

an atlas. The final strategy found in the translation of geographical names in "The Boys 

Who Met the Trolls in the Hedal Woods," is deletion: Dasent renders Bjolstadskogen as 

the forest. In this way, he avoids a name that English readers might find cumbersome - he 

brings the author towards the reader, in Schleiermacher's words. 

In another tale, "Al l Women are Alike" (Dasent's title: "Not a Pin to Choose 

Between Them"), Dasent chooses not to transcode a geographical name. In the source text, 

the name Ringer ike figures in a play on words and sounds: one character mishears 

Ringerike as himmerike ("heaven"). Dasent renders the dialogue as follows: 

"Whence do you come, master?" 

"Oh!" said he. "I come from Paradise Place," for that was the name of his 

farm. 

"From Paradise Place!" she cried, "you don't say so! Why, then, you must 

know my second husband Peter, who is dead and gone, God rest his soul!" 

(East o' the Sun 176) 
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Ringerike occurs only once in the tale, and the geographical locality it refers to is without 

bearing in the plot; it is the phonetic properties of the name that are foregrounded. By 

translating the name with a farm name, Dasent uses a model from the source culture, as all 

Norwegian farms have names, those of cotters often ending in plass ("place"). Braekstad 

opts for another strategy: 

"Where do you come from?" asked the woman. 

"I come from Ringerige," answered the man. 

"Oh, dear, oh, dear! are you from Himmerige? Then you must know Peter, 

my second husband, poor soul?" said the woman. (Far North 70) 

In two footnotes, Braekstad explains Ringerige as "a district in the south of Norway" and 

Himmerige as "the Norwegian word for 'heaven.'" He also states that the similarity 

between these words "will easily explain the mistake made by the woman." Here, 

Braekstad subscribes to the widespread opinion that puns and word plays are untranslatable 

and he therefore retains the two Norwegian nouns in the English text. By keeping the 

name Ringerige, Braekstad reminds the English reader that the story takes place in 

Norway. But in order to retain the function of the name in the story, he has to directly 

transpose Himmerige as well and to give a linguistic explanation of the two nouns. The 

footnotes draw attention to the fact that the tale is translated; they interrupt the reading and 

draw the reader out of the fiction. (Braekstad does not resort to footnotes often, though. His 

total of 700 pages contains only ten footnotes.) Whereas Braekstad wants to convey both 

the meaning and function of Ringerige, Dasent chooses to prioritise the function of the 
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name in the context. The result is more reader-friendly than Braekstad's solution and more 

in line with the interpretive principle of producing a similar effect on the reader. 

Another group of geographical names consists of the fictitious, usually 

characterising, names such as Hvittenland and Dybenfart. Al l three translators seem to 

have translated such names linguistically, creating new fictitious names. One exception is 

Dasent's "Katie Woodencloak." In the source text of this tale, the prince on three 

occasions asks the heroine where she comes from, and she answers with Vaskeland, 

Hândkleland, Kammeland, respectively. Dasent translates the two last compounds 

linguistically, as Towelland and Combland. By use of the same strategy, the first name 

would have been translated as Washland, but in this case Dasent prefers to make a pun and 

writes Bath. The tale features no other names of existing geographical places. By using the 

name of an actual, well-known English town, Dasent places the story firmly on English 

soil, thereby completely domesticating the location of the tale. 

Al l three translators, then, modify geographical names according to the target 

language and the reader, but in varying degrees: Shaw is the one who most retains source 

language elements, while Dasent retains the least. But in all English translations except 

Dasent's "Katie Woodencloak" the geography that is named is that of Norway: no one will 

read for instance "The Boys Who Met the Trolls in the Hedal Woods" in English without 

being aware that the story is taking place in another, foreign environment. The translators, 

then, in most cases treat the geographical names in Asbjornsen and Moe's tales as 

monosemous, but they may also find reasons to domesticate such names. 
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Personal names are another category of proper nouns. Asbjornsen and Moe's tales, 

like most folk tales, often do without them, referring to persons by mentioning 

characteristic properties - the youngest princess, the rich brother, the girl with the long 

nose - but still personal names are common, usually only first names. The tales also 

feature many characterising names. It is doubtful that nicknames and descriptive names 

should be categorised as proper nouns at all, but they will nevertheless be discussed 

together with more traditional names. There are several categories of personal names in 

Asbjornsen and Moe, and the borderline between traditional and more descriptive names is 

blurred. Some tales feature religious personae that are common to Norway and Britain, 

which means that the Norwegian names have their preestablished correspondences in 

English. I will discuss the translation of names of religious characters in the section 

dealing with religion, and here only propose that correspondences have been used in many, 

but not all, instances of translation of names of religious characters. 

The three brothers figuring in many of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales are often called 

Per, Pal, Espen. Dasent calls them Peter, Paul, John/Jack in his first collection (East o'  

the Sun 330) and Peter, Paul, Osborn in his second (Tales from the Field 1, 261, 341). 

The two different translations of Espen reflect different strategies: the first one, John or 

Jack, has retained the function that Espen has in the source text - it is a common name. In 

addition, John/Jack is a well-known protagonist in English folk tales. The name also 

figures in English translations of the Grimms' tales, although usually the German form of 

the name, Hans, has been retained. Dasent, then, does not use any standard solution but a 

model from the target culture. Osborn, on the other hand, represents a preestablished 
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correspondence, as Osborn and Espen (and Asbjorri) have the same etymological root. 

With Osborn, the names of all three brothers have been translated by use of the same 

strategy. Consequently, the same division as in Norwegian can be found between, on the 

one hand, the two elder brothers bearing the names of pillars in Christianity and, on the 

other hand, the youngest brother with a name suggesting heathendom, strength, and 

historical continuity (Norse áss ["old Norse god"], bjôrn ["bear"]). The choice of John 

suppresses this division through referring to another of Christianity's most central persons. 

Breekstad translates Per, Pal as Peter, Paul, too. Espen figures in only one of his 

tales and is there rendered as Espen (Far North 138). Braekstad, then, has picked 

preestablished correspondences for the names of the elder brothers and directly transposed 

the name of the youngest. Shaw has transposed the names of Per and Espen but chosen to 

use a preestablished correspondence for Pal: Paul (Norwegian Folk Tales 170). One 

reason to avoid Pal in an English text would be to spare the reader from an unfamiliar 

letter, à, that would have an alienating effect. In addition, the English Paul is pronounced 

similar to the Norwegian Pal, whereas the latter would probably be pronounced /pael/ by 

English readers. By choosing Paul, Shaw prioritises the phonetic features of the name over 

the graphic ones. 

The name Per figures also outside the constellation of Per, Pal, Espen. Shaw's 

selection includes one such tale and the Norwegian Per is used there (Norwegian Folk  

Tales 122). Breekstad's two books include three such tales and he has translated Per with 

its correspondence Peter (Far North 67, 87, 133). Dasent uses the same strategy (East  

o'the Sun 176, 199, 267, 295, 336). Other first names found in the Norwegian source text 
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include Halvor, in "Soria Moria Castle," which has been transposed by all three 

translators. So has Gudbrand, in "Gudbrand on the Hillside." On the other hand, Hans, in 

"Farmer Weatherbeard," has been transposed by Braekstad but not by Dasent, who uses 

Jack. Again, Dasent opts for a model already existing in the target literary system. In this 

case, the Norwegian name would also have had an existing model in the target system, as 

discussed in the above paragraph, but Dasent preferred another solution. Erik figures in 

"Well Done, 111 Paid" and is transposed by Braekstad, while Dasent spells the name 

according to English usage, Eric. It may seem somewhat inconsistent for Dasent to retain 

names that are completely unknown in English (Halvor, Gudbrand) but replace names that 

are known or transparent (Hans, Erik). However, divergent strategies are often found in 

one and the same translation, also of similar cases. The translator may not have any 

conscious preference for a certain strategy but rather chose a strategy that he perceives as 

desirable in the here and now of the translation situation. 

In many of the source tales, conventional first names are modified by a descriptive 

element, either a noun or an adjective. The resulting names are of several different kinds, 

according to the relation between the proper name and the characterising element. Thus, 

Kari Trestakk is formed by a conventional first name followed by a noun, while in 

Tyrihans the characterising element forms a more intrinsic part of the name. All three 

translators have translated "Tyrihans." Braekstad omits the descriptive element of the 

hero's name, calling him Hans. Dasent calls him Taper Tom and gives an explanation in 

the preface to Tales from the Field: "'Tyrihans' [the translator] has rendered almost 

literally 'Taper Tom,' the name meaning not slender or limber Tom, but Tom who sits in 
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the ingle and makes tapers or matchwood of resinous fir to be used instead of candles" 

(xi). Tom has been preferred to, say, Hans or Jack to achieve the effect of alliteration. We 

find a similar case in Dasent's translation of Pài Andrestua to Tom Totherhouse (East o'  

the Sun 411). The translator has used a device present in the target system - alliteration -

that the reader will be familiar with. In addition, it is a device that also Asbjornsen and 

Moe cherished. Shaw has translated Tyrihans with Taper-Tom, a solution which seems to 

be taken from Dasent. The addition of a hyphen ties the two elements of the name tighter 

together, bringing it closer to the Norwegian name. 

Veslefrikk is the protagonist of the source text of "Little Freddie and His Fiddle." 

Frikk is a Norwegian short form of Fredrik, and the name is translated with standard 

equivalents by the three translators, as Little Freddy (Dasent), Little Fred (Braekstad) and 

Little Freddie (Shaw). This example illustrates the fact that one term in the source 

language may have several standard equivalences in the target language. The name of a 

woman in "The Charcoal Burner," Bukke-Berit, is translated with Nannygoat Bridget by 

Dasent. Again, he uses a preestablished correspondence for the conventional name. 

Apparently he has deemed bukk ("male goat or sheep") unsuited for a female character and 

therefore replaced it with its female counterpart nannygoat. In her translation of the same 

name, Shaw chooses a solution very close to the source term, transposing the conventional 

name and translating the characterising element linguistically: Buck-Berit. Braekstad calls 

the character mother Berit, thus transposing the conventional name and omitting the 

characterising element. Like Dasent, he probably found the reference to a male goat 

troublesome for a female character. Contrary to Shaw, Braekstad chooses to signal the 
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gender of Berit at the moment the character is introduced in the story, by qualifying her as 

mother. 

Some names in Asbjornsen and Moe's tales are purely characterising, containing 

no conventional name, for example Lurvehette, Lille Kort, Tro. The tales translated by 

Shaw feature some characterising names: Smorbukk, Gulltann, Ridder Rod, Snehvit og 

Rosenrod, translated as Butterball, Goldtooth, the Red Knight, Snow-White-Rose-Red. 

Dasent uses the names Buttercup, Goldtooth, Ritter Red, Snow-white and Rosy-red, while 

Braekstad chooses Butterkin, Goldtooth, Knight Redbeard, Snow-white-and-rosy-red. A 

usual strategy for descriptive names that do not have any preestablished correspondences 

in the target language is to translate them linguistically, that is, by the use of standard 

equivalents. This is the option chosen by all translators for Gulltann/Goldtooth. The 

translations of Snehvit og Rosenrod are also at the linguistic level, and in addition they are 

similar to an existing model in English: the heroines of Grimms' tale by the same name 

are called Snow-white and Rose-red (and/or Snowy-white and Rosy-red) in several English 

translations from 1853 onwards (see Sutton 326). The translations of Ridder Rod also 

shows influence from the target literary system. Shaw's solution the Red Knight is well 

known from Arthurian literature, and Braekstad's Knight Redbeard uses the name of 

Perrault's fairy tale character Bluebeard as a model. (The source text of the three tales 

where Ridder Rod figures, "Bird Dam," "The Golden Castle that Hung in the Air," and 

"Shortshanks," gives no indication why the character is given the epithet Rod. But he is a 

false hero, thus his role is related to that of the villainous King Bluebeard.) Dasent, on the 

other hand, again favours alliteration. His solution Ritter Red also makes use of a German 
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word that many of his readers would be familiar with and that is closely related to the 

Norwegian term. 

The characterising name that is most often met in the tales, is Askeladden, 

designating the young, ignored boy who turns out to possess all that is needed to succeed. 

The name that most of Asbjornsen and Moe's informants used for this hero, was Askefis 

(in current Norwegian "ash fart" but etymologically "he who blows on the fire"). In the 

1852 introduction to Norske folkeeventvr, Moe expresses his regret that the two collectors 

have not dared use this most common name in their published tales but settled on a less 

wide-spread variant, Askeladden (in the first edition called Askepot) (Hi). Dasent, 

Braekstad, and Shaw have chosen different translations for this name. Shaw has translated 

it linguistically, the Ash lad, and accounts for this choice in her introduction: "The hero is 

Askeladden (literally, the Ash Lad, because he always sits by the fire and roots and pokes 

in the ashes)" (Norwegian Folk Tales 6). Linguistic translations work within the premises 

of the source language, thereby enhancing adequacy. Dasent, in his solution, foregrounds 

the function of the character and not his designation: he calls him Boots. Again, the choice 

is explained in the introduction: 

Of particular characters, one occurs repeatedly. This is that which we have 

ventured, for want of a better word, to call "Boots," from that widely-

spread tradition in English families, that the youngest brother is bound to 

do all the hard work his brothers set him, and which has also dignified him 

with the term here used. (Popular Tales 81) 



[footnote:] After all, there is, it seems, a Scottish word which answers to 

Askepot to a hair. See Jamieson's Dictionary, where the reader will find 

Ashiepattle as used in Shetland for "a neglected child"; and not in Shetland 

alone, but in Ayrshire, Ashypet,... "one employed in the lowest kitchen 

work." (Popular Tales 81-82) 

Like Dasent, Braekstad picked a model available in the target language, but one that is 

linguistically closer to the Norwegian term, namely Ashiepattle, mentioned in Dasent's 

footnote. Braekstad again makes use of a footnote in the tale, commenting on the character 

of Askeladden but not on the translation of his name: "The favourite hero of most 

Norwegian fairy tales is called 'Askeladen,' [sic] a sort of a male 'Cinderella,' and is 

always the youngest son of the family" (Christmas Fireside Stories 55, and almost 

identical in Far North 23). Ashiepattle is a name that sounds traditional and English, and 

that evokes Grimms' Aschenputtel. At the same time, it is from the periphery of the target 

culture: Shetland, an island with Norse heritage. To the target audience, the name of 

Ashiepattle is therefore domestic but with a touch of the unfamiliar. 

The translators, then, vary in their translation of personal names. Shaw transposes 

most existing names directly, with a few exceptions, where the solution Taper-Tom for 

Tyrihans is the one most removed from the source language. She usually translates 

descriptive names linguistically. Braekstad uses a few correspondences for Norwegian 

existing names and otherwise transposes them directly, and he translates most descriptive 

names linguistically. In some cases, notably Ashiepattle, he uses models existing in the 

target culture. Dasent is the translator who uses most preestablished correspondences or 
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existing models when translating personal names, but he, too, transposes several. For none 

of the translators is it a matter of course to transcode all names, whether "true" proper 

nouns or more descriptive names. 

Monetary units 

Monetary units are also usually perceived as monosemous. Of monetary units, 

Asbjornsen and Moe use mark (obsolete in the nineteenth century), doler, and skilling (the 

two latter in circulation until 1875). The following tables give an overview of the 

translations of monetary units in three tales: 

'All Women Are Alike' 

Asbjornsen & Moe Dasent Braekstad 

ei mark 

marken 

ti daler 

ikke en eneste 

skilling 

tre hundre daler 

five shillings 

the crown 

ten pounds 

[not] a shilling 

three hundred 

dollars 

a shilling 

the shilling 

two pounds 

not a single penny 

three hundred 

dollars 

solvdalerne the dollars the silver dollars 
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"Gudbrand on the Hillside" 

Asbjornsen & Moe Dasent Braekstad Shaw 

daler dollars dollars dalers, dalers 

skillinger ready money a few shillings ready cash 

tolv skilling a shilling sixpence twelve shillings 

Asbjornsen & Moe Dasent 

"The Companion" 

ikke mange 

skillingene 

en skilling 

[not] many pence 

a penny 

Braekstad 

not many pennies 

a penny 

Shaw 

[not] many shillings 

a shilling 

By far, daler is the most widely used monetary unit in the Norwegian tales. The 

translators generally use one and the same solution in their texts: Dasent and Braekstad use 

dollars (except in a few places where they prefer pounds) and Shaw uses dalers. Dasent 

and Braekstad's choice of dollars, the historical British monetary unit, creates a temporal 

distance between the reader and the setting of the tales. (A modern reader might at first 

think of a non-British dollar, the equivalent of one hundred cents, but the presence of 

shillings, crowns, and threepence in the English tales makes it clear that the dollars are the 

old British kind.) In this respect, the historical development has ensured a similar effect on 

the readers of the Norwegian texts and of the English texts by Dasent and Braekstad, 

although the effect of temporal distance was not necessarily sought by either the authors or 
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the translators of the texts. The choice of a monetary unit already existing in the target 

culture adds an element of domestication to the text, moving the tales closer to the British 

reader's own environment. In addition, the colloquialness of dollar in Britain adds orality 

to the text. Shaw has chosen to keep the Norwegian term daler, usually in italics. This 

unfamiliar element, emphasising the strangeness of the source text, jolts the reader and 

reminds him that the tale is taking place in a foreign location. In this case, however, the 

term chosen is transparent to English readers and also inflected according to the English 

grammatical system, with a plural ending of s, and the effect of foreignness is therefore not 

as great as it might be with less transparent terms. 

A skilling was a coin of low value and 120 skilling made up one daler. All three 

translators translate skilling by either shilling or penny. In fixed expressions, skilling often 

has a more general denotation of "money", as does penny in English, and this is reflected 

in the translators' choices. Again, it is necessary to look at the context where the term 

appears - the term is not always monosemous. But also in instances where skilling refers 

to a specific monetary value, the translators seem to use penny and shilling interchangably. 

Thus, their strategy is to pick a monetary unit of low value already existing in the target 

culture; the term is domesticated, and not directly transposed, not even by Shaw who 

chose to transpose the more valuable daler. The specific worth of the Norwegian monies is 

deemed to be of secondary importance: the foregrounded aspect is the internal relation 

between the monies. A daler is worth much more than a skilling or mark. This relation, 

then, is what the translators transfer to English by using a British monetary system which 
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lets the reader grasp the relative worth of the monies, whether the term chosen is penny, 

shilling, crown, pound, or dollar. 

To sum up, the translators do not always simply transfer proper nouns, numbers, or 

monetary units. As we have seen, Dasent, Braekstad, and Shaw have varying translation 

strategies, more or less domesticating, but the translators all share the approach that proper 

nouns, monetary units, and numbers may be interpreted at the contextual, not the 

linguistic, level. Consequently, contrary to Delisle and Lederer's argument, these terms are 

not necessarily monosemous. The interpretive rule that numbers, names, and scientific 

terms in general should be transcoded may be applicable for pragmatic texts, but the 

approach seems too restrictive for literary texts, where for instance figures may need an 

interpretation and where proper nouns may be more connotative than notional. 

Food 

Food is an important cultural area. Ingredients, preparation methods, and social 

functions of a dish may be specific to a certain culture and thus present a potential 

translation difficulty. In Asbjornsen and Moe's tales we often find dishes that have a 

special social function, that are either everyday food for common people or festive meals 

for special occasions. The source text of "The Mill That Grinds at the Bottom of the Sea" 

(Dasent's title: "Why the Sea is Salt") features both common and Christmas fare, but 

mostly the former. The rich brother of the tale prepares a meal that would be typical 

everyday fare in the nineteenth century: veiling ("gruel" or "thin porridge"), sild 

("herring"), and brod ("bread"). The consistency of veiling is of importance for the 
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narrative, as the rich brother is about to drown in the liquid. Dasent renders the scene of 

the farm being immersed in food this way: "just as they had got a little way up the hill, 

what should they meet but herrings, and broth, and bread, all running and dashing, and 

splashing together in a stream, and the master himself running before them for his life" 

(East o' the Sun 12). Veiling is here rendered as broth, which has different ingredients than 

veiling, but which is liquid and had much of the same everyday function in Britain as 

veiling had in Norway. Dasent has prioritised the consistency and function of the dish 

rather than its composition. So has Braekstad: "but when they had got a bit up the hill they 

met the stream of broth with the herrings tossing about in it and the man himself running 

in front of it all" (Far North 32). Shaw, on the other hand, stays closer to the composition 

of veiling in her solution: "But when they had gone a little way up over the hill, they met 

herring and porridge and bread, rushing and pouring pell-mell, and the man, himself, 

leading the flood" (Norwegian Folk Tales 110). The social function of porridge and veiling 

is similar, so are the ingredients; it is only a matter of veiling being more fluid. Shaw's text 

implies that the porridge here must have a much thinner consistency than usual; it is 

carrying the herring and bread, and together they are "rushing and pouring" and making up 

a "flood." The English correspondence gruel, suggesting poverty and obsoleteness, would 

have different connotations and social functions from porridge. Braekstad has omitted the 

reference to bread, while Dasent and Shaw have used the correspondence bread. The 

terms bred - bread are not the standard equivalences they may seem; in this specific case 

they can almost be seen as examples of Nord's "cultural false friends." The current 

primary denotation of bread would be leavened loaves, while bred in the old rural Norway 
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denoted thin, unleavened cakes baked on a griddle and dried (Osa and Ulltveit 13-15). The 

Norwegian term has seen a semantic shift the last two hundred years, and today the 

primary signification is similar to that of the English bread. So, in fact, bred would give 

modern Norwegians similar associations to those that bread would give nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century English readers. 

Many tales mention food and drink belonging to festive occasions. The (N) 

fleskeskinke appearing in "The Mil l That Grinds at the Bottom of the Sea" is 

unproblematic for the translators, as Dasent's "flitch of bacon" and Braekstad and Shaw's 

"ham" are standard equivalents with similar connotations as the source language term. The 

translation of (N) sodd in "Butterball" might require more consideration. Sodd is a soup 

made of broth, meat, and vegetables and was earlier not everyday fare: "Sodd was used for 

Sunday supper and festive meals all over the country" (Osa and Ulltveit 40, my 

translation).7 This touch of festivity is evidenced also by the story, as sodd is the sole dish 

in the troll's feast. The main ingredient in the soup is to be Butterball, and the troll woman 

tells her daughter to slaughter and make soup out of him while the mother herself is gone: 

"Nâ fâr du ta han Smorbukk og slakte'n og koke sodd pâ'n til jeg kommer att" (Samlede  

eventyr 1: 433). But Butterball fools the daughter and chops her head off instead. "Sâ la 

han hodet i sengen og skrotten i gryten, og kokte sodd pâ trolldatteren" ("then he put the 

head in the bed and the body in the pot and cooked sodd out of the troll daughter"). When 

the trolls arrive, they taste the soup, believing it is made from Butterball: "smaker godt, 

Smorbukksodd" ("tastes good, Butterball sodd"). 
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Dasent writes: '"Now you must take Buttercup and kill him, and boil him nicely 

till I come back'.... Then he laid her head in the bed, and popped her body into the pot, 

and boiled it so nicely". When the troll girl's parents arrive, "they thought they would just 

taste the broth. 'Good, by my troth! Buttercup brofh'"(East o' the Sun 128). Broth is the 

solution that Braskstad and Shaw use in all instances where the source text has sodd: "Now 

you must take Butterkin and kill him and make broth of him, till I come back again.. . . he 

then put the head in the bed and the body in the caldron, and made broth of the daughter. . 

. . they thought they would taste the broth. 'This Butterkin-broth tastes nice!'" (Braekstad, 

Far North 38); "Now you must take Butterball, and cut 'im up, and make broth out of 'im 

by the time I come back. . . . Then he put the head in the bed and the carcass in the pot, 

and made broth of the Troll's daughter.... then they went over to taste the broth. 'Tastes 

good, this Butterball broth!'" (Shaw, Norwegian Folk Tales 101). Broth cannot be said to 

be a correspondence to sodd, as broth would be only a part of the sodd soup. But in this 

context the two terms are equivalences: their function is similar, and the context makes it 

clear that the pot of broth contains meat as well. Only the connotations of festivity are lost 

in the English translation, but then, so they are to modern Norwegian readers of the tale; 

meat soup has long since lost its exclusivity. 

Christmas food is detailed in "The Cat on Dovre," translated by Dasent and by 

Shaw. In the tale, the farm people leave their house to a pack of trolls on Christmas Eve: 

"Sâ flyttet folkene ut, og da var det laget til for trollene med dekkede bord, bade med 

rommegraut [1843: Risengrod] og lutefisk og poise, og ellers alt det som godt var, liksom 

til et annet gildt gjestebud" (Samlede eventyr 2: 521). Traditional festive dishes are 
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mentioned here: rommegraut/rommegrot is a porridge made of sour cream and a little 

flour; risengrot is a porridge made with milk and rice, somewhat like rice pudding; lutefisk 

is dried fish that is soaked in water for several days and in lye for a shorter time and then 

boiled in water; poise may be various kinds of sausage. Dasent's translation of this 

passage is: "so the people of the house flitted out, and the tables were laid, and there was 

rice porridge, and fish boiled in lye, and sausages, and all else that was good, just as for 

any other grand feast" (East o' the Sun 91). The context tells the reader that the dishes 

mentioned are festive ones, coveted and not often enjoyed. "Sausages" would be familiar 

to Dasent's readers, and "rice porridge" would seem somewhat foreign without being 

really exotic, as rice boiled in water or milk was well-known in Britain and North-America 

in the nineteenth century. But "fish boiled in lye" clashes with the target culture and must 

make the English reader's stomach turn. The syntagm reveals a misunderstanding: lutefisk 

is partly soaked, not boiled, in lye. Boiling lye would be repugnant even to an ardent 

lutefisk lover. But it would have made a difference only in degree if Dasent had written for 

instance "fish steeped in lye;" the reference would still alienate the reader. Dasent wants to 

convey the cultural specificity of the festive meal and he cannot be blamed that the 

unusual preparation of lutefisk is unappetizing for non-Norwegians. If one is to convey the 

cultural specificity, as the interpretive school professes, explicitation is a favoured method 

and the one Dasent follows here, albeit with a somewhat incorrect result. A strategy of 

domestication could have resulted in lutefisk being rendered as goose, which would give 

English readers much the same holiday associations as lutefisk would give Norwegian 
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readers of the nineteenth century. But in this case, Dasent chose to explicitate and not 

domesticate. 

Shaw has translated the same tale in Folktales of Norway, the collection aiming at 

a more scholarly audience. "The people moved out, and everything was made ready for the 

trolls. The table was decked with cream porridge and lutefisk and sausage and everything 

else that was good. It was a fine feast" (Iversen, 122). "Cream porridge," although 

unknown to British and American readers, would give associations of festivity. The term 

is a universalisation: the sourness of romme is omitted. A linguistic translation of 

rommegraut such as "sour cream porridge" was probably felt to be too alienating for the 

prospective readers. "Lutefisk" is simply transferred. Since the target audience of this 

book is primarily American, many of the readers would already be familiar with the dish, 

brought over to the States by Norwegian and Swedish emigrants and still both popular and 

notorious there.8 Readers unacquainted with the term may look it up in the glossary at the 

end of Folktales of Norway. 

Dasent has translated three other tales that feature rommegrot. In all of them, he 

substitutes custards for rommegrot, thus naturalising the dish (East o' the Sun 256, 338, 

412). Custards must have had a somewhat similar festive function for British peasants as 

rommegrot for Norwegians, although one is a dessert and the other a main course. Again, 

it is the function of the dish that is prioritised, its contrast to everyday fare. In two of the 

tales, a wife treats her lover to food the husband rarely gets: "But when they came into the 

room, there stood a whole bowl of custards on the table. 'Nay, nay, mother,' cried out the 

man, 'shall we have custards to-day?'" (East o'the Sun 412). Contrary to in "The Cat on 
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Dovre," Dasent here favours the receiving pole. Such a variation between translation 

principles is not unusual. 

In "Askeladden Who Had an Eating Match With the Troll," the social function of 

the food is unimportant for the story. What matters is the consistency and physical 

appearance of the food: the troll is to believe that the food the boy squeezes is a stone. 

When the boy sets out from home, his mother has no sul ("food to eat beside bread or 

potatoes") to send with him, so she decides to breste ("heat milk till it curds") for him (see 

Samlede eventvr 1: 412). This incident is rendered as: "His mother had no cheese, so she 

set the pot on the fire to make him a little, and he put it into a scrip and set of f (Dasent, 

East o' the Sun 37); "His mother had nothing ready, and so she put on the pot and made a 

cheese for him, which he placed in his scrip, and then set out from home" (Braekstad, Far  

North 24); "His mother had no curds, so she hung the cauldron over the fire to curdle a 

little cheese for him" (Shaw, Norwegian Folk Tales 81). None of the translators has 

endeavoured to explicate sul; Dasent and Shaw use a strategy of specification, narrowing 

down the meaning to a term that fits well in the context (cheese and curds, respectively), 

while Braekstad uses a strategy of universalisation. The act of making curds expressed in 

the source text is rendered as making cheese by both Dasent and Braekstad. Shaw is more 

explicit and specifies that the cheese is curds. 

With regard to food, then, each translator uses several translation strategies. 

Dasent, for instance, uses exotisation (fish boiled in lye), naturalisation (custards), 

specification (cheese for [N] sul), universalisation (making cheese), and linguistic 

translation (sausage). Shaw is the one who keeps most of the Norwegian specificity of 
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food terms, while for Dasent and Breekstad the function of the food in the narrative seems 

to be the most important aspect. Explicitation is little used. With the exception of Dasent's 

"fish boiled in lye," the three translators try not to alienate the reader (as when translating 

veiling by broth, or rommegrot by cream porridge). 

Other culture-specific objects 

The tales feature various other culture-specific items, including cooking utensils. 

"Hans Who Made the Princess Laugh" depicts the cook handling wooden utensils for 

cooking porridge, one (N) tvare and one (N) kokkesleiv/grautsleiv. In this context, the 

function of the former is to stir porridge and of the latter to hold porridge. Dasent 

translates the scene where the protagonist is passing the cook: "the cook was just beating 

the porridge; but when she saw Taper Tom and his pack she came running out at the door, 

with her brush in one hand, and a wooden ladle full of smoking porridge in the other and 

she laughed as though her sides would split" (Field 219-20). It is questionable whether a 

brush ever was used in cooking porridge, so the term may be a mistranslation - unless 

Dasent wants to imply that the cook was also preparing daintier food in need of brushing, 

such as pastry or a roast, more befitting a royal household. Wooden ladle is in this context 

an equivalent to sleiv, highlighting the function of the utensil - here, to hold food. 

Brsekstad writes: "the cook was just boiling porridge, but when she saw Hans and his train 

after him, she rushed out of the door with the porridge-stick in one hand and a big ladle 

full of boiling porridge in the other, and she laughed till her sides shook" (Christmas  

Fireside Stories 275). Brsekstad'sporridge-stick for (N) tvare, is definitely a contextual 
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equivalent: it suggests the form and use of the utensil. A detailed explanation of tvare and 

its unusual shape would be superfluous in this context. Big ladle can also be said to be an 

equivalent of sleiv. Shaw chooses another strategy: "the cook was busy stirring the 

porridge. But when she caught sight of Taper-Tom and his flock, she rushed out of the 

kitchen, with the ladle in one hand and the pot of steaming porridge in the other, and 

laughed until she shook" (Norwegian Folk Tales 23). Here, there is no reference to tvare; 

for the omitted element Shaw substitutes a "pot of steaming porridge," although it seems 

unlikely that a character would be able to run with a heavy pot in one hand. Only Braekstad 

has retained both references, and, appropriately, only his text has the same illustration as 

the source text in Samlede eventyr, where both tvare and sleiv are depicted. 

In most instances, differences between the culture described in Asbjornsen and 

Moe's tales and the translators' target culture have increased over time. But there are a few 

examples of the opposite, too. The source text of "The Three Princesses of Whittenland" 

features a magical object, a pair of skis. Skis would be unknown for at least a part of 

Dasent's target audience, and he opted for not using the English correspondence, but 

rather a reference to an object with a similar contextual function: snow-shoes. Snow-shoes 

might have been as unfamiliar as skis to Englishmen of the mid-nineteenth century, but the 

term has the advantage of being readily understandable - it is not necessary to know the 

physical properties of snow-shoes to grasp that the objects are made for walking on snow. 

Other than that, they ressemble ordinary shoes in Dasent's text: they are also referred to as 

"shoes" and have "toes" (East o' the Sun 185-86). As English readers today are well 
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familiar with skis, a new translation of the same tale would probably have shown other 

strategies than the one Dasent used here. 

Traditions 

Many cultural references in the source text are implied only. Some implied cultural 

references might pass unnoticed by the reader, some will become clear through the 

context, and others might leave the reader puzzled. As Lederer stresses, the author 

presupposes that the reader has a certain knowledge, and this knowledge is not necessarily 

shared by the foreign reader. It is the translator who has to judge when to move the border 

between implicit and explicit: "Le bon traducteur modifie avec doigté le rapport 

implicite/explicite de l'original pour atteindre un nouvel équilibre implicite/explicite dans 

sa langue" (La traduction aujourd'hui 126). But explicitation should be used only to the 

extent necessary: "Il appartient donc au traducteur de donner au lecteur étranger des 

connaissances supplémentaires, minimum mais suffisantes pour entr'ouvrir la porte qui 

mène à la connaissance de l'autre" (La traduction aujourd'hui 123). 

The source culture is explicitly and implicitly present in the source text of 

Asbjornsen and Moe's tales. The translators usually translate references to traditions and 

social conventions without any comment, letting the event speak for itself. The reader, 

then, may or may not grasp the cultural background of an object or an event. For example, 

circumstances in "The Boy and the Beer Keg" may at first puzzle the reader: the boy has a 

keg of beer and is very thirsty, and still he does not drink it. Why can he not drink when he 

is thirsty? In this case, as in many others, no explanation is necessary for the reader; 
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reading on, he/she will be able to infer from the context that in the culture the tale is 

anchored in, one does not drink alone, at least not beer, and that drinking together with 

someone else requires that there is sympathy between the drinkers. Explicitation in such 

cases would be superfluous and also contrary to Lederer's guideline that the translator 

should give only such supplementary information that is strictly necessary. 

Traditions that regard the conventional milestones in a person's life - such as birth, 

baptism, wedding, funeral - are usually not explained in the translations. In "Soria Moria 

Castle," the protagonist arrives at his sweetheart's wedding to another man, but not until 

"siste dagen" ("the last day") when they are to have supper does Halvor mingle with the 

other guests (Samlede eventyr 1: 397). Weddings often went over several days, and "the 

last day" refers to the last day of the wedding celebration. The translators have treated this 

cultural reference differently: "But Halvor was so ragged and torn from having followed 

the West Wind through bush and brier and bog, that he kept on one side, and wouldn't 

show himself till the last day when the bridal feast was to be" (Dasent, East o' the Sun 

408, my emphasis); "But Halvor was so ragged and dirty from having followed the west 

wind through bush and bog that he kept out of sight, and would not go to the castle till the 

last day, when they were going to have a grand dinner" (Braekstad, Far North 131, my 

emphasis); "But Halvor's clothes were now so torn and tattered from following the West 

Wind through bushes and shrubs, that he kept out of sight until dinner time on the day of 

the wedding" (Shaw, Norwegian Folk Tales 76, my emphasis). Dasent's solution leaves 

the reader uncertain about what "the last day" refers to; "last" seems superfluous, as the 

bridal feast appears to take place in one day only. Braskstad stays close to the Norwegian 
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wording, and like the source text his text implies that the feast goes over several days. 

Shaw has omitted any reference to a celebration going over more than one day and opts for 

"the day of the wedding," in accordance with the traditions of the target audience. Dasent 

and Shaw, then, do not transfer the cultural specificity of this example but use a model 

from the target culture. 

Funerals are mentioned in a few tales, one of which has been translated by the 

three translators. In "The Companion" the protagonist offers to pay for the proper burial of 

a dead man: 

Ja, sa sâ gutten; nâr han bare fikk ham i j orden, skulle han nok betale 

gravolet, av det vesle han hadde. 

Sâ brot de vintapperen ut av isklumpen og la ham i kristen jord, de ringte 

og sang over ham, og presten kastet jord pâ, og de drakk gravol sâ de bade 

grât og lo om hverandre. 

Men da gutten hadde kostet gravolet hadde han ikke mange skillingene i 

lommen. (Samlede eventyr 1: 415-16) 

Here, and in the preceding paragraphs, the Norwegian funeral tradition is described in 

detail with bell tolling, hymn singing, sprinkling of the dust, and gravel ("grave beer"). 

Most of the cultural manifestations in the excerpt would be similar in nineteenth-century 

Norway and Britain and would therefore not represent culture-specific items during that 

period. If, on the other hand, these funeral traditions at some point become obsolete or 

marginal in the target culture, they might represent culture-specific items in a new 

translation of the same source text. Modern Norwegian readers of Asbjornsen and Moe 
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will also find items in the source text belonging to a different culture. At some point, these 

features might call for explicitation also in the source language. But for our translators, 

only gravel is a true culture-specific item in this excerpt. The tradition of gravel goes back 

to heathen times, and the term designates the gathering after the burial where food and 

drink were served, and which at times could develop into revelling. The word appears 

three times in this excerpt; in the first and last case it is a synecdoche for the whole 

funeral. 

Yes," [sic] said the lad. "If he could only get him buried in Christian earth, 

he would be sure to pay for his funeral ale out of his scanty means." [A 

second paragraph has been omitted in Norwegian editions after 1871.] 

So they broke the vintner out of the block of ice, and laid him in Christian 

earth, and they tolled the bell and sang hymns over him, and the priest 

sprinkled dust over him, and they drank his funeral ale till they wept and 

laughed by turns; but when the lad had paid for the ale he hadn't many 

pence left in his pocket. (Dasent, Field 69-70) 

Dasent opts for a linguistic translation of gravel that offers "a target language version 

which can still be recognized as belonging to the cultural system of the source text" 

(Franco 62). The solution is further based on British traditions: According to the 

Dictionary of English Folklore, "it is clear that the word 'ale' was used for any get-

together or feast" (Simpson and Roud 66). Although the term might be a new coinage (the 

OED notes that funeral-ale may be a nonce-word), the English reader will readily 
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understand "funeral ale" as a feast in connection with a burial and accept that it refers to a 

foreign tradition. Dasent retains the same synecdoches as the source text. 

Braekstad has another approach: 

"Yes," said the lad. If he could only get him underground, he would pay all 

the funeral expenses out of the little he had. . . . So they broke the vintner 

out of his block of ice and put him in Christian ground; they tolled the 

bells, and sang over him, and the parson cast the earth upon the coffin, and 

they drank of the funeral ale till they both cried and laughed. When the lad 

had paid all the expenses he had not many pennies left in his pocket. (Far 

North 214) 

In the two instances in the source text where gravel refers to the whole funeral, Braekstad 

chooses to narrow it down to funeral expenses and expenses, respectively, expressions that 

are not marked for any specific culture. In the last instance of gravel, Braekstad uses the 

same expression as Dasent, "funeral ale," but with another signification. In Braekstad's 

text "funeral ale" refers to a drink, not a celebration. The term is a linguistically close 

translation of the source language term, one that the target reader will see as referring to a 

foreign culture. 

Shaw opts for universalisation in all three occurrences of the term gravel; that is, 

she chooses a general and neutral reference without foreign connotations: 

Yes, said the boy, once he got him into the ground, he certainly would pay 

for the burial out of the little he had. 
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So they broke the wine-tapper out of the block of ice, and laid him in 

consecrated ground; they rang and sang over him, and the parson scattered 

on the earth, and they caroused so at the burial feast that they laughed and 

cried by turns. 

But when the boy had paid for the burial feast, he hadn't many shillings left 

in his pocket. (Norwegian Folk Tales 85-86) 

Gravel is rendered as burial and burial feast, terms that do not refer to any cultural 

practice unfamiliar to English readers. (The implication in the source text that the 

participants in the feast were drunk is here shifted to the verb in the clause "they caroused 

so at the burial feast." This clause neatly demonstrates how equivalence may be achieved 

at a more comprehensive level than the word level, reminding us to be very cautious when 

comparing individual words in source and target texts.) Seen together, the above excerpt 

from Shaw does not convey any cultural differences between the source and target 

cultures. 

In other instances, the translator may find it necessary to explain a cultural 

phenomenon. One tradition mentioned in several tales is that of announcements made 

outside the church after the Sunday service. In "Hans Who Made the Princess Laugh," the 

king has such an announcement made: "Sâ lot han lyse opp pâ kirkebakken bade fort og 

snart, at den som kunne fâ datteren hans til â le, han skulle ha henne og det halve 

kongerike" (Samlede eventyr 1: 262). Dasent renders this sentence as: "So he had it given 

out at the church door both quick and soon, that any one who could get his daughter to 

laugh should have her and half the kingdom" (Field 213). Braekstad's version is: "So he 
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made known every Sunday after the service, from the steps outside the church, that he that 

could make his daughter laugh should have both her and half the kingdom" (Christmas  

Fireside Stories 269). And Shaw writes: "So the king had it proclaimed from all the pulpits 

in the land, both quickly and soon, that the one who could make his daughter laugh was to 

get her and half the kingdom" (Norwegian Folk Tales 20). In the source text the 

announcement takes place on the slope in front of the church - country churches were 

often situated on a hill. Dasent has the proclamation take place at the door, presumably 

after the sermon, so that, as in the Norwegian text, secular affairs are dealt with outside the 

religious service. Braekstad lets the announcement be made outside the church building in 

line with the source text, but chooses to let the outside be represented by steps, which 

would be more familiar to his British readers than a natural hill outside a church would be. 

He also explicitâtes that the announcement takes place after the service. In Shaw's text, on 

the other hand, the announcement is made from the pulpit, as part of the religious service. 

Shaw chooses to explicitate another aspect that is implicit in the Norwegian sentence: the 

announcement is not confined to one church but presented all over the country. So 

Braekstad and Shaw both expand and explain the Norwegian collocation "lyse opp pâ 

kirkebakken," but choose to emphasise different aspects of the expression. 

The interpretive school stresses that the translator does not have to convey all the 

semes of a word, only those actualised by its context. It is not necessary to transfer the 

exhaustive signification of a cultural-specific item either. If the translator conveys only 

those aspects that are "actualised," that have a function in the context, she has found an 

equivalent. And in the case above, all translators have conveyed that the king had an 
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announcement made in connection with a church service. Whether the announcement was 

made inside or outside the church, by a clergyman or not, is secondary. 

Gender relations 

Objects and traditions are not the only culture-specific aspects of Asbjornsen and 

Moe's tales. Values, mores, and world-views are expressed throughout the source tales, 

usually implicitly. As in the folktale genre in general in Europe, patriarchy is strongly 

present also in Asbjornsen and Moe's tales. Gender roles are relatively stable: in spite of 

several active heroines, initiative and activity are more representative of male heroes; the 

woman often concentrates on the sphere of the family while the man takes part in the 

public domain; and the heroines often demonstrate traits valued in women - they are 

unselfish, good, and helpful. Female protagonists in the tales of wonder operate within the 

patriarchal framework. Thus, Tatterhood is transformed from a frightening, ugly rebel to a 

beautiful young bride, and princesses are objects of exchange in a deal between fathers and 

suitors. (Jocular tales may be more subversive; with regard to patriarchy, "The Squire's 

Bride" is a good example.) In his writings, Moe adheres to the traditional view of women, 

as does Dasent in his introduction to Popular Tales. 

In the tales translated by Dasent we often find that patriarchy has been 

strengthened compared to the Norwegian text. His "The Twelve Wild Ducks" gives us 

several examples of this. The tale touches on gender relations: a queen promises a troll-

hag her twelve sons in exchange for a daughter; the princes are transformed into wild 

ducks, and it is only through the toiling and suffering of their sister that they in the end are 
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redeemed. When the princess leaves home to search for her brothers, it is against the 

mother's wish, and her departure is described in Norwegian as: "og tilsist sâ gikk hun da 

ogsâ fra kongsgârden" ("and at last she did also walk away from the king's manor") 

(Samlede eventyr 2: 182). In Dasent's text she is not able to do this without parental 

permission: "and at last she got leave to go away from the palace" (East o' the Sun 52, my 

emphasis). The Victorian ideal of an obedient daughter might have influenced Dasent's 

reading of the source text, or he has simply found it appropriate to let the English version 

reflect conventions from the target culture. A young king later encounters the heroine and 

wants to marry her, and "kongen var bade en snill mann og en vakker mann" ("the king 

was both a kind man and a good-looking man"). Dasent translates snill ("kind") with wise, 

a conventionally more attractive trait for men, lacking the element of weakness and 

femininity associated with snill: "the King was both a wise man and a handsome man 

too." The phrase immediately following has been misread by Dasent, in an interesting 

way. "Han var saa blid og venlig mod hende som en Lege" ("he was so nice and friendly 

towards her as a toy") (Norske folkeeventvr 2nd ed. 187) is not a Norwegian idiom but an 

example of creative use of the language. The translator has therefore not any 

preestablished correspondence at his disposal. Toy suggests childishness, play, and 

pleasure - a somewhat unexpected description for a powerful king and one that fits more 

with a conventional view of women - and the simile thereby works against gender 

stereotypes. The vehicle in the first, 1843 edition of Norske folkeeventvr was Dukketoi 

("doll's clothes") which in addition has clear connotations of femininity, while Lege 

("toy") in the second, 1852 edition suppresses the gender marking of the toy. Dasent 
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clearly wants to translate the simile literally but misreads Lege ("toy") as Lœge 

("physician") and renders the clause as "he was as soft and kind to her as a doctor" (East  

o' the Sun 55). In this way the translator reverses the play with gender roles present in the 

Norwegian source text and strengthens the conventional roles. The woman is given the 

role of patient, a role she often had in Victorian bourgeois culture, and the male the 

responsible, rational role of physician. This is another example of the translator levelling 

out an irregularity found in the source text, but this time it is not deliberate. Dasent 

mentions the simile in his introduction to Popular Tales while discussing the tales' lack of 

respect for the authorities: 

But there is one profession for which a good word is said, a single word, 

but enough to show the feeling of the people. In the 'Twelve Wild Ducks' 

No. VIII, the king is 'as soft and kind' to Snow-white and Rosy-red "as a 

doctor' - as a doctor, alas! not of laws, but of medicine; and thus this 

profession, so often despised, but in reality the noblest, has homage paid to 

it in that single sentence, which neither the Church with all its dignity, nor 

the Law with all its cunning, have been able to extort from the popular 

mind. (84) 

Whether the choice of simile should be ascribed to the "popular mind" or to the compilers 

is uncertain. However that may be, Dasent's sole example of popular respect for the 

authorities is based on a misreading of the source text. 

"The Twelve Wild Ducks" ends with the protagonists going home: "Men Snehvit 

og Rosenrod tok kongen og barna sine og de tolv prinsene, og sá reiste de hjem til sine 
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foreldre" ("but Snowwhite and Rosered took the king and her children and the twelve 

princes, and then they went home to their parents"). "Snehvit og Rosenrod" - the heroine 

has a double name - is the grammatical subject of the first clause; she is the one taking the 

initiative and being in charge. Dasent's wording gives the role of agent to her husband: 

"But the King took Snow-white and Rosy-red, and their three children, and the twelve 

Princes; and so they all went home to their father and mother" (East o' the Sun 59). The 

paternity of the children is clearly established ("their three children" for the source text's 

"barna sine" ["her children"]), and the head of the family and kingdom is also the 

grammatical subject of the first clause. 

"The Twelve Wild Ducks" in translation by Braskstad shows some of the same 

solidifying of patriarchy. The description of the king, "han var saa blid og venlig mod 

henne som en Lege," is rendered as "he was as kind and gentle to her as a child to a toy" 

(Far North 160). The source text comparison is between the king and a toy; in Braekstad's 

text it is the heroine who is compared to a toy, while the king is placed on a higher 

hierarchical level as the owner of the toy. Again, the play with traditional gender roles is 

nullified in the translation, and it is replaced by a conventional comparison between 

woman and a toy. In the instance of the second excerpt given above, Braskstad gives the 

princess more centrality than Dasent does, and more than the Norwegian source text does: 

"But Snow-white-and-rosy-red took the king and her children and the twelve princes to 

her parents" (Far North 164, my emphasis). 

The source text used by Shaw is slightly different from the one used by the other 

two translators in that the king is no longer compared to a toy, but to a lark: "han var sâ 
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blid og vennlig mot henne som en lerke" (Samlede eventyr 2: 186). Shaw chooses to omit 

the simile in her translation: "he was gentle and friendly towards her" (Norwegian Folk  

Tales 185), and in "the king was as kind as he was handsome" (185) she chooses an 

adjective, kind, with less masculine connotations than Dasent's wise. In the last excerpt 

discussed, Shaw chooses a middle path between Dasent and Braekstad and lets all the 

characters be agents: "But Snow-White-Rose-Red, the king, and their children, and the 

twelve princes, all rode back to her parents" (189). Here the heroine's centrality is 

displaced; Snow-White-Rose-Red is not the sole grammatical subject as in the Norwegian 

clause, but on the other hand the parents are said to be hers, not everybody's. The heroine 

is less of an agent than in Asbjornsen and Moe's wording, but still the central character. 

Shaw's text can be said to have about the same level of patriarchy as the source text. The 

fact that Shaw is a woman might contribute to her differing from her colleagues. In her 

source text, however, some places show more influence of patriarchy than the older 

versions used by Dasent and Braekstad. Their translations, especially Dasent's, have a 

stronger sense of patriarchy than the source texts. This is an example of solutions that are 

coloured by the translator's values or cultural context, and that probably do not reflect 

conscious options. Rather, it must be during the comprehension stage that these shifts 

occur: the translators read the source text differently; in other words, the meaning of the 

source text is different for them. 

In "The Boys Who Met the Trolls in the Hedal Woods" we meet three trolls who 

live with one and the same female. Trolls often represent an absence of culture; they are 

the foil against which the humans are set. One female living with three males suggests 
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polygamy and matriarchy, both phenomena in opposition to the reigning values in 

nineteenth-century Norway and regarded as non-culture. The Norwegian description of the 

relationship between the males and the female is "de hadde én kj erring i hop alle tre" 

("they had one wife together all three") (Samlede eventyr 1: 71). Kj erring is a somewhat 

opaque word. In the dominant Oslo dialect of today, it is a familiar or pejorative 

expression for "woman," with connotations of old age and difficult temper, or for "married 

woman." In many other dialects, kjerring is the standard noun for "married woman" or 

"woman," and it seems clear to me that when Asbjornsen and Moe use the word it is 

generally in this more neutral register. That "gammel kjerring" ("old kjerring"), found for 

instance in "East of the Sun," is not used disparagingly is evidenced by Moe referring to 

the females as "de tre vise Kvinder" ("the three wise women") (Norske folkeeventyr 2nd 

ed. xv). Dasent has translated the above clause as "they had a goody between them all 

three," and Braskstad as "they also had a gudewife among the three of them," both 

suggesting that there is a marital bond between the trolls. Shaw, on the other hand, uses 

the expression "old woman" ("they had one old woman among the three of them") which 

suggests more an aged female helper than a wedded wife. The suggestion of matriarchy is 

therefore lost in her translation. 

Class 

The English terms for kjerring chosen by Dasent and Braskstad have connotations 

of low social rank. European folk tales show the marked influence of social class; people 

inhabit distinct social positions in a stratified society. Class distinctions existed in Norway 
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in the nineteenth century as well as today, but to a lesser degree than in Britain. For one 

thing, feudalism never existed in Norway. (One can only speculate on the connections 

between nature and culture again: the scarcity of arable land in Norway must have been 

greatly responsible for the absence of feudalism.) The intended reader of Dasent's and 

Braekstad's translations, then, would be part of a society with greater social stratification 

than the intended reader of the source text. It is possible that this would have an impact on 

the translators' strategies; they might adapt the text to the expectations - or rather 

expected expectations - of the intended reader; or the fact that Dasent is British may make 

him read the source text through the filter of his own, more stratified culture. 

In some instances, Dasent's translation emphasises the social standing of 

characters more than Asbjornsen and Moe's text does. Thus, in their "The Twelve Wild 

Ducks," the king himself removes his children from the snake pit: "Dem tok kongen med 

seg" ("them the king took with him") (Samlede eventyr 2: 187). In Dasent's words, "the 

King had them taken out at once" (East o' the Sun 58): the king does not do the work 

himself but orders someone else to do it, thereby emphasising his lordly status. The source 

text of "Dapplegrim" depicts a powerful king holding sway over the protagonist. The 

boy's inferior position is not shown in his manner of speaking or conduct, however, and 

the incident when he returns to the king with the rescued princess is described in the 

source text as follows: "gutten kom inn i slottet til ham med henne" ("the boy came into 

the castle to him with her") (Samlede eventyr 2: 368). Dasent's version states: "he brought 

the Princess into the hall, and made his bow (East o' the Sun 277, my emphasis). This 

way, Dasent emphasises the boy's lower position in the power relation between the boy 
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and the king, using norms of behaviour familiar in the target culture. A British middle-

class outlook colours this passage, and it is not in accordance with how Asbjornsen and 

Moe's narrators would view the relation between the protagonist and royalty. Although the 

Norwegian peasants themselves would be used to bowing and curtseying for authorities, 

the narrative tradition would not allow the protagonist to exhibit much reverence for 

authorities. We find an explicit example in "The Golden Palace That Hung in the Air": 

So they sent down to her [the princess] one of the highest men about court, 

the master of the ceremonies himself; and when he came on board the 

princess's ship, he took off his hat and bowed and scraped, and bent 

himself before her. 

'Can that be your father, my son?' said the princess to her boy, who was 

playing with a golden apple. 

'No,' said the child, 'my father doesn't crawl about like a cheese-mite'.... 

When they heard that, they were forced to wake up Boots with the water of 

life; and so he went down to the ship to the princess, but he didn't make too 

low a bow, I should think; he only nodded his head. . . . (Dasent, Field 309) 

By letting the protagonist bow in "Dapplegrim," Dasent alters Asbjornsen and Moe's 

manner of narrating folk tales. 

In "True and Untrue," the king's higher social position is also stressed more in the 

English text than in the source text: whereas True speaks to the king as an equal and starts 

his address by a simple ja ("yes") in Norwegian, he says "like enough, your Majesty" in 

Dasent's text (East o' the Sun 4), addressing the monarch in a more reverential manner. In 
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"Peik," the protagonist fools the king by dressing in his sister's clothes and making 

himself as dainty as en jente ("a girl") (Samlede eventyr 1: 61). In the nineteenth century, 

jente would have connotations of rurality and popular class and would be the usual word 

employed by oral storytellers for a young female. Dasent uses the expression "a young 

lady" (Field 103) which suggests a higher social rank, more worthy of a king's attention, 

thereby making it more plausible to the British reader that the king would bring up the girl 

as his own daughter. 

In "Katie Woodencloak," the prince falls in love with the protagonist in church and 

so "sprang prinsen etter og dro kirkedoren til etter henne" ("the prince ran after and closed 

the church door behind her"). The prince in Dasent's text, on the other hand, acts more in 

accordance with the gentlemanly behaviour the target audience would expect: "the Prince 

ran after her, and held the church door open for her" (East o' the Sun 366, my emphasis). 

Again, it is the conventions of the target audience that influence the translator's choice. 

So Dasent sometimes increases the social stratification found in the source tales. 

We cannot know for certain whether this is a conscious choice, a way of adapting the text 

to its readers, or whether it is a result of the translator reading the original filtered through 

his native culture. But Dasent's stated translation principles suggest that he rejects 

conscious adaptation of the source text, and, in fact, conspicuous cultural shifts are found 

only in some places. In most instances Dasent, as well as Braskstad and Shaw, keep the 

same social distance or proximity between characters as the Norwegian text. For example, 

in most tales the king and other representatives of higher social classes are addressed in an 

informal register and by the informal second person pronoun du, and this is rendered as 
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you by all three translators. (The translators do not use thou in their texts, except Dasent in 

a few places where the speaker's language is more marked by dialect.) In a few tales, for 

instance "Katie Woodencloak" and "Hacon Grizzlebeard," the king is addressed by the 

formal pronoun De in the Norwegian text, which Dasent renders as "your Royal Highness" 

(East o' the Sun 366, 46), also reflecting the speakers" awareness of higher-class 

conventions. (These two tales are not included in Braskstad's and Shaw's translations.) 

Readers' sensitivities 

As mentioned in chapter two, Asbjornsen and Moe prettified some traits of the oral 

tales in order to make them more acceptable to the intended reader. The translators, who 

are aiming at a different society with (slightly) different mores, have the same 

consideration for their readers. Prettification might be expected in references to erotic 

matters and body parts and functions, but all in all few instances of prettification occur in 

our translated texts. In the source text, childbirths are usually described in a 

straightforward way using the verbs fode ("give birth") or fà ("get"). Examples where the 

former verb is employed include: "konen kom i barselseng og fodte et barn, en vakker 

darter" ("the woman came in confinement bed and gave birth to a child, a beautiful 

daughter") (Samlede eventyr 2: 255), and "forst fodte hun et pikebarn" ("first she gave 

birth to a girl") (Samlede eventyr 2: 380). Dasent's solutions are more decorous: the first 

phrase is rendered as "the wife was brought to bed, and had a pretty girl" (East o' the Sun 

188), and the second one as "first of all, she had a girl" (East o' the Sun 348). In only one 

tale does Dasent use the word birth, namely in "Shortshanks." In the Norwegian source 
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text of "Askeladden Who Made the Princess Say, 'You're a Liar,'" the protagonist refers 

to a horse foaling in a vat of cheese. In Dasent's text, the horse "tumbled down into the 

cheese" (East o' the Sun 50). There is a certain graphic similarity between follede 

("foaled") and faldt ("fell"), so Dasent might have misread the one for the other, if he has 

not consciously omitted any mention of giving birth. But earlier in the same tale, both 

conception and birth are overtly suggested when the protagonist boasts about the size of 

their farm-yard: "when a cow begins to go with calf at one end of it, she doesn't get to the 

other end before the time to drop her calf is come" (East o' the Sun 49). 

Braekstad's and Shaw's collections include fewer instances of childbirth, but they 

do occur in some of their tales. Braekstad seems to avoid the word birth in his text, usually 

preferring the verb have, as in "the queen had a daughter" (Far North 162). Shaw renders 

the same event as "the queen gave birth to a daughter" (Norwegian Folk Tales 187) and 

usually employs the syntagm give birth when referring to childbirths. Both Braekstad and 

Shaw include "Askeladden Who Made the Princess Say, 'You're a Liar" among their 

translations. Braekstad is more radical than Dasent in censoring the tale. In Braekstad's 

version, the protagonist boasts about the cow-house being so big that "if a young calf starts 

to go from one end of it to the other, he is a big bull by the time he comes out" (Christmas  

Fireside Stories 244); the translator substitutes the references to impregnation and calfing 

with more innocuous references. And the horse that treads the cheese does not give birth 

as in the source text; rather, the foaling has already taken place in a comfortably distant 

time: "Once we had a cream-coloured mare, which we put into the vat to tread the cheese 
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together, and she had her foal with her, but one day she lost the foal in the cheese and we 

couldn't find it" (Christmas Fireside Stories 244). 

Shaw's target audience would be less sensitive in matters of impregnation and 

birth. In her text, the protagonist has a barn that is so big that "when a cow is got with calf 

at one end of it, she doesn't bear it before she gets to the other" (Norwegian Folk Tales 

17). And the grey mare that treads the cheese once "foaled in the cheese" (Norwegian Folk  

Tales 19). Earlier translators, belonging in another culture, might have found such wording 

somewhat undecorous or even inadmissible. 

The source text of one tale, "Peik," includes an incident that goes beyond mere 

lack of decorum: the protagonist Peik, crossdressed in his sister's clothes and living with 

the king's daughters, runs away in order to avoid being married off to a prince. During the 

wedding feast, the king's two daughters give birth to babies fathered by Peik. The king, 

perplexed and angry, sets out in search of Peik. In the first edition of Dasent's Tales from  

the Field, the incident is repeated (101). However, a later edition, probably from 1896, 

does not mention any birth: "as night was falling Miss Peik daren't stay longer, but ran 

away from the King's Grange, out into the wide world, and the bride was lost. The King 

got both wroth and sorrowful, and began to wonder if it wasn't Peik again that had a finger 

in this pie" (Field 104-5). Since the incident of the births is deleted, the storyline is warped 

and the king's wrath only partly explained. In this case, it was obviously not Dasent, but a 

later editor, who censored the risqué clauses. Braekstad has also translated "Peik", and the 

same incidient has been cleaned up in his translation: "on the wedding day, as night was 

coming on, Peik dared not remain any longer, and he stole out of the palace and ran across 
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the fields; and there was no bride to be found. And worse remains to be told, for the two 

princesses were suddenly taken ill , and all the guests had to break up and take their 

departure just as they were in the middle of all the fun and feasting. The king was both 

enraged and sorrowful at these misfortunes, and began to wonder what could really be the 

cause of them " (Christmas Fireside Stories 199). We cannot be absolutely certain whether 

the translator is responsible for omitting the text segment or whether the decision was 

taken by an editor. But since Braskstad has softened several more innocuous items, it is 

probable that he would deem illegitimate babies inadmissible in a text targeting also 

children. Since there is no mention in his text of the princesses giving birth, it must puzzle 

the reader why it is worse that the princesses take ill than that the bride disappears and 

why illness should enrage the king. Like Dasent's editor, Braskstad in this case gave 

priority to the shielding of children over narrative coherence or translational equivalence. 

Dasent, on the other hand, did not shy away from features that his contemporaries found 

unacceptable for a readership that included children. 

Another instance of sanitisation regards references to fleas and lice in the source 

tales. Asbjornsen and Moe depict characters who are familiar with fleas and lice, and 

certainly other pests as well. I have found references to head lice in seven tales, and two of 

them are found in the collections of all three translators. In "Soria Moria Castle" the 

protagonist Halvor is walking on a grassy hill with three princesses: "De satte seg der, og 

da de hadde sittet en stund, sa den yngste prinsessen: 'Jeg far vel lyske deg litt jeg, 

Halvor.' Ja, Halvor la hodet i fanget hennés, sâ lysket hun ham, og det varte ikke lenge for 

Halvor sov" ("They sat down there, and when they had sat a while, the youngest princess 
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said: 'I guess I'll pick lice off you a little, Halvor'. Yes, Halvor put his head in her lap, 

then she picked lice off him, and it didn't take long before Halvor slept") (Samlede  

eventyr 1: 393-94). The translators' texts run: 

So they sat down there, and when they had sat a while, the youngest 

Princess said,-

T may as well comb your hair a little, Halvor.' 

Yes, Halvor laid his head on her lap, and so she combed his bonny locks, 

and it wasn't long before Halvor fell fast asleep. (Dasent, East o' the Sun 

404, my emphasis) 

They sat down, and after awhile the youngest princess said to 

Halvon'Won't you lie down and rest your head in my lap?' Yes, he would 

do so, and before long he fell asleep. (Braekstad, Far North 126, my 

emphasis) 

When they had been sitting there for a while, the youngest princess said, 

'Let me comb your hair for a while, Halvor.' Well, Halvor laid his head in 

her lap, and then she started combing, and it wasn't long before Halvor was 

asleep. (Shaw, Norwegian Folk Tales 73, my emphasis) 

In "Askeladden and the Good Helpers," one of the helpers is sent to fetch water at 

the end of the world and is delayed there. Another helper is able to hear him: '"Han har 

sovnet ved bronnen,' sa han; 'jeg kan hore han snorker, og trollene lysker ham,' sa han 

('"He has fallen asleep at the well,' said he; 'I can hear him snore, and the trolls are 

picking lice off him,' said he") (Samlede eventyr 2: 173). Dasent renders this passage as: 
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'"He has fallen asleep at the well,' he said. 'I can hear him snoring, and the Trolls are 

combing his hair'" (Field 350, my emphasis). Braekstad's version runs: '"He has fallen 

asleep at the well,' said he who could hear the grass grow; 'I can hear him snoring, and a 

troll is scratching his head'" (Far North 146, my emphasis). And Shaw writes: '"He has 

fallen asleep beside the well,' he said. 'I can hear him snoring, and the Troll is combing his 

hair'" (Norwegian Folk Tales 176, my emphasis). Four of the remaining tales that mention 

delousing are translated by Dasent, who in every case describes the soporific activity as 

combing (East o' the Sun 303-05, 385-86, Field 244-45, 268-69). Braekstad's collections 

include two more tales that feature lice in the source text, and Braekstad translates 

consistently (N) lyske with scratch (the troll's head) (Far North 99-100, 193-98). Shaw's 

Norwegian Folk Tales includes one other tale where the source text mentions lice, and in 

this tale Shaw opts for stroking or scratching (the troll's head) (39-41). 

Fleas are referred to in only one tale translated by the three, namely "Soria Moria 

Castle": "I det samme kom Halvor inn, og sá ble jentene sá forfjamset at de glemte igjen 

serken i peisen, der de satt og loppet seg, og floy ut i bare stakken" ("just then Halvor 

came in, and the girls got so confused that they forgot their dresses in the fireplace, where 

they sat and picked fleas off themselves, and ran out in their skirts only") (Samlede  

eventyr 1: 392). The translations of this passage show the same prettifying strategy as 

concerning the verb lyske ("to louse") above. Dasent writes: "Just then in walked Halvor, 

and then the lassies were all so taken aback, they forgot their sarks in the ingle, where they 

were sitting darning their clothes, and ran out in their smocks" (East o' the Sun 403, my 

emphasis). Braekstad depicts the incident as: "Just at that moment Halvor came in, and so 
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startled the girls, who were busy dressing themselves, that they took to their heels with 

nothing on but their petticoats" (Far North 125, my emphasis). Shaw omits the reference to 

fleas without substituting it with another explanation for why the girls were only half 

dressed, so that it appears that Halvor's mere presence made the girls drop their clothes: 

"At that moment Halvor came in, and the girls were so flustered when they saw him that 

they left their kittles by the hearth where they had been sitting and ran out in just their 

petticoats" (Norwegian Folk Tales 72-73). 

Norwegian bourgeoisie would probably react with disgust to lice and fleas in the 

mid-nineteenth century, but this fact has not moved Asbjornsen and Moe to clean the 

insects from the tales. On the other hand, Hodne shows that Moe in one tale replaced the 

manuscript's "skurvet" ("having a scabby scalp") with "ikke helt reen i Hovedet" ("not 

having a very clean head") (Jorgen Moe 259). The motivation for this editorial change 

seems to be consideration to middle-class, urban sensitivities, and the same consideration 

may be behind the translators' treatment of lice and fleas. Or maybe the translators' 

primary concern was to protect the renown of the Norwegian population: Would English 

readers look down upon a nation where it apparently was socially acceptable to have head-

lice and fleas? The associations of uncleanliness and shame evoked by these insects are 

likely to make readers feel less sympathy for a lousy-headed character than for one with 

newly combed bonny locks. I have found only one case where the translators, in this case 

Dasent and Braekstad, have kept the source text's reference to a flea: herding the king's 

hares is compared to "catching fleas with gloves on" (Dasent, Field 6), and "catching fleas 

with mittens on" (Braekstad, Christimas Fireside Stories 170). Mentioning fleas in a simile 
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is abstract enough to be passable, whereas pests crawling on the body of a human or troll 

are too material to be presentable. That the intended reader influences these translation 

strategies is borne out by Shaw's translation that targets a more scholarly audience. 

Folktales of Norway includes "The Seven Foals" and "Bird Dam," and in both tales 

characters are "picking lice out o f someone's head. But all three translators evidently 

deemed the general public unable to handle such matters in a desired manner. 

Some words added in "Tatterhood" also evidence that Dasent adapted the text out 

of concern to his readers. The Norwegian source text depicts a childless queen envying 

mothers who scold their children and wishing she could do the same. The royal couple 

therefore takes a foster-daughter, "og henne ville de skjenne pâ som sitt egei" ("and her 

they would scold as their own") (Samlede eventyr 2: 377). This motivation for desiring a 

child - to have someone to scold and hold power over - does not fit the ideals of modern 

western society or of Dasent's Victorian England, where unconditional love is supposed to 

be the force behind parents' relationship to their children. To accommodate his readers' 

expectations and maybe especially out of concern for his child readers, Dasent alters the 

motivation of the king and queen, balancing their desire for power with a desire to love: 

"At last the king and queen took into their palace a stranger lassie to rear up, that they 

might have her always with them, to love her if she did well, and scold her if she did 

wrong, like their own child" (East o' the Sun 345-46, my emphasis). 

Braekstad takes similar considerations. "Foolish Men and Scolding Wives" tells us 

how two women fool their husbands and are punished: "Sâ gikk mennene hjem og gjorde 

det klokeste de noen tid hadde gjort, og er det noen som vil vite hva det var, sâ far han 
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sporre bjorkefuten" ("then the men went home and did the wisest they ever had done, and 

is there anybody who wants to know what that was, he should ask the birch rod") 

(Samlede eventyr 1: 197). The translator seems ill at ease with the narrator's light-hearted 

treatment of domestic violence and the suggestion that wife-battering can be good. The 

narrator's value judgment, that the beating was the wisest thing the men ever did, is 

therefore omitted in Braekstad's text. He further renders explicit an implication of the 

source text, namely, that the men usually did not beat their wives, thereby softening the 

men's action: "Then they went home and did something which they never had done in 

their lives, and if there is anybody who likes to know what that was he must go and ask the 

birch rod over the door" (Christmas Fireside Stories 205, my emphasis). I have not found 

any examples of Shaw making similar adaptations in her tales. She faced, however, a 

different situation than Dasent: she (and Braekstad) translated only a selection of 

Asbjornsen and Moe's tales, and she therefore had the possibility to avoid tales with 

disturbing features such as wife-battering. 

Religion 

When it comes to mores and gender issues, then, the translator may follow 

strategies that are determined by her own culture or ideology. The same is true for 

religious issues. As Asbjornsen and Moe pointed out, many of their tales contain features 

from Norse mythology. These would probably not be recognised by non-scholarly readers, 

and so Moe draws attention to some in his 1852 introduction. The heathendom in the tales 

would likely not shock any Norwegian or English-speaking readers as it is vestigious and 
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arouses a more scholarly interest. The references to Christianity, however, seem to be 

thought somewhat problematic for English readers. The reasons for this have changed 

since the 1850s, as borne out by two introductions to Norwegian/Scandinavian folk tales: 

Dasent is concerned Christian feelings may be shocked by the tales and takes pains to 

explain that what appears Christian may in fact be so only in name, as for example the 

characters in "The Master-Smith," a tale that treats Christian concepts lightly ( see Popular  

Tales 46). The editor of Scandinavian Folk & Fairy Tales (1984), on the other hand, is 

concerned today's secular reader will find the Christian references unfamiliar and 

disturbing and finds an explication called for: "Modern readers may at first find the 

periodic references to Christianity strange or distracting, but they should understand that 

Christianity and its practice were considered salvation against the powers of evil and the 

supernatural in general" (Booss xiv). Braekstad and Shaw do not give their readers any 

paratextual explanation of religious matters but opt for a certain weakening of Christian 

references in their translation, as we shall see. The same has happened, to some extent, in 

the revisions of Asbjornsen and Moe's tales in Norway. When comparing the 1982 edition 

to the 1852 edition, Rudvin found that "invocations of the name of God ('Oh, God!', 'God 

help me!', etc.), outside a strictly religious reference, were omitted and exchanged with 

exclamations with no religious references" (152). 

Norway has few folk tales classified as religious tales, and only two are included in 

Asbjornsen and Moe's collections. In addition, some of their tales of wonder feature 

Christian characters. Dasent translated the tales that were available; Braekstad includes one 

religious tale and a couple of other tales making reference to Christian characters, while 
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Shaw has no religious tales and only two where the characters of our Lord or the Virgin 

Mary briefly appear. Dasent has kept all the Christian references from the source text. 

Thus, in "Death and the Doctor" (N) Vàrherre is in each instance rendered as (E) Our 

Lord, (N) himmerik as (E) Heaven, (N) Fanden and helvete as (E) the De 'il and Hell, 

respectively. In "Boots Who Made the Princess Say, 'That's a Story'" (N) Jomfru Maria 

and (N) himmel are rendered as (E) the Virgin Mary and (E) heaven. "The Master-Smith" 

features (N) Vàrherre, St. Peder and fanden, translated as (E) our Lord, St. Peter and the 

Devil. The Norwegian version of the tale contains seven references to helvete and four to 

himmerike, and in each case Dasent chooses Hell and Heaven, respectively. 

Braekstad has translated the same three tales. "The Lad With the Beer Keg" 

features the Lord and the Devil, whose dwellings are heaven and hell; Braekstad has thus 

kept the same references as the source text. "Ashiepattle Who Made the Princess Tell the 

Truth at Last," however, has not kept the references to heaven and the Virgin Mary that we 

find in the source text. In Braekstad's text the protagonist boasts of having climbed up to 

"the clouds" where he found "the north wind." It is possible that the translator felt it 

inappropriate to feature the Virgin Mary in a jocular tale; it is also possible that he 

primarily wanted to strengthen the ties to the Norse past, in accordance with Asbjornsen 

and Moe's motivations. As Moe points out in his 1852 introduction (Norske folkeeventyr 

2nd ed. xliii), the personification of winds found in some tales harks back to Norse 

mythology. The translator in this case reinforces one feature of the source text, and that in 

a manner that transgresses his mandate according to the interpretive school. 
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Braekstad's tale "The Smith and the Devil" also evidences strategies that differ 

from those of Dasent. The characters of Vârherre ("our Lord") and St. Peder are here 

called the saints, so that Braekstad avoids any direct reference to the Christian God. When 

the character Vârherre acts alone, he is called the saint or the elder, thereby suggesting 

that the same hierarchy exists between the saints as between Vârherre and St. Peder in the 

Norwegian source text. (N) fanden ("the devil") is usually called the devil, while (N) 

helvete is never translated by its English correspondence hell. Braekstad prefers more 

euphemistic solutions such as down below, the other place, or deletion. He also includes a 

sentence not found in the source text. In the Norwegian version, the smith wants to copy 

the Lord's feat and forge an old woman into a young maiden, and so he throws an old 

woman into the fire, where she dies. The source text does not tell explicitly what the Lord 

and St. Peter are doing while the smith deals with the woman, but it is implicit that they 

watch in silence. Only after the deed is done does our Lord interfere: "Det var ille gjort, 

det" ("That was ill done, that"). Before this remark, Braekstad's text runs: "Just then the 

saints came round again to him," suggesting that the saints have been absent and therefore 

unable to prevent the smith's misdeed. In this way, Braekstad forestalls a reproach that 

could be made to the saints, namely that they willingly let an innocent woman perish. 

Dasent and Braekstad both try to prevent the tale from being accused of unchristianity, 

Dasent through an explication in his introduction ("that intensely heathen tale," [Popular  

Tales 53]), Braekstad through adding an element to the story. 

Shaw's selection includes two of the three tales: "The Boy With the Beer Keg" and 

"The Ash Lad Who Made the Princess Say, 'You're a Liar!'" In the former tale, (N) 
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Vàrherre is rendered by (E) Providence, (N) fra himmerike by (E) from above. (N) 

Fanden, fra helvete are rendered by (E) the Devil, from below. Shaw's euphemistic 

solutions from below, from above mute the Christianity present in heaven and hell. The 

same can be said about Providence, which has fewer Christian connotations than a 

solution like our Lord would have. In the second tale, the protagonist boasts of climbing 

"up to Heaven" where he meets "one of the saints," and "the good saint" helps him down 

to earth again. Here, the Christian concept of Heaven is retained, but reference is made to 

a saint and not to the Virgin Mary as in the source text. Saint reflects Catholicism, as does 

the Virgin Mary of the source text, but in a less specific way: the strategy used is 

universalisation. 

In the newest of our translations, then, Christianity has a less central role than in 

the older translations, as the selection of tales and the choice of terms indicate. This de-

emphasis on Christianity reflects the development of western society, where religion has 

lost its dominant position. It is, however, surprising that of the three translators, the 

earliest one retains the most religious referents - surprising because Dasent's target 

audience would be more sensitive about these issues than Braskstad's and particularly 

Shaw's. For instance, Sutton demonstrates in The Sin-Complex how most nineteenth-

century English translators of Grimms' tales try to avoid the "religious dimension," 

especially references to God or the devil, either by deletion or substitution (see e.g. 169, 

192). Dasent has taken a more "faithful" approach and kept the religious aspects, albeit 

with commentaries in his introduction. Braskstad is more cautious and avoids some of the 

Christian references that might shock readers. And Shaw, too, finds solutions that are less 
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likely to offend than linguistic translations, or preestablished correspondences, would. Her 

approach also reflects the secularisation of Western cultures. 

To sum up, Asbjornsen and Moe's translators have to some extent made more 

concessions than the authors to the sensitivities of the readers, and some of the alterations 

suggest that the translators had their child readers in mind. Most of the softening 

translation solutions are found in Braekstad's texts. 

Popular conceptions and beliefs 

One of Asbjornsen and Moe's selection criteria for tales was that they should 

reflect popular conceptions and beliefs. One instance of traditional perception that differs 

between Norway and Britain/North-America is the gender of the sun and moon, reminding 

us of the interaction between language and other cultural manifestations. In the 

genderisation of the sun and moon, the idea of climatic influence on a culture and its 

language seems to hold true. To Scandinavians, the sun - warm and life-giving - is 

personified as a female, while the cooler moon is masculine. In dialects where it is 

possible this is reflected in the grammatical gender of the two nouns and in the personal 

pronouns used for them, just as it is in German, where the two planets have the same 

genders as in the Scandinavian languages. More southern European languages, in climates 

where the sun may at times be scorching, gender the sun and moon in the opposite manner. 

In a few tales in Asbjornsen and Moe we find the sun or moon personified, and then it is, 

of course, in accordance with traditional Norwegian genderisation. In "Soria Moria 

Castle," the protagonist Halvor is looking for the castle: "Ja, Halvor fortalte da at han 
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skulle til Soria Moría slott, og spurie om hun kjente veien dit. 'Nei,' sa kjerringa, 'men 

rettnâ kommer mânen, sâ skal jeg sporre ham og han vet det nok, han mâ vel se det, for 

han skinner pâ allting" (mânen ["the moon"] han ["he"], ham ["him"]) (Samlede eventyr 

1: 395, my emphasis). In accordance with the English tradition, Dasent refers to the moon 

as female: "Well, Halvor told her all about himself, and how he wanted to get to SORIA 

MORIA CASTLE, and asked if she knew the way thither. 'No,' said the old wife, 'that I 

don't, but see now, here comes the Moon, I'll ask her, she 'II know all about it, for doesn't 

she shine on everything'" (East o' the Sun 406, my emphasis). Braekstad also chooses to 

make use of the target-culture model: "Halvor told her he was going to Soria Maria's [sic] 

castle and asked her if she knew the way. 'No,' said the old woman, 'I don't know, but the 

moon will be out soon and I'll ask her; she is sure to know, for she shines over every 

place'" (Far North 129, my emphasis). Shaw, on the other hand, retains the traditional 

Norwegian outlook in her translation: "Well, Halvor said that he was on his way to Soria 

Moria Castle, and asked if she could show him the right way. 'No,' said the old woman, 

'but soon the Moon will come up and I will ask him. He should know, for he shines on 

everything'" (Norwegian Folk Tales 74, my emphasis). For an English reader, a male 

moon would be an unfamiliar concept, signalling a foreign culture, whereas a female 

moon would be in accordance with the target culture conception. 

In the source text of the above excerpt, the gender of the moon is stated. This need 

not be done in Norwegian; it is also possible to use the grammatical common gender and 

the personal prounoun den, which, like the English it, is gender-neutral. The gender of the 

sun or moon is then only implicit. One instance where we find this is in "The Greedy Cat," 
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a formula tale about a cat that gobbles up everything she encounters, including the sun and 

the moon. The source text uses the common gender for both planets, solen and manen, 

referring to them with the gender-neutral pronoun den (Samlede eventyr 2: 149-50). 

Braskstad has not translated the tale, but Dasent has, and in his translation the cat met first 

"Mrs. Moon" and "gobbled her up, both full and new" (Field 39), then she met "Sun in 

heaven" and "gobbled him up." At the end, the cat burst and everyone crept out, including 

"Lady Moon in the sky, and Lord Sun in heaven" (Field 40). Shaw does not gender-mark 

the sun and moon to the same extent: she refers to "the Moon in the sky" and "the Sun in 

the heavens," and only the personal pronouns show their gender. In this case, it is the 

concept embedded in the target language that is prioritised: "[the cat] turned on the Moon 

and gobbled her up, both waxe and wane"; then "she turned on the Sun in the heavens and 

gobbled him up" (Norwegian Folk Tales 166, my emphasis). In other words, when the 

gender of the planets is explicit in the source text, Shaw retains the Norwegian outlook in 

her translation, while when it is implicit, she does not. Dasent and Braskstad use only the 

target culture outlook. 

Some popular beliefs are expressed in the tales, but far less than in the legends, 

which feature many references to popular notions, rituals, and beliefs. The references in 

the tales are often implicit. Apart from Braskstad who explains a few implicit cultural 

references in footnotes, I have not come across any tale where an implicit reference to 

popular notions has been explained by the translators. For example, Thursday evening is 

the traditional time of magic in Norwegian folklore and plays a significant role in, for 

instance, "East of the Sun," "Shortshanks," and "White-Bear-King-Valemon," but in no 
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translation is this conception explicated. Other tales mention holidays that were considered 

propitious for magic, such as Christmas Eve and midsummer night/St. John's Eve, and 

those days are also translated with correspondences without further explication. 

Among the supernatural beings encountered in the tales the most common one is 

the troll. The word troll was adopted in English in the middle of the nineteenth century 

according to the OED. So it was a new concept in English at the time Dasent was 

translating and less used than today: for example, the source text of Hans Christian 

Andersen's "Elfin Hill" features Trold, but the nineteenth-century translations that I have 

access to use the terms conjurer, goblin, or gnome. Likewise, Edvard Grieg's lyric piece 

Troldtog (c.1890) is known as The March of the Dwarves in English. Troll can therefore 

not be regarded as a preestablished correspondence in English at Dasent's time. In most 

tales Dasent directly transfers the term. Only "Shortshanks," in Dasent's first collection of 

tales, features ogre for the Norwegian troll, thus using a model that English has from 

Perrault. Ogre has more sinister connotations than the Norwegian troll, which may be one 

reason why Dasent did not continue to use the term. If a tale features a female troll, 

trollkjerring, Dasent signals her gender in several different ways. In "The Two Step-

Sisters" Dasent introduces the trollkj erring as "an old hag of the Trolls," and thereafter 

refers to her as "old hag" or "old witch" (East o' the Sun 115-24). By alternating the terms, 

the translator enables the reader to infer that trolls are closely related to the witches of 

English literature. The same strategy appears in "Tatterhood," where trollkj err inger are 

first referred to as "Trolls and witches," subsequently as "witches." Other tales feature old 

hag ("White-Bear-King-Valemon," "East o' the Sun") or old witch ("The Companion," 
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"Master Tobacco"). The source text of one tale, "Buttercup," alternates between 

haugkjerring and troll when referring to the female antagonist. Dasent varies between 

"witch" and "hag," both often qualified by "old." The husband of the haugkjerring is 

mentioned in one sentence: "Sâ tok haugtrollet skjeen og skulle til â smake" ("then the 

haugtroll took the spoon and was about to taste"). Dasent has inserted an explicative 

clause in his translation: "So the old hag's husband, who was every bit as bad as she, took 

the spoon to have a taste" (East o' the Sun 128, my emphasis). In other tales, a male troll 

is usually referred to as Troll, and it is up to the reader to infer the character's personality 

from the verbal context. So through varying strategies Dasent educates his readers to grasp 

the signification of troll. 

When Braskstad did his translations, the term troll must have been more widely 

known in Britain, partly thanks to Dasent. Nevertheless, the first time the term appears in 

Braskstad's text, it is explained in a footnote as "the ogres of the Norwegian Fairy Tales" 

(Christmas Fireside Stories 19). After this introductory explanation, Braskstad retains troll 

for male trolls in both collections (except in one simile). In his first collection, 

trollkjerring is rendered as old witch (in "East of the Sun and West of the Moon"), in 

accordance with the most common model in the target culture. In the second collection, 

trollkjerring/haugkjerring is translated in different ways: "The Twelve Wild Ducks" 

features witch; in "The Companion" trollkjerring is in every instance rendered as troll 

woman, while in "Little Butterkin" (the same tale as Dasent's "Buttercup") and "The 

Man's Daughter and the Woman's Daughter" (the same tale as Dasent's "The Two Step-

Sisters") the female troll is throughout referred to as troll-wife. In the two latter tales, the 



female troll has a daughter but no husband is mentioned. (A husband exists in the source 

text of "Butterball," but Braekstad has misread it and refers to the source text's male troll 

as "the troll-wife.") Contrary to troll woman, troll-wife implies that a troll husband exists 

somewhere off the premises; no unwed mother is encountered in Braekstad's version, the 

morals are safeguarded, and the sensitivities of the target audience looked after. 

For Shaw, troll probably presented no problem: she has retained the word 

throughout her translations (that is, when troll in the source text refers to a supernatural 

being, which is not always the case). The female troll is always referred to as Troll-hag, in 

"The Companion," "Butterball," and "The Twelve Wild Ducks." Only (N) heks, referring 

not to a supernatural being but to a human being who practices sorcery, is rendered as 

witch in Shaw's text (Norwegian Folk Tales 187-88). 

The translators, working at different times, have different considerations to take. 

This is illustrated by their translations of troll, whether they retain the term or use other 

models available from folk and fairy tales in English. Beside ski, troll (in the meaning of a 

supernatural being) is the only example I have found in Asbjornsen and Moe of a 

Norwegian culture-specific item that is less foreign in English today than at the time the 

tales were first published. The terms have undergone a slight semantic shift on their way 

from Norwegian into English: ski from an emphasis primarily on cross-country style to 

alpine skiing, troll acquiring a more comprehensive meaning in English (see Christiansen 

xxxiii). But in the context of these tales as they are read today, the Norwegian loanwords 

can be used as standard equivalences in English. 
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Target pole models 

Dasent, in particular, uses also other models existing in the target culture. Folk and 

fairy tales being an established genre in Britain well before 1859, the translators in several 

cases had to choose whether to base their translation solutions on existing models or to 

stay closer to the source text and use more unfamiliar or foreignising solutions. The choice 

between troll-hag and witch would be an example, on the lexical level. Another would be 

the translation of references to animals. Mostly, the animals in the source tales are called 

by their usual common noun. Thus, in the tales about the fox and the bear these animals 

are for the most part referred to as reven and bjornen, respectively. In some of Asbjornsen 

and Moe's tales, however, we find nicknames for animals, either conventional ones 

(Mikkel, Bamse for the fox and bear) or new ones (hone pone, ande vande, for instance). It 

is the conventional ones, that act as common nouns, that interest me here. Five animal 

tales are translated by all three translators. In the source text of "The Bear and the Fox 

Make a Wager" the fox is called rev seven times and Mikkel five times, whereas the bear is 

referred to only as bjorn. Dasent varies between fox (three occurrences) and Reynard (nine 

occurrences), and between bear (four times) and Bruin (ten times). Braekstad, on the other 

hand, repeats Asbjornsen and Moe's variation between rev and Mikkel, rendering rev as 

fox and Mikkel as Reynard (once Master Reynard). Bjorn is once rendered as Bruin, 

otherwise as bear. Shaw writes Fox and Bear throughout her text, except in the final 

phrase: "Fra den dagen er det at bjornen er sâ redd vepsen" ("from that day is it that the 

bear is so afraid of the wasp") is translated as "From that day all bears have been afraid of 
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wasps" (my emphasis). Again, the translator favours a solution that is more "correct": the 

tale's conclusion purports to give an explanation of characteristics of bears in general, not 

just the bear of the tale. What is implicit in the source tale - that bjornen in this case refers 

to the whole species - is explicitated in the translation. 

The source text of "The Fox and the Cock" was revised sometime after Dasent's 

and before Braekstad's translations of the tale, but the variation between rev and Mikkel is 

unchanged in the revised source text, except that one Mikkel has been deleted. Dasent 

refers to the two animals as cock and fox the first time they are mentioned; thereafter they 

are called Reynard and Chanticleer. Braekstad varies between fox and Reynard when 

referring to the fox, mostly translating the source text's rev as fox and Mikkel as Reynard. 

The cock is referred to only as cock. Shaw refers to the animals as Fox and Cock 

throughout her tale. By capitalising the common nouns, she makes them more personal, 

which is suitable for fictional characters. But my main point in regard to the two animal 

tales mentioned here is the extent to which one translator, especially, uses models existing 

in the target system. Traditionally, in English, some animals in fables and fairy tales have 

generic names such as Grimalkin and Chanticleer, and Dasent makes extensive use of 

these names. Shaw avoids them, preferring the usual common noun also where the source 

text makes use of a conventional nickname. And Braekstad holds a middle ground between 

Dasent and Shaw. 

That Dasent looks to English literary models is evidenced also by the titles of his 

translated tales. "Tatterhood" (for "Lurvehette") is based on the title of the English folk 

tale "Tattercoats," thus using a model from the field of folklore. One title of a source tale, 
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"Spurningen" ("the riddle"), refers to a popular genre in oral tradition. Dasent's title of the 

same tale, "Taming the Shrew," on the other hand, has loosened the connection to oral 

tradition: in its reference to Shakespeare, the title ties the Norwegian tale to a prestigious 

and specifically British literary tradition. Whether this is a happy solution or not is open to 

debate. 

The translators may use models from the fairy tale geme on the narrative level as 

well. The ending of the source text of "Askeladden Who Made The Princess Say, 'You're 

a Liar!" was slightly amended from the 1843 to the 1852 edition, but in both cases the tale 

ends with the princess accusing the protagonist of lying: '"Det logst du! sa prinsessen, 'far 

min har aldri vaert skurvet her i verden,'" ('"That's a lie! said the princess, 'my father has 

never had a scabby scalp'") (Samlede eventyr 1: 243). There is no rounding off, no 

explanation that the protagonist has won the challenge of getting the princess to accuse 

someone else of lying, or that he has won the princess and half the kingdom. Asbjornsen 

and Moe leave it to the reader to draw that conclusion. Dasent and Braekstad clearly found 

the ending too abrupt, and in accordance with the conventional way of ending fairy tales, 

their translations specify that the protagonist will get his reward. Both translators end the 

tale through adding a sentence: '"That's a story!' said the Princess; 'my father never did 

any such thing in all his born days!' So Boots got the Princess to wife, and half the 

kingdom besides" (Dasent, East o' the Sun 50); '"There you tell a lie,' shouted the 

princess; 'my father never was scurfy!' And so Ashiepattle won!" (Braekstad, Christmas  

Fireside Stories 247). Shaw retains Asbjornsen and Moe's break with a formulaic ending: 

'"You're a liar!' said the princess. 'My father's never been scurvy in his life!'" 
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(Norwegian Folk Tales 19). Contrary to Dasent and Braskstad, Shaw does here not try to 

smooth out an irregularity, an unconventional feature in the original. 

The translations of Asbjornsen and Moe show signs of having been adapted to the 

target culture. It is a careful adaptation, and the translators' intention is clearly to transmit 

tales that are anchored in the source culture. Dasent, Braskstad, and Shaw use a 

constellation of translation strategies, often changing strategy from one case to the next 

similar one. They all use both domesticating and foreignising strategies, and they only 

rarely use explicitation. In their re-expression certain differences emerge between the 

translators, although it is a matter of tendencies only. Dasent's text shows most 

occurrences of culture-bound shifts, based on literary conventions, ideology, or morals. 

Nevertheless, Dasent does not shy away from aspects that many of his contemporaries 

avoided; he has retained most elements that might "shock English feeling." He has, on the 

whole, followed his translation principle of "faithfulness and truth" set forth in the notice 

to Popular Tales. Also, Dasent favours target-culture models more that the other two 

translators. Braekstad is the one who is most cautious when it comes to religious and moral 

aspects, but generally he too favours adequacy. And, overall, in Shaw's text we find 

translation solutions that are close to the source text. Especially on the linguistic level they 

are likely to be closer to the source pole than the solutions of the other two. Again, this is 

only a tendency - there are several instances where Braskstad and/or Dasent privilege the 

source pole more than Shaw does. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: STYLISTIC TRANSFERRAL 

The interpretive school stresses that the style of a text is part of the author's vouloir 

dire that should be re-expressed in a translation. To Delisle, style is the same as form, as 

"everything over and above the purely denotative function of a text" (An Interpretive  

Approach 96). Style is not merely an add-on; Delisle emphasises that "content and form, 

like the two sides of a coin, cannot be separated; they both contribute to the overall 

meaning of a message and the cognitive and affective impact on the reader" (An  

Interpretive Approach 96). As long as we are concerned with the meaning of a text, it is 

therefore somewhat inappropriate to study style as separate from content. But in a study 

like ours doing so can present text features from a new angle and thereby be warranted. 

Given that we are talking about impact on a reader, the evaluation of style is bound 

to be largely subjective. Its effect will also change over time, and Asbjornsen and Moe had 

a quite different stylistic effect on their contemporaries than they do on today's readers. 

My main concern here is to pinpoint some of the principles behind the use of language in 

Asbjornsen and Moe, concentrating on the stylistic features I find most relevant for a 

comparison with the translations. Thus, I do not set out to give a comprehensive analysis 

of either Asbjornsen and Moe's or the translators' style. 

I have touched on stylistic features earlier in this study. But when style is the main 

focal point, it is convenient to concentrate on one tale. I have chosen "Tyrihans som fikk 

kongsdatteren til â le" because it is of a manageable length and because the source text has 

been only slightly revised over the years. The source and target texts are found as 

appendices. 
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"Tyrihans" appeared in Asbjornsen's 1871 collection. By that time, Asbjornsen 

and Moe had long since found their style of retelling folk tales, a style that fulfilled their 

ideals of combining Danish and Norwegian, literary and spoken language. Asbjornsen 

retains this narrative style in his separate collection. Revisions in the second edition (1876) 

deal mainly with spelling and inflection, mostly giving the text a more Norwegian feel. 

One paragraph has been substantially altered, however: while the cook screams of laughter 

and slaps her thigh in the first version, in the second edition she laughs in the same manner 

as the king and princess, needing support to keep upright. A coarse gesture has been 

suppressed, and the cook behaves more in line with bourgeois standards. In later editions, 

the thigh-slapping has been restored and some revisions have been made to update the 

text. For instance, semi-colons have here and there been substituted by commas to reflect 

modern usage. 

The 70 sentences (69 in the 1871 edition) are of variable length: from 4 to 72 

words long, with an average of 26 words per sentence. The two first sentences of the tale 

are both long: 

Det var engang en konge 
som hadde en datter, 

og hun var sâ vakker 
at hun var navngjeten bade vidt og bredt; 

men hun var sá alvorlig av seg 
at hun aldri kunne le, 

og sâ var hun sâ stor pâ det 
at hun sa nei til alle 

som kom og fridde til henne, 
og ikke ville hun ha noen, 

om de var aldri sâ gilde, 
enten det var prinser eller herremenn. 

Kongen var lei av dette for lenge siden, 
og syntes 

at hun kunne gifte seg, hun som de andre, 
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hun hadde ikke noe a vente etter, 
hun var gammel nok, 
og rikere ble hun ikke heller, 
for halve riket skulle hun ha, 
det var morsarven tiennes. 

I have set up the clauses so that an indent represents a new degree of subordination. 

The two sentences are long but not complex. There are 12 independent and 8 dependent 

clauses, and only 2 clauses are subordinate to a dependent clause. So the syntax is 

distinctly paratactic, accentuating the linearity of the narrative and making the text easy to 

read. Independent clauses are linked with co-ordinators or simply juxtaposed, as in the 

second sentence. This is in accordance with Moe's views expressed in 1840, when he 

suggests that one way to achieve a popular tone is to use co-ordinators and avoid 

participial and relative clauses (Foss 211). Word order in Norwegian is less fixed than in 

English, and there are examples of other elements than the subject in initial position, 

giving variation and a certain flow to the text. The sentence structure of the excerpt is 

typical of the narrative report in the whole tale. 

The lexis in the tale is marked by simplicity. All words are such as could be used 

by a rural population at Asbjornsen and Moe's time, including the three Latinates found in 

the tale {primer, eksersere, prinsesse). Domestic words are generally preferred to 

loanwords; for instance, navngjeten, gild, sorgfull are chosen and not their loaned 

correspondences. Dialect markers are few, but the register is colloquial and representative 

of a narrator of the people: guttunge, spente, à dette. The language is concrete and tropes 

are few. Only three similes appear in the tale, and they are all homely: "liten som en 

guttunge" ("small as a boy"), "stor som et troll" ("big as a troll"), "satt i peisen som ei 
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katte" ("sat in the hearth like a cat"). Likewise, the metaphors too are taken from a rural 

world: "fiskekrok" ("fish hook"), "latterdor" (literally "laughter door", but etymologically 

a distortion of "ladedor" ["barn door"]), "taterfolge" ("gypsy band"). Alliteration is a 

favoured device. Some alliterations belong to collocations ("vann og ved," "fugl og fisk") 

but most are proper to this text, such as "rode remmer av ryggen," "gnâlte og gnog." We 

also find assonance: "rev og slet," "skrek og vred seg," and a few instances of play with 

sounds: "apefanter . . . apefynter," "rare karer." 

Discourse particles - that is, semantically reduced items that signal a transition in a 

conversation - are frequent in spoken Norwegian (and English). Asbjornsen uses the 

initiator ja ("yes"): "Ja, han dro da til kongsgârden," "Ja det byttet ville Tyrihans gjerne 

gjore." The initiator sü is frequent in oral narrative. Sà can (among other things) be a 

temporal adverb or a causal conjunction, but an initial sà in an independent clause has 

often lost its temporal or resultive function and can be seen more as a signal that the 

narrative goes on and has tempo. In "Tyrihans" we find ten instances of the initiator sá. 

Men ("but") can be used similarly, not as a contrastive conjunction, but to signal that the 

narrative is taking a new turn. An example is "Men da hun hadde ledd riktig ut," a clause 

that is not in contrast to the preceding one. Asbjornsen, then, aims at giving his written 

text an oral flavour, thereby suggesting traditional, oral storytelling. 

The tale contains numerous pairs of words with similar meaning, so that, 

semantically, one of the words is redundant. Examples are "sot og lekker" ("sweet"), "slet 

og rev" ("tore") "fort og snart" ("quickly"). Not only words, but also phrases and clauses 

are often found in pairs, with or without the correlative conjunction "bade - og": "sâ det 
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bade hortes og spurtes", "alt hun skjente, og alt hun slet og rev," "ingenting kunne han og 

ingenting gjorde han." Phrases and clauses are also repeated throughout the tale, for 

example "â fâ kongsdatteren til â le," "enten hun [han] ville eller ikke," "baere ved og 

vann." As Ong points out, oral tradition is marked by many of the stylistic features that 

Asbjornsen uses freely: 

In a primary oral culture, to solve effectively the problem of retaining and 

retrieving carefully articulated thought, you have to do your thinking in 

mnemonic patterns, shaped for ready oral recurrence. Your thought must 

come into being in heavily rhythmic, balanced patterns, in repetitions or 

antitheses, in alliterations and assonances, in epithetic and formulary 

expressions, in standard thematic settings (the assembly, the meal, the duel, 

the hero's 'helper', and so on), in proverbs which are constantly heard by 

everyone so that they come to mind readily and which themselves are 

patterned for retention and ready recall or in other mnemonic form. (34) 

Formulaic style marks oral tradition, and in addition to the formulas mentioned above, 

both the opening and ending of "Tyrihans" are formulaic. So is the magic phrase "vil du 

vaere med sâ heng pâ" ("hang on, if you want to come along!" in Shaw's translation). Both 

the composition and diction of the tale, then, are marked by oral tradition. 

Speech is presented in different forms in "Tyrihans," as either direct, indirect, or 

free indirect speech. The second half of the tale uses only direct speech, which highlights 

the exchange of words and thus emphasises the tale's dramatic and comic aspects. The 

dialogue is marked by pithy remarks ("kan sâ!") and choppy sentences suggesting the 
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sudden shift of thought characterising actual conversations: "Det var en ven Fugl, 1 har; og 

saa gilde Fjaer da! - det lyser lang Vei af den, - havde En slige Fjaer, kunde En slippe at 

spikke Tyrilyser," (1871 version). (Shaw's translation of the remark is: "That's a fine bird 

you have; and such splendid feathers, now! They shine a long way off - if one had such 

feathers, there'd be no need to whittle pine torches." This sentence has been split in two in 

current Norwegian versions of the tale, which is why modern versions have one sentence 

more than the 1871 edition.) In the first half of the tale, the three modes of speech 

presentation often blend into each other. Narrative report dominates this part of the tale, 

and the shifting between different ways of rendering speech gives the text variation while 

letting the narrative keep its drive. According to Alex Bolckmans, free indirect speech is a 

stylistic feature originating in "popular language use" and used extensively by Asbjornsen 

and Moe to give their tales a popular flavour. For Norwegian readers of the 1850s, 

Asbjornsen and Moe's style was new and daring - more national, oral, and colloquial than 

what was found elsewhere in Danish/Norwegian literature. Later, this style has become the 

standard Norwegian "eventyrstil," or "fairy tale style," and consequently it has lost some 

of its freshness to modern readers, but not its oral and colloquial character. 

Dasent, whose translation dates from 1873, must necessarily have used the 1871 

version as his source text. Braekstad's translation was printed in 1881, but it seems like he 

too has used the 1871 version: the cook does not slap her thigh in Braekstad's text but in 

other respects the paragraph in question is closer to the first Norwegian edition than to the 

second. Probably, Braekstad has omitted the thigh-slapping on his own accord. Shaw has 

used a modern edition as her source text. 
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Dasent's tale begins as follows: 

Once on a time there was a king, 
who had a daughter, 

and she was so lovely, 
that her good looks were well known far and near; 

but she was so sad and serious 
she could never be got to laugh; 

and, besides, she was so high and mighty, 
that she said "No" to all 

who wooed her to wife, 
and she would have none of them, 

were they ever so grand -
lords and princes, it was all the same. 
The king had long ago got tired of this, 
for he thought 

she might just as well marry, she, too, like the rest of the world. 
There was no good waiting; 
she was quite old enough, 
nor would she be any richer, 
for she was to have half the kingdom 

that came to her as her mother's heir. 

The two original sentences have been split into three, and the sentences consist of 

12 independent and 8 dependent clauses, as in the source text. The paratactic syntax 

dominates in the remainder of the tale as well. The target text is considerably longer than 

the Norwegian - 2173 words compared to 1794. As a rule of thumb, English translations 

have ten per cent more words than their Norwegian source texts. Dasent's text is twenty 

per cent longer, indicating that his is a wordy style. The number of sentences is about the 

same (67 in Dasent, 69 in the source text), so that sentences are long: 32 words is the 

average. But, as with Asbjornsen and Moe, little subordination means that the long 

sentences are not necessarily complicated to read. The text is written in standard English 

with a few Northern or Scottish words (ingle, beck). Dasent is here seeking to achieve an 

effect on the target reader that is similar to the one the original, with its lexis marked by 
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the periphery, had on its reader. The lexis is informal and includes relatively few Latinate 

words: the vocabulary on the whole suggests a folk narrator. Many commonly used words 

have the same roots in English and Norwegian, but in addition Dasent chooses less 

frequently used English words that recall the common English-Norwegian linguistic 

heritage: beck (N "bekk"), to rive (N "rive"). One of the metaphors in the source text has 

been deleted ("taterfolge") while one has been transferred almost literally ("the door of her 

mouth"), a foreignising move. On the other hand, the metaphors and simile introduced by 

Dasent are idiomatic and contribute to a domestication: "a thorn in his side," "look 

daggers," "as full as an egg is full of meat." Dasent uses a more idiosyncratic language 

than the other two translators, exemplified by "once on a time," "there was no good 

waiting," and "nob." Other expressions that are not often heard include "riving" and 

"jibbed and jibed." Today, much of Dasent's vocabulary seems archaic, and some of it 

must have been dated already in 1873 when "Taper Tom" was first published, for example 

goody. 

As we have seen earlier, Dasent is fond of alliteration, and "Taper Tom" uses the 

device more than its source text. Assonances and a few rhymes also appear in this 

translation: "high and mighty," "riving and striving." Repetitive word pairs are used in a 

similar manner as in the source text. Most pairs are repeating those found in the original, 

but several are introduced by the translator: "lovers and wooers," "bay and bark," "kicks 

and plunges." In this way, Dasent reinforces some of the stylistic devices of the source text 

and adds a touch of playfulness. Abbreviated verb and negative forms are found both in 

speech and in narrative report, adding to the colloquial tone of the tale. Contractions are 
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not found in the source text, but they are commonly found in written English, and Dasent 

uses this conventionalised device to suggest orality. The informal tone of "Taper Tom" is 

due also to phrases such as "got tired of this," "that was what he said to the goody," "she 

was all for running up to it." Like Asbjornsen and Moe, Dasent also uses discourse 

particles to evoke oral story-telling. He does not restrict himself to repeat the two instances 

of the initiator ja in the source text, but introduces others, as in "now hard by the palace 

lived a man." Two of the discourse particles are further emphasised by an exclamation 

point, suggesting an engaged oral story-teller. 

One linking word that often appears in the Norwegian tales is the initiator sà, 

which has no causal implications. In several cases sà been translated by the English causal 

conjunction so. An example is the beginning of the third sentence, directly following the 

excerpt above: "Sâ lot han lyse opp pâ kirkebakken...." If sà had been used as a causal 

conjunction, the word order would have been "sâ han lot." Both Dasent and the two other 

translators express a causal relationship here: "So he had it given out" (Dasent), "so he 

made known" (Braekstad), "so the king had it proclaimed" (Shaw). The result of using so 

here, is that the English translations stress the relationship between cause and effect more 

than the original. Events lead to other events, and this reflects a more ordered world 

picture than the one found in the Norwegian tale where causal relationships are less 

explicit. Asbjornsen and Moe's presentation is more in line with Liithi's description of 

folk tales: "This bare-bones story line . . . is divided into separate segments that are sharply 

divided from one another. Each episode stands alone. Individual elements need not relate 

to each other" (38). Here we have a case where the similarities of the source and target 
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languages get in the way of the meaning, just as Seleskovitch observes (see chapter one). 

The translators would have been closer to the interpretive school's prioritising of the target 

language system if they had simply omitted the so in their translations. And in fact, in their 

translations of "Tyrihans," all translators have in some cases opted for not using any 

linking word where the source text has sà. 

Dasent, then, repeats the oral and colloquial style found in the source text, to a 

large extent through the same devices as the author uses. Norwegian and English being 

relatively close, many devices are shared by and have a similar effect in both languages. 

But the stylistic mark of the translator on his text is also noticeable. The imagery is not 

reproduced in detail; devices as alliteration and repetitive word pairs are used to a greater 

extent than in the source text; so are discourse particles. Even the formula "once upon a 

time" is given a slight personal turn in this tale: "once on a time." 

Braekstad's "Hans, Who Made the Princess Laugh" appeared only eight years after 

Dasent's tale. "Hans" is somewhat shorter than "Taper Tom" and has an average of 28 

words per sentence. The first two sentences are composed of 11 independent and 9 

dependent clauses: 

Once upon a time there was a king, 
who had a daughter, 

and she was so lovely 
that the reports of her beauty went far and wide; 

but she was so melancholy, 
that she never laughed, 

and besides she was so grand and proud 
that she said "No" to all 

who came to woo her -
she would not have any of them, 

were they ever so fine, 
whether they were princes or noblemen. 

The king was tired of this whim of hers long ago, 
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and thought 

she ought to get married like other people; 
there was nothing she need wait for,-
she was old enough 
and she would not be any richer either, 
for she was to have half the kingdom, 

which she inherited after her mother. 

Apart from the last clause, the clause types are identical to the Norwegian source text, and 

the independent clauses are coordinated in the same manner as in the source text, except 

that the coordinator has been skipped once in the first sentence and added once in the 

second. Braekstad thus stays close to the syntax of the source text. In some instances, the 

vocabulary of the tale is simpler than in Dasent's text - farm-dog as compared to mastiff -

but on the whole Braekstad uses much more Latinate words that either of the other two 

translators. While they speak of place and serving-job, Braekstad writes situation. Latinate 

words do not necessarily result in a higher register, but in this text they often appear in 

somewhat formal expressions. Compare "the reports of her beauty went far and wide" with 

Dasent's "her good looks were well known far and near" and Shaw's "[she was so 

beautiful that] she was known both far and wide," or "felt greatly pleased with the 

possession of the goose" with "was so pleased with the goose" (Dasent) and "was well 

pleased with the goose" (Shaw). Yet the text as a whole is largely colloquial. To a great 

extent this is because Braekstad has retained the original sentence structure and paratactic 

syntax. Certain expressions belonging to an informal register - "lad," "great at preaching," 

"a regular good laugh" - also add to the colloquial tone. So do stranded prepositions: 

"which the current had carried all the soil away from." Contractions are found in speech 

report ("he told the king he wouldn't mind trying"), but not in narrative report. The two 
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added exclamation points ("but all in vain!" "you must know!") also suggest oral 

narration, as do a few discourse particles ("But close to the palace lived a man;" "Well, the 

youngest brother thought he would have a try next"). 

In one instance, Braekstad explicitly breaks one of Asbjornsen and Moe's rules. 

That is when he includes a narrator's comment: "and, sad to relate, there were many sore 

backs in that kingdom." Moe has in several instances stressed that in the authentic, "pure-

epical narrative style" the narrator does not comment or show his sympathy (e.g. Norske  

folkeeventvr 2nd ed. lxiii, lxvi). By letting the narrator comment, Braekstad introduces an 

element foreign to the Norwegian folk tradition, but familiar in both Britain and Norway 

in other narrative traditions. 

Braekstad uses alliteration ("funny figure," "he bent his back"), but to a far less 

extent than Dasent, and no rhymes. One simile is adapted to the English audience: "sâ stor 

som et troll" is rendered as "as big and tall as a giant." Some other tales in Round the Yule  

Log also feature trolls, and Braekstad generally refers to them as trolls. In this simile 

Braekstad might have preferred "giant" to "troll" because it is size that is described and 

size is the pre-eminent trait of giants. Two of the three original metaphors have been 

omitted: (N) "taterfolget" is rendered as "procession" and (N) "fâ latterdora bedre opp" as 

"laugh still louder." No new metaphors are introduced by Braekstad. Most, but not all, 

original repetitive word pairs are repeated in "Hans," and Braekstad also introduces one 

new pair where the source text uses only one word: "big and tall" for the original "stor." 

Braekstad opts for the stock opening formula "once upon a time." All in all, he chooses 

many solutions that entail a certain degree of cultural domestication. He tends to use 
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stylistic devices in the same places as Asbjornsen, thus in that respect staying closer to the 

source text than Dasent. 

Shaw's "Taper-Tom" is almost 80 years younger than Braekstad's tale and starts: 

There was once a king 
who had a daughter, 

and she was so beautiful 
that she was known both far and wide; 

but she took herself so seriously 
that she could never laugh, 

and then she was so haughty 
that she said "No" to everyone 

who came and courted her. 
She would not have anyone, no matter how fine, 

whether he was prince or gentleman. 
The king had long since tired of this, 
and felt 

that she could get married like the others; 
she had nothing to wait for, 
she was old enough; 
nor would she be any richer, either, 
for she was to have half the kingdom, 

which she inherited from her mother. 

We find 11 independent and 8 dependent clauses here, and the sentence structure is 

very close to the original. The excerpt consists of one sentence more than the source text. 

Shaw prefers shorter sentences, which is evidenced by her text having 93, compared to the 

70 of the source text. "Taper-Tom" is shorter than the other translations, 1956 words long, 

which gives an average sentence length of 21 words. The time factor comes into play here 

- in English, long sentences were more common in the 1870s than around 1960. The 

difference in time between the translations has consequences in other regards also: some 

of the words and expressions common to the translations were less current in Shaw's time. 

Thus, schoolmaster and the greeting good day suggest that the tale is set in the past, while 
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the effect of the identical words in Dasent's and Braekstad's texts would not be the same 

on their contemporary readers. (Of course, the whole setting of the tale also situates it well 

before the 1960s.) At the same time, the language is generally more modern than Dasent 

and Braekstad's: compare Shaw's "courted" to their "wooed'V'came to woo" and her 

"whether she wanted to or not" to their "whether she would or no." Shaw's text presents 

no linguistic obstacles for modern readers, at the same time as it contains no marks of 

modernity. The same can be said of Dasent's and Braekstad's text in relation to their 

contemporary readers. It is not unusual for translators to show a reluctance to give the text 

a contemporary diction. Steiner notes: "archaism to some degree and a displacement of 

style towards the past are pervasive in the history and craft of translation" (341). Maybe 

our translators' language is more marked by a lack of modernity than by actual archaism; 

yet the words of Steiner fit their style too: "The translator labours to secure a natural 

habitat for the alien presence which he has imported into his own tongue and cultural 

setting. By archaicising his style he produces a déja-vu" (347). For folk tales, a déja-vu 

may be all the more sought if the translator wants to emphasise the more universal traits of 

the genre. 

The vocabulary in Shaw's "Taper-Tom" is simple and everyday, and Latinates are 

few. Although Shaw is American, the only Americanism in this tale is monkeys hine s ; 

otherwise corn for (N) korn ("cereal") and brook suggest British usage. The intended 

audience is clearly international, not belonging to any one country. The style is overall 

colloquial with phrases as "with a vengeance," "cracked a smile," "pretty well tired of." 

Contractions are found both in narrative and speech report. The two initiating discourse 
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particles "yes" and "well" are found in the same position as in the source text and no new 

ones have been added. 

Shaw retains all of Asbjornsen's repetitive word pairs except the last, and she 

introduces no new ones. She uses alliteration ("tugged and tore," "hopping and hobbling"), 

but to a more moderate extent than Asbjornsen. Asbjornsen's word play on ape 

("monkey") is rendered by monkeys and monkeyshines, a solution that uses the original 

referent. The source text similes have been retained; one metaphor has been reproduced 

("fishhook") while two have been rendered by idiomatic English metaphors ("scarecrows," 

"splitting her sides"). The tale opens with "there was once," a literal rendering of the 

Norwegian standard formula "det var en gang." Some of Shaw's solutions, then, are 

domesticating (English idiomatic metaphors, for example, and also the expression "said 

Mass," suggesting rather the Church of England than Norwegian Lutheranism). But most 

of them are foreignising. The culture reflected is that of pre-industrial Norway. Thus, 

king's manor and field suggest a more modest and rural image of the king's surroundings 

than do Braekstad's palace and terrace, more in line with what we suppose the Norwegian 

folk tale informants imagined. On the linguistic level, too, Shaw generally stays close to 

the source text. A telling example is the smith's taunting remark in the source text: "Gasa! 

Gasa! Gasa! Gasa! Gasa!" In her translation, Shaw repeats the word "goosie" exactly as 

many times as Asbjornsen does, while Dasent repeats it only twice and Braekstad three 

times. 

As the translations of the two first sentences of the source text show, the translators 

stay close to the source text syntax. They all reproduce many aspects of Asbjornsen's 
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style, such as introducing oral features in a written text, seeking an easy-flowing rhythm, 

and using alliteration and a colloquial register. The effect of these devices on the source 

and target readers, however, need not be the same. Literary conventions and social 

situations differ, due both to temporal and spatial distance. Gosse acknowledges this in his 

introduction to Braekstad's 1881 collection: 

Here in England, where our poetical language has been repeatedly renewed 

at the fresh wells of the vernacular . . . we can scarcely realise how startling 

a thing it is when a great writer first dares, in a ripe literature, to write 

exactly as people commonly speak. This is what the author of these tales 

has done in Dano-Norwegian. . . . So much for the outer form of these 

stories, a husk which our translation must needs crush off and winnow 

away, but which adds, in a native ear, much sweetness and strangeness to 

the narrative. (Christmas Fireside Stories v-vii) 

Another translator of Asbjornsen and Moe, Abel Heywood, did try to keep this aspect of 

the "husk." His 1895 translation includes a tale in Lancashire dialect, and he states that 

"indeed many of the stories might be much more closely rendered in the rough tongue of 

the Lancashire common people, than in current English" (qtd. in Hodne, Folkeeventyret 

122). In other words, with a dialect little used in literature, the tales' effect on the British 

readers would be close to the effect of the source text on its contemporary Norwegian 

readers. Dasent and Braekstad, however, did not choose this strategy, which would 

certainly have been alienating for their readers. Dasent uses a few dialect words, which 

serve mostly as a token: they would be readily understood by readers all over Britain and 
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just suggest a peripheral, but not foreign, setting. (Shaw did not face the same situation, as 

by the mid-twentieth century the source text had lost much of its innovative force.) 

The three translators have opted for colloquial dialogue that is relatively close to 

spoken language. Colloquialness is not privileged by all translators of Asbjornsen and 

Moe. Margaret Hunt, for one, uses a much more formal idiom in her dialogue. Here is an 

example from "Dapplegrim": "'No,' said the King; 'that I cannot tell thee, and as thou hast 

procured such a splendid bridal horse for my daughter thou shalt have her'" (Lang, Red  

Fairy Book 254-55). Compare with Dasent's less formal translation of the same lines: 

"'No,' said the king, 'that I can't; and since you've got my daughter such a grand horse for 

her wedding, you shall have her with all my heart'" (East o' the Sun 282-83). 

Although our three translators share many stylistic devices, they differ in the way 

they use them. Dasent uses many of the devices more freely than the other two translators; 

he does not confine himself to use them only where Asbjornsen does. Dasent's vocabulary 

is marked by less current expressions, and he is more wordy than the other two. His 

language is also more marked by a play with words and sounds. All the translators use 

vocabulary and features that suggest spoken language and a rural narrator, but Braskstad's 

use of contractions only in speech report suggests a narrator that is more influenced by 

writing conventions. Braskstad uses some models from the English fairy tale genre, as the 

opening formula and a narrator's comment, which the other two do not. Shaw is the less 

wordy one and values simplicity, as is shown through her shorter sentences. She stays 

close to the source text and tries to reproduce stylistic devices at the same place where 

they are used in the source text. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

My study shows that Dasent, Braekstad, and Shaw utilise a variety of strategies in 

their work. Strategies may vary from one case to another, and a foreignising solution may 

be juxtaposed with a domesticating one. Yet it is possible to discern tendencies towards a 

pattern. 

Shaw's basic principle is one of foreignisation. Her text is often foreignising in a 

more conspicuous way than Dasent and Braekstad's solutions. For instance, by transposing 

proper names or monetary units Shaw immediately signals that her text is set in another 

country. Shaw often chooses solutions that are linguistically close to the source text, but 

she does so without compromising the idiomacy of the target language: she does not 

translate literally and does not use Norwegianisms. 

In some instances, Shaw generalises, or universalises, culture-specific items to a 

greater degree than her two colleagues. Not having access to the original, the typical target 

reader would not recognise such a weakening of cultural specificity. Cultural markers such 

as names would signal to the reader that the story is set in another country, yet any actual 

difference between source and target cultures may not be obvious. The text conveys that 

the source and target cultures are not completely the same, but that differences are not 

necessarily great. 

Shaw stays close to the source text, and I have not found any instance where she 

has added or deleted a clause or inserted a narrator's comment. Also when it comes to 

style Shaw wants to repeat the source text and generally takes care to reproduce stylistic 
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devices in the same place as in the source text. Her language is colloquial, reflecting the 

register of the source text, with a simple vocabulary unmarked for modernity. 

Braekstad is the one who takes the most care not to offend his readers' sensitivities. 

Thus, religion, sexuality, and violence are often avoided, through the selection of tales and 

through softening translation solutions. Braekstad generally stays close to the source text, 

but in some instances he adds or deletes text segments to adapt the text to the target 

readers or to the conventions of the target culture literature. Often, culture-specific items 

are translated linguistically, but many instances of universalisation are also found. 

Braekstad naturalises relatively few culture-specific items, thus keeping his text firmly 

rooted in the source culture, although he uses a few literary models from the target culture. 

Being Norwegian, his understanding of the text world of the tales is different from 

especially Dasent's; he does not read the original through the same cultural lenses as 

Dasent. 

Braekstad's stylistic choices feature a greater degree of cultural domestication than 

Shaw's. His style is marked by everyday vocabulary, and he uses a colloquial and easily 

flowing language, more modern than that of Dasent. 

Dasent also stays close to the source text. He generally prefers foreignisation and 

for instance translates many culture-specific items linguistically. He clearly conveys that 

the tales are set in another culture, yet he introduces more specifically English features in 

his text than his two colleagues. He utilises more literary models from the target culture 

than they, for instance by letting proper names or titles of tales suggest English literature, 

or, in a few instances, introducing narrative models from the target culture. In this way 
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Dasent, like Braekstad, suggests that his text ties in with the target culture heritage; it is a 

domesticating move. A few culture-specific items are rendered by solutions that are 

particular to Britain, which also contributes to a domestication. But on the whole, Dasent 

prefers clearly foreignising or more universalising solutions, just as Braekstad and Shaw 

do. 

The lexis, too, reflects Dasent's concern to stress the connection between Norway 

and Britain: many words that are used have common roots with the Norwegian words of 

the source text. Compared to Braekstad and Shaw, Dasent uses a vocabulary marked by 

words that are less currently used, adding a idiosyncratic touch to his style. Dasent repeats 

many of Asbjornsen and Moe's stylistic devices, but uses them more freely than Braekstad 

and Shaw. His style is somewhat wordy, informal, and conversational. Al l in all, he has 

left a more visible stylistic mark on the target text than the other two translators. 

Dasent also differs from Shaw, and to a certain extent from Braekstad, in that the 

translator's cultural or ideological outlook is more conspicuous in his text than in the two 

others'. This is noticeable especially regarding class and gender issues. Part of the reason 

is that for Dasent the target culture conventions in these areas were more distanced from 

the text world of the Norwegian original than what was the case for Shaw. 

Dasent, Braekstad, and Shaw thus share the same basic translation principles. They 

all try to transmit both "form" and "meaning" from the Norwegian source text, and they 

want to present their readers with a literature that has retained its foreignness. The texts 

are culturally anchored in their source culture, although they show domesticating features, 

as do all translations. The translators vary in the means they have used to attain 
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foreignness, but the means work towards the same end. It is difficult to weigh the effect of 

different strategies, but the overall effect of Shaw's translation is possibly more 

foreignising than that of the others. The style in all the translations is marked by paratactic 

syntax, informality, and orality, just as in the source text. Many of the stylistic devices of 

the original are reproduced in the target texts. The translators have thus complied with the 

demands of the interpretive school that a translation should reflect the source culture and 

the author's intentions - which I have defined to include precisely the Norwegianness as 

well as the literary style. 

The differences in translation strategies observable between the three translators 

reflect that they are three different individuals, and also that the translations are situated in 

different time periods and cultures. Translation conventions and expectations regarding 

translations will vary according to time and place. Further, the comprehension of the 

source text will vary from person to person, and from one instance in time or space to 

another. The translators have brought their cultural and personal background to the reading 

of the source text. For instance, the fact that Dasent reads more patriarchy into the source 

text than Braskstad and Shaw could be explained by their readings taking place in different 

personal contexts. 

The differences between the translators' target cultures are reflected in some other 

areas, notably in the change in the readers' expected sensitivities. Braekstad's concern not 

to shock his readers is tied to the time and place he lived in, while Shaw did not face the 

same target conventions. One and the same translation phenomenon may also be 

differently motivated in different contexts. Thus, when Braekstad tunes down religious 
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aspects it reflects a wish not to offend his readers, whereas when Shaw does the same, it 

probably reflects the secularisation of the target culture. 

Although all translators include both children and adults in their target audience, 

the proportion may be different. Reviews of Braekstad's work indicate that his work was 

perceived to be more specifically directed at children than the other translators' texts. This 

may help explain why Braekstad did more prettification than they did. But Dasent also 

actively argued for a less strict view of what was appropriate for children or what might 

"shock English feeling," thus showing a different approach than Braekstad. In regard to 

religion and sexuality, then, we find that one translator in particular takes special 

consideration to young readers, but other than that, it is not clear that the child readers 

have an impact on the target texts. In contrast to very many translated children's books, 

foreignisation is the rule in the works by Dasent, Braekstad, and Shaw. 

The difference in the translators' approach may also be partly due to the evolving 

status of the source text. Asbjornsen and Moe's tales have increasingly consolidated their 

place in the Norwegian canon. Linguistic details may still be altered and updated in newer 

Norwegian editions of the folk tales, but the main features of the tales are fixed once and 

for all, and untouchable. Shaw's reading of the source text is therefore quite different from 

Braekstad's and especially Dasent's. The centrality of the source text in the Norwegian 

canon contributes to a conservative, source-oriented translation approach. This is reflected 

for instance in the fact that Shaw has refrained from adding or deleting clauses or phrases 

that might modify the narrative, while her two colleagues once in a while resort to such a 

solution. 
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Dasent started his translation work in the 1840s and continued for about thirty 

years, Braekstad published his translations in the 1880s and 1890s, while Shaw ended her 

work on these tales in 1960. Yet the concerns and strategies of the three translators are 

fundamentally similar. The time aspect had less to say for the translators' strategies than I 

expected. For instance, Dasent was much less afraid of shocking his readers than 

Braekstad, who was a generation younger. Also, Shaw, the most recent translator, in one 

instance took as much consideration to readers' sensitivities as the older translators did. 

Her sanitisation of lice and fleas is somewhat surprising, given that she otherwise follows 

the source text closely and given that the target reader would probably react mildly to pests 

being located in a society of the past. I also had to correct some of my first impressions, 

especially regarding Shaw. My first impression was that she was considerably more 

foreignising than the other two, but some of the foreignising effect I had perceived is on a 

surface level and does not necessarily imply any real cultural difference. I found Dasent to 

be less prudent than what might be expected in his time, especially when compared to 

contemporary English translations of Grimm. In that way, Braekstad is a more typical 

representative of his era, wishing to shield his readers and to present the religious aspects 

of the tales in a favourable light. Contrary to what might be expected, the translations 

show little of the domestication often found in translations targeting children. 

Dasent, Braekstad, and Shaw, then, share the same fundamentals of translation 

practice. The differences that do exist between them may partly be explained by the fact 

that translation is a subjective activity where the translator invests her personality, and 
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partly by the fact that the target audiences - and the translators - belong to different 

cultures. 
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Endnotes 

1 When relevant for the discussion, I will note which edition the translators have 

used as their source text. 

2 When referring to a particular translation of a tale, I will use the title employed by 

the translator in question. However, when a tale in itself is under discussion, the title will 

be either one already available in English or one translated by myself, the principle being 

that a title should be transparent to someone familiar with the corresponding Norwegian 

title. Not all translated tales are readily recognised by their titles, e.g. Dasent's "Not a Pin 

to Choose Between Them" for "Somme kjerringer er slike" ("Some women are like that"). 

Translations that appear in parentheses after a Norwegian expression are my own, more or 

less literal, glosses. 

3 Except in one instance, where it is explicitly stated, it is the third edition of 

Popular Tales (1888) I refer to. 

Unless otherwise stated, references are made to the American 1896 edition of 

Tales from the Field. 

5 In the first editions of the book, Shaw uses the name Pat Shaw Iversen; in later 

editions her name appears as Pat Shaw. 

6 In order to avoid too many references to page numbers, I sometimes omit them 

and give only the title of a tale. 

7 When my Norwegian grandmother died in the 1940s she had made provisions to 

have this soup served in her funeral. At that time the dish was still considered festive. 
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8 The doubtful reputation of the fare is evidenced by an American bumper sticker I 

have seen, saying: "Legalize Lutefisk." 
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Appendix A 

TYRIHANS SOM FIKK KONGSDATTEREN TIL A LE 

Det var engang en konge som hadde en darter, og hun var sâ vakker at hun var 
navngjeten bade vidt og bredt; men hun var sâ alvorlig av seg at hun aldri kunne le, og sâ 
var hun sâ stor pâ det at hun sa nei til alle som kom og fridde til henne, og ikke ville hun 
ha noen, om de var aldri sâ gilde, enten det var prinser eller herremenn. Kongen var lei av 
dette for lenge siden, og syntes at hun kunne gifte seg, hun som de andre, hun hadde ikke 
noe â vente etter, hun var gammel nok, og rikere ble hun ikke heller, for halve riket skulle 
hun ha, det var morsarven hennes. 

Sâ lot han lyse opp pâ kirkebakken bade fort og snart, at den som kunne fa datteren 
hans til â le, han skulle ha henne og det halve kongerike. Men var det noen som provde seg 
og ikke kunne fâ henne til, skulle de skjasre tre rode remmer av ryggen hans og stro salt i , 
og det er sikkert at det ble mange sáre rygger i det kongeriket. Det kom friere farende bade 
fra syd og fra nord og fra ost og fra vest, og trodde det var ingen sak â fâ en kongsdatter til 
â le. Og rare karer var det ogsâ som kom. Men alle de apefanter det var, og aile de 
apefynter de gjorde, sâ var kongsdatteren like sto og alvorlig, hun. 

Tett ved kongsgârden bodde det en mann som hadde tre sonner. De fikk ogsâ spurt 
at kongen hadde lyst opp, at den som kunne fâ kongsdatteren til â le skulle fâ henne og 
halve kongeriket. 

Den eldste ville i veien forst; sâ strok han av garde, og da han kom til kongsgârden, 
sa han til kongen at han ville nok friste â fâ kongsdatteren til â le. 

"Ja, det er vel nok," sa kongen, "men det kan vissi lite nytte, min mann, for her har 
vaert sâ mange som har provd seg; datter min er sâ sorgfull at det ikke nytter, og jeg ville 
nodig at Aere skulle komme i ulykke." 

Men han mente det skulle nok nytte. Det kunne ikke vaere sâ farlig en sak â fâ en 
kongsdatter til â le for ham, for de hadde ledd sâ mange ganger av ham, bâde fornemme og 
simple, da han tjente soldat og ekserserte under Nils floymann. - Sâ la han ut pâ trâkka, 
utenfor vinduet til kongsdatteren, og tok pâ â eksersere etter Nils floymann. Men det hjalp 
ikke. Kongsdatteren var like sto og alvorlig. Sâ tok de ham og skar tre brede, rode remmer 
av ryggen hans og sendte ham hjem igjen. 

Da han vel var kommet hjem, ville den andre sonnen i veien. Han var skolemester, 
og en underlig figur til kar var det. Han var lâghalt, og det sâ det forslo. Best han var liten 
som en guttunge, reiste han seg pâ det lange benêt sitt, og ble sâ stor som et troll. Og til â 
legge ut var han riktig svaer. 

Ja, han dro da til kongsgârden og sa han ville friste â fâ kongsdatteren til à le; det 
var ikke sâ rent ulikt enda, mente kongen; "men gud íroste deg, fâr du henne ikke til," sa 
han; "remmené skjaerer vi bredere for hver som prover seg." 

Skolemesteren strok ut pâ trâkka; der stilte han seg opp utenfor vinduet til 
kongsdatteren, og han prekte og messet etter syv préster, og leste og sang etter syv 
klokkere som hadde vaert i bygda der. Kongen lo sâ han matte holde seg i svalstolpen, og 
kongsdatteren ville til â dra pâ smilen, hun òg, men sâ var hun like sto og alvorlig igjen, og 
sâ gikk det ikke bedre med Pâl skolemester enn det hadde gâtt med Per soldat - for Per og 
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Pal hette de, mâvite. - De tok ham og skar tre rode remmer av ryggen hans og strodde salt 
i, og sâ sendte de ham hjem igjen. 

Sâ ville den yngste i veien, og det var Tyrihans. Men brodrene lo og gjonte av ham 
og tedde ham de sâre ryggene sine, og faren ville ikke gi ham lov, for han sa det kunne 
ikke nytte for ham, som ikke hadde noe vett; ingenting kunne han og ingenting gjorde han, 
han satt bare i peisen som ei katte, og grov i oska og spikket tyristikker. Men Tyrihans ga 
seg ikke, han gnâlte og gnog sâ lenge til de ble kei av gnâlet hans, og til sist fikk han lov 
til â gâ til kongsgârden og friste lykken. 

Da han kom til kongsgârden, sa han ikke det at han ville fâ kongsdatteren til â le, 
men han ba om han kunne fâ tjeneste der. Nei, de hadde ikke noen tjeneste til ham, men 
Tyrihans ga seg ikke for det; de kunne visst ha bruk for én til â baere ved og vann til 
kokkejenta pâ slik en storgârd, sa han; ja, det syntes kongen ikke kunne vaere sâ ulikt, og 
han var vel kei av gnâlet hans, han òg; sâ skulle Tyrihans fâ lov â vaere der og baere ved og 
vann til kokkejenta til sist. 

En dag han skulle hente vann i bekken, fikk han se en stor fisk, som sto under en 
gammel fururot som vannet hadde skâretj orden unna; han satte botta si sâ sakte under 
fisken. Men da han skulle gâ hjem til kongsgârden, motte han en gammel kjerring, som 
leide en gullgâs. 

"God dag, bestemor!" sa Tyrihans. "Det var en ven fugl du har; og sà gilde fior da! 
Det lyser av dem lang vei; - hadde en slike fjor, kunne en slippe â spikke tyristikker," sa 
han. 

Kjerringa syntes vel sâ godt om fisken Hans hadde i botta si, og sa at ville han gi 
henne fisken, skulle han fâ gullgâsa, og den var slik at nâr noen rorte ved den, ble han 
hengende fast, bare en sa: "Vi l du vasre med sâ heng pâ." 

Ja, det byttet ville Tyrihans gjerne gjore. "Fugl er vel sâ bra som fisk," sa han med 
seg sjol; "er den slik som du sier, kan jeg gjerne bruke den til fiskekrok," sa han til 
kjerringa, og var vel fornoyd med gasa. Han hadde ikke gâtt langt, for han motte en 
gammel kjerring. Da hun sâ den fine gullgâsa, matte hun bort og kramse pâ den. Hun 
gjorde seg sâ sot og lekker, og sá ba hun Tyrihans om hun fikk lov til â klappe den pene 
gullgâsa hans. 

"Kan sâ," sa Tyrihans; "men du fár ikke nappe fjora av henne!" 
I det samme hun klappet pâ fuglen, sa han: 
"Vi l du vaere med sâ heng pâ!" Kjerringa slet og rev, men hun matte henge med, 

enten hun ville eller ikke, og Tyrihans gikk framover, som om han var alene med gullgâsa. 
Da han hadde gâtt et stykke til, traff han en mann som hadde noe utalt med kjerringa, for 
et spikk hun hadde gjort ham. Da han sâ det at hun stridde sâ hardt for â bli fri, og skjonte 
hun hang sâ vel fast, syntes han han trygt kunne gi henne en dult til takk for sist, og sâ 
spente han til kjerringa med ene foten. 

"Vi l du vaere med sâ heng pâ!" sa Tyrihans, og marinen matte folge med og hinke 
pâ ett ben, enten han ville eller ikke, og nâr han rev og slet og ville los, var det enda verre, 
for da var han ferdig til â dette baklengs rett som det var. 

Nâ gikk de et godt stykke, til de kom bort imot kongsgârden. Der motte de smeden 
til kongen; han skulle til smia og hadde en stor smietang i hànden. Denne smeden var en 
gap, som stott var full av leven og fantestreker, og da han sâ dette folget komme hoppende 
og hinkende, lo han forst sâ han sto tvikroket, men sâ sa han: 
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"Det er nok en ny gâseflokk prinsessen skal ha, det; skal tro hvem som er gasse og 

hvem som er gâs av dem? Det mâ vel vaere gassen han som rugger i forveien. Gasa, gasa, 
gasa, gasa, gasa!" lokket han og kastet med hânden, som om han strodde korn for gjessene. 

Men flokken stanset ikke - kjerringa og mannen sâ bare arg pâ smeden for det han 
gjorde narr av dem. - Sâ sa smeden: "Det skulle vaere artig â holde hele gâseflokken, sâ 
mange de er;" for han var en sterk mann, og sâ tok han tak med smietangen bak i enden pâ 
den gamie mannen, og mannen bade skrek og vred seg, men Tyrihans sa: 

"Vi l du vaere med sâ heng pâ!" 
Sâ mâtte smeden ogsâ med. Han slo nok kryl pâ ryggen, tok spenntak i bakken og 

ville los, men det hjalp ikke, han satt sâ fast som han var skrudd inn i det store skruesteet i 
smia, og enten han ville eller ikke, matte han danse med. 

Da de kom fram mot kongsgârden, fór gârdshunden imot dem og gjodde som det 
var skrubb eller langfant, og da kongsdatteren skulle se ut gjennom vinduet hva som var pâ 
ferde, og fikk se dette taterfolget, satte hun i á le. Men Tyrihans, var ikke fornoyd med det. 
"Bi litt, skal hun nok fâ latterdora bedre opp!" sa han og gjorde en vending bakom 
kongsgârden med folget sitt. 

Da de kom forbi kjokkenet, sto doren oppe, og kokka holdt pâ â stampe grauten; 
men da hun fikk se Tyrihans og flokken, kom hun farende ut i doren med tvaren i den ene 
hânden og kokkesleiva full med rykende graut i den andre, og lo sâ hun ristet, og da hun 
fikk se at smeden var med, slo hun seg pâ lâret og satte sâ i â storie. Men da hun hadde 
ledd riktig ut, syntes hun ogsâ at gullgâsa var sâ fin at hun mâtte bort og klappe den. 

"Tyrihans, Tyrihans!" skrek hun og kom lopende etter med grautsleiva i neven, 
"fâr jeg lov â klappe den vene fuglen du har?" 

"La henne heller klappe meg!" sa smeden. 
"Kan sâ!" sa Tyrihans. 

Men da kokka horte det, ble hun sint. "Hva er det du sier!" skrek hun, og drev til smeden 
med grautsleiva. 

"Vi l du vaere med sâ heng pâ!" sa Tyrihans; sâ satt hun fast, hun ogsâ, og ait hun 
skjente, og alt hun slet og rev, og sâ vili hun var, sâ mâtte hun hinke med. Men da de kom 
utenfor vinduet til kongsdatteren, sto hun og ventet pâ dem, og da hun sâ de hadde fâtt 
med kokka, bâde med grautsleiv og tvare, slo hun opp hele latterdoren og lo sâ kongen 
mâtte stoe henne. Sâ fikk Tyrihans prinsessen og halve kongeriket, og bryllup holdt de sâ 
det bâde hortes og spurtes. 

Peter Ch. Asbjornsen. [1871] From Samlede eventyr 1: 262-67. 
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Appendix B 

TAPER TOM 

Once on a time there was a king, who had a daughter, and she was so lovely, that 
her good looks were well known far and near; but she was so sad and serious she could 
never be got to laugh; and, besides, she was so high and mighty, that she said "No" to all 
who wooed her to wife, and she would have none of them, were they ever so grand - lords 
and princes, it was all the same. The king had long ago got tired of this, for he thought she 
might just as well marry, she, too, like the rest of the world. There was no good waiting; 
she was quite old enough, nor would she be any richer, for she was to have half the 
kingdom that came to her as her mother's heir. 

So he had it given out at the church door both quick and soon, that any one who 
could get his daughter to laugh should have her and half the kingdom. But if there was any 
one who tried and could not, he was to have three stripes cut out of his back, and salt 
rubbed in; and sure it was that there were many sore backs in that kingdom, for lovers and 
wooers came from north and south, and east and west, thinking it nothing at all to make a 
king's daughter laugh; and brave fellows they were some of them too; but for all their 
tricks and capers, there sat the princess, just as sad and serious as she had been before. 

Now hard by the palace lived a man who had three sons, and they too had heard 
how the king had given it out that the man who could make the princess laugh was to have 
her to wife and half the kingdom. 

The eldest, he was for setting off first; so he strode off; and when he came to the 
king's grange, he told the king he would be glad to try to make the princess laugh. 

"Al l very well, my man," said the king; "but it's sure to be no good, for so many 
have been here and tried. My daughter is so sorrowful, it's no use trying, and I don't at all 
wish that any one should come to grief." 

But he thought there was use. It couldn't be such a very hard thing for him to get 
the princess to laugh, for so many had laughed at him, both gentle and simple, when he 
listed for a soldier, and learnt his drill under Corporal Jack. So he went off to the 
courtyard, under the princess's window, and began to go through his drill as Corporal Jack 
had taught him. But it was no good, the princess was just as sad and serious, and did not so 
much as smile at him once. So they took him, and cut three broad red stripes out of his 
back, and sent him home again. 

Well! he had hardly got home before his second brother wanted to set off. He was 
a schoolmaster, and a wonderful figure of fun besides; he was lopsided, for he had one leg 
shorter that the other, and one moment he was as little as a boy, and in another, when he 
stood on his long leg, he was as tall and long as a Troll. Besides this, he was a powerful 
preacher. 

So when he came to the king's grange, and said he wished to make the princess 
laugh, the king thought is might not be so unlikely after all. "But Heaven help you," he 
said, "if you don't make her laugh. We are for cutting the stripes broader and broader for 
every one that tries." 

Then the schoolmaster strode off to the courtyard, and put himself before the 
princess's window, and read and preached like seven parsons, and sang and chanted like 
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seven clerks, as loud as all the parsons and clerks in the country round. The king laughed 
loud at him, and was forced to hold the posts in the gallery, and the princess was just going 
to put a smile on her lips, but all at once she got as sad and serious as ever; and so it fared 
no better with Paul the schoolmaster than with Peter the soldier - for you must know one 
was called Peter and the other Paul. So they took him and cut three red stripes out of his 
back, and rubbed the salt well in, and then they sent him home again. 

Then the youngest was all for setting out, and his name was Taper Tom; but his 
brothers laughed and jeered at him, and showed him their sore backs, and his father would 
not give him leave, for he said how could it be of any use to him when he had no sense, for 
wasn't it true that he neither knew anything or could do anything? There he sat in the ingle 
by the chimney-corner, like a cat, and grubbed in the ashes and split fir tapers. That was 
why they called him "Taper Tom." But Taper Tom wouldn't give in, for he growled and 
grizzled so long, that they got tired of his growling, and so at last he too got leave to go to 
the king's grange and try his luck. 

When he got to the king's grange he did not say he wished to try to make the 
princess laugh, but asked if he could get a place there. No, they had no place for him; but 
for all that Taper Tom wouldn't take an answer; they must want some one, he said, to 
carry wood and water for the kitchen-maid, in such a big grange as that - that was what he 
said; and the king thought it might very well be, for he too got tired of his worry, and the 
end was Taper Tom got leave to stay there and carry wood and water for the kitchen-maid. 

So one day, when he was going to fetch water from the beck, he set eyes on a big 
fish which lay under an old fir stump, where the water had eaten into the bank, and he put 
his bucket so softly under the fish, and caught it. But as he was going home to the grange 
he met an old woman who led a golden goose by a string. 

"Good day, godmother," said Taper Tom; "that's a pretty bird you have got; and 
what fine feathers!- they dazzle one a long way off. If one only had such feathers one 
might leave off splitting fir tapers." 

The goody was just as pleased with the fish Tom had in his bucket, and said if he 
would give her the fish, he might have the golden goose; and it was such a goose, that 
when any one touched it he stuck fast to it, if Tom only said, "Hang on, if you care to 
come with us." 

Yes! that swap Taper Tom was willing enough to make. 
"A bird is as good as a fish, any day," he said to himself; "and if it's such a bird as 

you say, I can use it as a fish-hook." That was what he said to the goody, and was so 
pleased with the goose. Now, he hadn't gone far before he met another old woman, and as 
soon as she saw the lovely golden goose she was all for running up to it and patting it; and 
she spoke so prettily, and coaxed him so, and begged him give her leave to stroke his 
lovely golden goose. 

"With all my heart," said Taper Tom; "but mind you don't pluck out any of its 
feathers." 

Just as she stroked the goose, he said-
"Hang on, if you care to come with us!" 
The goody pulled and tore, but she was forced to hang on, whether she would or 

no, and Taper Tom went before, as though he alone were with the golden goose. So when 
he had gone a bit farther, he met a man who had a thorn in his side against the goody for a 
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trick she had played him. So when he saw how hard she struggled and strove to get free, 
and how fast she struck, he thought he would be quite safe in giving her one for her nob, to 
pay off the old grudge, and so he just gave her a kick with his foot. 

"Hang on, if you care to come with us!" called out Tom, and then the man had to 
limp along on one leg, whether he would or no, and when he jibbed and jibed, and tried to 
break loose, it was still worse for him, for he was all but falling flat on his back every step 
he took. 

So they went on a good bit till they had about come to the king's grange. There 
they met the king's smith, who was going to the smithy, and had a great pair of tongs in 
his hand. Now you must know this smith was a merry fellow, who was as full of tricks and 
pranks as an egg is full of meat, and when he saw this string come hobbling and limping 
along, he laughed so that he was almost bent in two, and then he bawled out, "Surely this 
is a new flock of geese the princess is going to have; who can tell which is goose and 
which gander? Ah! I see, this must be the gander that toddles in front. Goosey! goosey! 
goosey!" he called out; and with that he coaxed them to him, and threw his hands about as 
though he were scattering corn for the geese. 

But the flock never stopped - on it went, and all that the goody and the man did 
was to look daggers at the smith for making game of them. Then the smith went on-

"It would be fine fun to see if I could hold the whole flock, so many as they are;" 
for he was a stout strong fellow, and so he took hold, with his big tongs, by the old man's 
coat tail, and the man all the while bellowed and wriggled; but Taper Tom only said-

"Hang on, if you care to come with us." 
So the smith had to go along too. He bent his back and stuck his heels into the hill, 

and tried to get loose; but it was all no good; he stuck fast, as though he had been screwed 
tight with his own anvil, and, whether he would or no, he had to dance along with the rest. 

So, when they came near to the king's grange, the mastiff ran out and began to bay 
and bark as though they were wolves or beggars; and when the princess looked out of the 
window to see what was the matter, and set eyes on this strange pack, she laughed 
inwardly. But Taper Tom was not content with that. 

"Bide a bit," he said, "she'll soon have to open the door of her mouth wider;" and 
as he said that he turned off with his band to the back of the grange. 

So, when they passed by the kitchen, the door stood open, and the cook was just 
beating the porridge; but when she saw Taper Tom and his pack she came running out at 
the door, with her brush in one hand, and a wooden ladle full of smoking porridge in the 
other, and she laughed as though her sides would split; and when she saw the smith there 
too, she slapped her thigh and went off again in a loud peal. But when she had laughed her 
laugh out, she too thought the golden goose so lovely she must just stroke it. 

"Taper Tom! Taper Tom!" she bawled out, and came running out with the ladle of 
porridge in her fist, "may I have leave to stroke that pretty bird of yours?" 

"Better let her stroke me," said the smith. 
"I dare say," said Taper Tom. 
But when the cook heard that she got angry. 
"What is that you say?" she cried, and let fly at the smith with the ladle. 
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"Hang on, if you care to come with us," said Taper Tom. So she stuck fast, she too; 

and for all her kicks and plunges, and all her scolding and screaming, and all her riving 
and striving, and all her rage, she too had to limp along with them. 

But when they came outside the window of the princess, there she stood, waiting 
for them; and when she saw they had taken the cook too, with her ladle and brush, she 
opened her mouth wide, and laughed loud, so that the king had to hold her upright. So 
Taper Tom got the princess and half the kingdom; and they had such a merry wedding, it 
was heard and talked of far and wide. 

Translated by George Webbe Dasent. [1873] From Tales from the Field 213-21. 
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Appendix C 

HANS, WHO MADE THE PRINCESS LAUGH 

Once upon a time there was a king, who had a daughter, and she was so lovely that 
the reports of her beauty went far and wide; but she was so melancholy, that she never 
laughed, and besides she was so grand and proud that she said "No" to all who came to 
woo her - she would not have any of them, were they ever so fine, whether they were 
princes or noblemen. 

The king was tired of this whim of hers long ago, and thought she ought to get 
married like other people; there was nothing she need wait for,- she was old enough and 
she would not be any richer either, for she was to have half the kingdom, which she 
inherited after her mother. 

So he made known every Sunday after the service, from the steps outside the 
church, that he that could make his daughter laugh should have both her and half the 
kingdom. But if there were any one who tried and could not make her laugh, he would 
have three red stripes cut out of his back and salt rubbed into them - and, sad to relate, 
there were many sore backs in that kingdom. Lovers from south and from north, from east 
and from west came to try their luck - they thought it was an easy thing to make a princess 
laugh. They were a queer lot altogether, but for all their cleverness and for all the tricks 
and pranks they played, the princess was just as serious and immovable as ever. 

But close to the palace lived a man who had three sons, and they had also heard 
that the king had made known that he who could make the princess laugh should have her 
and half the kingdom. 

The eldest of the brothers wanted to try first, and away he went; and when he came 
to the palace, he told the king he wouldn't mind trying to make the princes laugh. 

"Yes, yes! that's all very well," said the king; "but I am afraid it's of very little use, 
my man. There have been many here to try their luck, but my daughter is just as sad, and I 
am afraid it is no good trying. I do not like to see any more suffer on that account." 

But the lad though he would try anyhow. It couldn't be such a difficult thing to 
make a princess laugh at him, for had not everybody, both grand and simple, laughed so 
many a time at him when he served as soldier and went through his drill under Sergeant 
Nils. 

So he went out on the terrace outside the princess's windows and began drilling 
just as if Sergeant Nils himself were there. But all in vain! The princess sat just as serious 
and immovable as before, and so they took him and cut three broad, red stripes out of his 
back and sent him home. 

He had no sooner arrived home, than his second brother wanted to set out and try 
his luck. He was a schoolmaster, and a funny figure he was altogether. He had one leg 
shorter than the other, and limped terribly when he walked. One moment he was not 
bigger than a boy, but the next moment when he raised himself up on his long leg he was 
as big and tall as a giant - and besides he was great at preaching. 

When he came to the palace, and said that he wanted to make the princess laugh, 
the king thought that it was not so unlikely that he might; "but I pity you, if you don't 
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succeed," said the king, "for we cut the stripes broader and broader for every one that 
tries." 

So the schoolmaster went out on the terrace, and took his place outside the 
princess's window, where he began preaching and chanting, imitating seven of the 
parsons, and reading and singing just like seven of the clerks whom they had had in the 
parish. 

The king laughed at the schoolmaster till he was obliged to hold on to the door
post, and the princess was just on the point of smiling, but suddenly she was as sad and 
immovable as ever, and so it fared no better with Paul the schoolmaster than with Peter the 
soldier - for Peter and Paul were their names, you must know! 

So they took Paul and cut three red stripes out of his back, put salt into them, and 
sent him home again. 

Well, the youngest brother thought he would have a try next. His name was Hans. 
But the brothers laughed and made fun of him, and showed him their sore backs. Besides, 
the father would not give him leave to go, for he said it was no use his trying, who had so 
little sense; all he could do was to sit in a corner on the hearth, like a cat, rooting about in 
the ashes and cutting chips. But Hans would not give in - he begged and prayed so long, 
till they got tired of his whimpering, and so he got leave to go to the king's palace and try 
his luck. 

When he arrived at the palace, he did not say he had come to try to make the 
princess laugh, but asked if he could get a situation there. No, they had no situation for 
him; but Hans was not so easily put off; they might want one to carry wood and water for 
the kitchenmaid in such a big place as that, he said. Yes, the king thought so too, and to 
get rid of the lad he gave him leave to remain there and carry wood and water for the 
kitchenmaid. 

One day, when he was going to fetch water from the brook, he saw a big fish in the 
water just under an old root of a fir-tree, which the current had carried all the soil away 
from. He put his bucket quietly under the fish and caught it. As he was going home to the 
palace, he met an old woman leading a golden goose. 

"Good day, grandmother!" said Hans. "That's a fine bird you have got there; and 
such splendid feathers too! he shines a long way off. If one had such feathers, one needn't 
be chopping firewood." 

The woman thought just as much of the fish which Hans had in the bucket, and 
said if Hans would give her the fish he should have the golden goose; and this goose was 
such, that if any one touched it he would be sticking fast to it if he only said: "If you'll 
come along, then hang on." 

Yes, Hans would willingly exchange on those terms. "A bird is as good as a fish 
any day," he said to himself. "If it is as you say, I might use it instead of a fish-hook," he 
said to the woman, and felt greatly pleased with the possession of the goose. 

He had not gone far before he met another old woman. When she saw the splendid 
golden goose, she must go and stroke it. She made herself so friendly and spoke so nicely 
to Hans, and asked him to let her stroke that lovely golden goose of his. 

"Oh, yes!" said Hans, "but you mus'n't pluck off any of its feathers!" 
Just as she stroked the bird, Hans said: "If you'll come along, then hang on!" 
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The woman pulled and tore, but she had to hang on, whether she would or no, and 

Hans walked on, as if he only had the goose with him. 
When he had gone some distance, he met a man who had a spite against the 

woman for a trick she had played upon him. When he saw that she fought so hard to get 
free and seemed to hang on so fast, he though he might safely venture to pay her off for the 
grudge he owed her, and so he gave her a kick. 

"If you'll come along, then hang on!" said Hans, and the man had to hang on and 
limp along on one leg, whether he would or no; and when he tried to tear himself loose, he 
made it still worse for himself, for he was very nearly falling on his back whenever he 
struggled to get free. 

So on they went till they came in the neighbourhood of the palace. There they met 
the king's smith; he was on his way to the smithy, and had a large pair of tongs in his 
hand. This smith was a merry fellow, and was always full of mad pranks and tricks, and 
when he saw this procession coming jumping and limping along, he began laughing till he 
was bent in two, but suddenly he said: 

"This must be a new flock of geese for the princess; but who can tell which is 
goose and which is gander? I suppose it must be the gander toddling on in front. Goosey, 
goosey!" he called, and pretended to be strewing corn out of his hands as when feeding 
geese. 

But they did not stop. The woman and the man only looked in great rage at the 
smith for making game of them. So said the smith: "It would be great fun to see if I could 
stop the whole flock, many as they are!"- He was a strong man, and seized the old man 
with his tongs from behind in his trousers, and the man shouted and struggled hard, but 
Hans said: 

"If you'll come along, then hang on!" 
And so the smith had to hang on too. He bent his back and stuck his heels in the 

ground when they went up a hill and tried to get away, but it was of no use; he stuck on to 
the other as if he had been screwed fast in the great vice in the smithy, and whether he 
liked it or not, he had to dance along with the others. 

When they came near the palace, the farm-dog ran against them and barked at 
them, as if they were a gang of tramps, and when the princess came to look out of her 
window to see what was the matter, and saw this procession, she burst out laughing. But 
Hans was not satisfied with that. "Just wait a bit, and she will laugh still louder very 
soon," he said, and made a tour round the palace with his followers. 

When they came past the kitchen, the door was open and the cook was just boiling 
porridge, but when she saw Hans and his train after him, she rushed out of the door with 
the porridge-stick in one hand and a big ladle full of boiling porridge in the other, and she 
laughed till her sides shook; but when she saw the smith there as well she thought she 
would have burst with laughter. When she had had a regular good laugh, she looked at the 
golden goose again and thought it was so lovely that she must stroke it. 

"Hans, Hans!" she cried, and ran after him with the ladle in her hand; "just let me 
stroke that lovely bird of yours." 

"Rather let her stroke me!" said the smith. 
"Very well," said Hans. 
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But when the cook heard this, she got very angry. "What is it you say!" she cried, 

and gave the smith a smack with the ladle. 
"If you'll come along, then hang on!" said Hans, and so she stuck fast to the others 

too, and for all her scolding and all her tearing and pulling, she had to limp along with 
them. 

And when they came past the princess's window again, she was still there waiting 
for them, but when she saw that they had got hold of the cook too, with the ladle and 
porridge-stick, she laughed till the king had to hold her up. So Hans got the princess and 
half the kingdom, and they had a wedding which was heard of far and wide. 

Translated by H.L. Braekstad. [1881] From Round the Yule Log 269-276. 
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Appendix D 

TAPER-TOM WHO MADE THE PRINCESS LAUGH 

There was once a king who had a daughter, and she was so beautiful that she was 
known both far and wide; but she took herself so seriously that she could never laugh, and 
then she was so haughty that she said "No" to everyone who came and courted her. She 
would not have anyone, no matter how fine, whether he was prince or gentleman. The king 
had long since tired of this, and felt that she could get married like the others; she had 
nothing to wait for, she was old enough; nor would she be any richer, either, for she was to 
have half the kingdom, which she inherited from her mother. 

So the king had it proclaimed from all the pulpits in the land, both quickly and 
soon, that the one who could make his daughter laugh was to get her and half the kingdom. 
But if anyone tried and failed, he was to have three strips cut out of his back and salt 
rubbed in. And it's certain that there were many sore backs in that kingdom. Suitors came 
from south and from north, and from east and from west, and believed it would be an easy 
matter to make the king's daughter laugh. And queer fellows came too. But for all the 
monkeys there were, and for all the monkeyshines they did, the king's daughter was just as 
gloomy and serious as ever. 

Close to the king's manor there lived a man who had three sons. They also heard 
that the king had proclaimed that the one who could make the king's daughter laugh was 
to get her and half the kingdom. 

The eldest wanted to set out first; so he rushed off, and when he came to the king's 
manor, he told the king that he wanted to try to make the princess laugh. 

"Well, to be sure," said the king, "but it will be of little use, my man, for there have 
been many here who have tried. My daughter is so serious that it is no use, and I don't like 
to see more get into trouble." 

But the boy felt it would be of some use. It couldn't be so much trouble to make a 
king's daughter laugh for him, for both highborn and lowborn had laughed at him so many 
times when he had served as a soldier and drilled under Nils sergeant. So he started 
marching up and down outside the princess' window, doing all the mistakes he used to do 
as a recruit. But it didn't help. The king's daughter was just as gloomy and serious. So 
they took him and cut three broad strips out of his back, and sent him home again. 

When he had come safely home, the second son wanted to set out. He was a 
schoolmaster, and a strange figure of a man he was, too. He had legs of unequal length, 
and that with a vengeance. One minute he was as short as a boy, then he stood up on his 
long leg and became as tall as a Troll. And he was really a champion at running. 

Yes, he too set out for the king's manor and said he wanted to try to make the 
king's daughter laugh. That wasn't at all unlikely, thought the king, "but heaven help you 
if you don't!" he said. "We cut the strips broader for each one who tries!" 

The schoolmaster strode out on the field. There he placed himself outside the 
princess' window, and he preached and said Mass like seven parsons, and read and sang 
like seven sextons who had been in the parish there. The king laughed so that he had to 
hold onto the porch post, and the king's daughter almost cracked a smile, but she caught 
herself and was just as gloomy and serious again, and so it went no better with Paul the 
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Schoolmaster than it had gone with Per the Soldier - for they were called Per and Paul, 
you might know. They took him, and cut three strips out of his back, and rubbed in salt, 
and then they sent him home again. 

Then the youngest wanted to set out, and that one was Taper-Tom. But the brothers 
laughed and made fun of him, and showed him their sore backs' and the father wouldn't 
let him go, for he said it couldn't be of any use for him who had no sense. He knew 
nothing and did nothing, but only sat by the hearth like a cat and poked in the ashes and 
whittled pine torches. But Taper-Tom didn't give in. He nagged and whined so long that 
they grew tired of it, and at last he was allowed to go to the king's manor and try his luck. 

When he came to the king's court, he didn't say that he wanted to make the king's 
daughter laugh, but asked if he could get a serving-job there. No, they had no serving-job 
for him, but Taper-Tom didn't give up. They certainly could make use of one who could 
carry wood and water to the kitchen maids on such a big farm, he said. Well, the king 
didn't think that could be so unlikely, and he was pretty well tired of Taper-Tom's 
whining, he too; and at last Taper-Tom was allowed to stay there, and carry wood and 
water to the kitchen maids. 

One day, as he was fetching water from the brook, he caught sight of a big fish 
lurking under an old fir root, where the water had washed the earth away. He put his 
bucket carefully under the fish and caught it. But on the way back to the king's manor, he 
met an old crone who was leading a golden goose. 

"Good day, grandmother!" said Taper-Tom. "That's a fine bird you have; and such 
splendid feathers, now! They shine a long way off - if one had such feathers, there'd be no 
need to whittle pine torches," he said. 

The old woman thought just as well of the fish Taper-Tom had in his bucket. So 
she said that if he would give her the fish, he could have the golden goose. And the goose 
was such that if any person so much as touched it, he would be stuck fast if Taper-Tom 
just said, "Hang on, if you want to come along!" 

Well, Taper-Tom was quite willing to swap. "A bird is just as good as a fish," he 
said to himself. "And, if it's the way you say, I can easily use it as a fishhook," he said to 
the old crone, and was well pleased with the goose. 

He hadn't gone very far before he met an old woman. When she saw that fine 
golden goose, she just had to come over and touch it. So she made herself nice and sweet, 
and then she asked Taper-Tom if she couldn't pet his pretty golden goose. 

"All right," said Taper-Tom, "but you mustn't take any of her feathers." The very 
moment she put her hand on the goose, he said, "Hang on, if you want to come along!" 
The old woman pulled and tugged, but she had to hang on, whether she wanted to or not, 
and Taper-Tom walked on as if he were alone with the golden goose. 

When he had travelled a little farther, he met a man who had a score to settle with 
the old woman for a trick she had played on him; and when he saw her struggling so hard 
to get loose, and understood that she was stuck fast, he thought he could safely give her a 
blow, and so he gave her a swift kick with one foot. 

"Hang on, if you want to come along!" cried Taper-Tom, and the man had to 
follow along and hop on one foot, whether he wanted to or not. When he pulled and 
struggled and wanted to get loose, it was even worse, for then he nearly fell over 
backwards. 
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Now they trudged along for a good while until they were close to the king's manor. 

There they met the king's blacksmith. He was on his way to the smithy and had a big pair 
of tongs in his hand. This smith was a jester, who was always full of fun and rascally 
tricks, and when he saw this procession come hopping and hobbling along, he almost 
doubled up with laughter. But then he said, "This must be a flock of geese for the princess. 
Now who's gander and who's goose? That must be the gander, the one who's jogging 
along in front. Goosie! Goosie! Goosie! Goosie! Goosie!" he called, and threw out his 
hand as if he were scattering corn to the geese. 

But the procession did not stop - the old woman and the man just glared at the 
smith for making fun of them. 

So the smith said, "It would be fun to hold back the whole flock of geese, as many 
as they are." For he was a strong man. And so with his tongs he grabbed the old man by 
the seat of his breeches, and the old fellow began to shout and wriggle. 

But Taper-Tom said, "Hang on, if you want to come along!" 
So the smith also had to go along. And for all he bent his back, and dug his heels in 

the ground and wanted to get loose, it helped not one bit. He was stuck as fast as though he 
had been screwed into the big anvil in the smithy, and whether he wanted to or not, he had 
to dance along. 

When they arrived at the king's manor, the watchdog flew at them and started 
barking as if they were tramps or thieves, and when the king's daughter looked out of the 
window to see what was going on, and caught sight of this gang of scarecrows, she burst 
out laughing. But Taper-Tom wasn't satisfied with that. 

"Wait a moment, and she'll soon be splitting her sides!" he said, and turned back 
of the king's manor with his procession. 

As they came past the kitchen, the door stood open and the cook was busy stirring 
the porridge. But when she caught sight of Taper-Tom and his flock, she rushed out of the 
kitchen, with the ladle in one hand and the pot of steaming porridge in the other, and 
laughed until she shook. And when she saw that the smith was along, she slapped her 
thighs and screamed with laughter. But when she had really laughed her fill, she also 
thought that the golden goose was so fine that she had to go over and stroke it. 

"Taper-Tom, Taper-Tom," she cried, running after him with the porridge ladle in 
her hand. "May I stroke that lovely bird you have?" 

"Let her stroke me instead!" said the smith. 
"So I will!" said Taper-Tom. 
But when the cook heard that, she became angry. "What's that you say?" she 

shrieked, and swung at the smith with the ladle. 
"Hang on, if you want to come along!" said Taper-Tom; so she stuck fast, she too; 

and for all she scolded, and for all she tugged and tore, and as wild as she was, she had to 
hobble along. But, when they came outside the front window, the princess stood and 
waited for them, and when she saw that they had the cook along, with both ladle and pot, 
she burst out laughing, and laughed so hard that the king had to hold her up. So Taper-
Tom got the princess and half the kingdom, and they held a wedding so grand that it was 
the talk of the whole land. 

Translated by Pat Shaw. [1960] From Norwegian Folk Tales 20-24. 




